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This thesis is on Natural Language Generation. It describes a linguistic realisation
system that translates the semantic information encoded in a conceptual graph into an
English language sentence. The use of a non-hierarchically structured semantic repre¬
sentation (conceptual graphs) and an approximate matching between semantic struc¬
tures allows us to investigate a more general version of the sentence generation problem
where one is not pre-committed to a choice of the syntactically prominent elements in
the initial semantics. We show clearly how the semantic structure is declaratively re¬
lated to linguistically motivated syntactic representation — we use D-Tree Grammars
which stem from work on Tree-Adjoining Grammars. The declarative specification of
the mapping between semantics and syntax allows for different processing strategies
to be exploited. A number of generation strategies have been considered: a pure top-
down strategy and a chart-based generation technique which allows partially successful
computations to be reused in other branches of the search space. Having a generator
with increased paraphrasing power as a consequence of using non-hierarchical input
and approximate matching raises the issue whether certain 'better' paraphrases can be
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This chapter sets the scene. The broad notions of natural language generation (nlg)
and in particular sentence generation are introduced. This thesis focuses on techniques
for sentence generation. We briefly review the overall generation process and then
'zoom-in' on the anatomy of sentence generators. We discuss the inputs and outputs
of such a component, and the tasks that have to be performed.
nlg arises in the context of human-machine communication where we as humans are
presented with information by an intelligent computer system. Initially, natural lan¬
guage generation was viewed as the opposite process of natural language understanding
(nlu). In nlu the known is the text. nlu systems scan the text during which linguistic
form and meaning become apparent. The nlu algorithms involve managing hypothe¬
ses concerning ambiguities at different levels. nlg is now standardly considered to
include more stages than just the mapping between meaning to form. The known is
taken to include the system's goals (communicative intentions). nlg algorithms involve
choosing from alternatives, establishing plans, constructing specifications and realising
them. The process is one of planning by progressive refinement.
Natural language generation (nlg) is the study of how to convey an
underlying message as a meaningful utterance or text using linguistic




NLG proceeds from illocutionary intentions and perspectives (goals) to linearly ordered
words. Viewed as such the process is very complex and unmanageable. Traditionally,
researchers have posited different levels of representations and mappings between them
in order to break the complex process into smaller sub-processes which are easier to
tackle. One such decomposition of the generation task is given here below (see also
Figure 1.1):
Goal identification: choosing the goals that the utterance has to achieve. These can
be to impart information to the audience (persuade, inform) or prompt them to
some action (ask, request). When speaking carefully and deliberately a person
will try to simultaneously satisfy many goals from different sources: rhetorical,
tutorial, affective and descriptive, among others.
Planning the structure of the text: This stage consists of:
• Content determination: detailing the conceptual information; selection (or
deliberate omission) of information units to appear in the text (concepts,
relations, individuals);
• Grouping: grouping information into sentence sized units; and
• Sentence planning: adoption of a coordinated rhetorical organisation of these
units in a coherent text. (Some researchers consider the choice of contents
words in this stage.)
Realisation of the sentence units: mapping the conceptual representations that
the text planner has identified in the previous stage onto linguistic structures
(also called sentence generation). Content words have to be chosen (lexical
choice), the grammatical relations between them, closed class-words (auxiliaries,
prepositions) have to be introduced (syntactic choice); words have to be declined
(morphological processing).
Post-processing: generating speech (intonation and stress) or text formatting of the
written output.
A two stage separation of the generation process that is often made following
















Figure 1.1: Stages in generation
on 11what to say" and a tactical component will deal with "how to say it". Tacti¬
cal generation is viewed as the process dealing with language specific aspects of the
generation task.
The wider use of intelligent knowledge-based systems has created more areas where
generation of text and speech is needed. Successful generation systems have been used
in domains as diverse as: generation of explanations for expert systems; generation
of weather forecasts; generation of instructions; generation of technical documentation
from a knowledge base; production of summaries from tabular data; on-line infor¬
mation (dialogue) systems; computer-aided language learning tools; interaction with
autonomous agents; etc.1 We give a comprehensive list of many generation systems
that have been used so far with brief salient characteristics in Appendix A.
1 For overviews of the state of the art in nlg (over the years), see: [Kempen 87b,
McKeown & Swartout 88, Paris et al. 91, Reiter & Dale 97]. There have been a number of tuto¬
rials on nlg with good expositions and overviews of recent work: [Dale 93, Zock 93, Zock 94].
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In principle, the general generation architecture attempts to model cognitive behaviour
(i.e., the steps that humans go through in producing language). Yet, currently, the
state of the art of cognitive science and neurobiology is not such that we know for
certain what the structures that humans operate with are, and what the processes
that operate with these structures are. Furthermore, the hardware of computer systems
differs from the human brain. Human short-term memory is limited, speech production
is linear, the human brain is massively parallel. In contrast, computer systems: have
larger memories, can work on non-adjacent constituents (i.e., need not consider only
left-to-right production), use mostly sequential computational models. Still, given the
complexity of computer systems that attempt to do a lot of the tasks in the generation
model it makes sense to follow cognitive guidelines because after all we are modelling
human activity (and the closer to the 'original' generators work the more natural
they will seem to the humans interacting with them) and because nature has evolved
strategies for achieving language production effectively (human speech production is
fast given all the constraints).
In this thesis we address aspects of (what some would consider to belong to the stage
of) sentence planning (how content words are chosen but not how the semantics is
chunked in units realisable as sentences) and surface (linguistic) realisation (how syn¬
tactic structures are computed) from a semantic input which contains as few language
specific commitments as possible. Given a particular semantic content to convey, the
task is how to realise it linguistically. We look at ways of realising a semantic repre¬
sentation as a sentence and explore the interactions between syntax and semantics.
It is worth noting that we are concerned with text production and will not consider
a whole range issues including: speech production, expressing subparts of the con¬
ceptual input non-linguistically (i.e., multimodal generation: pictures, gestures, facial
expressions, etc.) and text layout.
1.1 Sentence generation
Sentence generation is the inverse problem of syntactic analysis and subsequent seman¬
tic interpretation. The latter consists in constructing some semantic representation of
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an input string of words based on the syntactic and semantic rules of a formal gram¬
mar. In our work we limit ourselves to frameworks that attribute word strings with
expressions in some logical formalism. The surface generation problem then consists
in assigning an output word string to a semantic (conceptual) input (also often called
message). In general both these mappings are many-to-many: a word string that can
be mapped to several distinct logical forms is said to be ambiguous; a logical form that
can be assigned several different word strings is said to have multiple paraphrases.
A sentence generator has to traverse the initial semantic structure (in some way) and
make decisions about:
• chunking: breaking the semantic representation into parts corresponding to
clauses or even smaller syntactic units (words);
• ordering: deriving the sequence in which elements (semantic chunks or syntactic
constituents) will be considered. This refers to order of control rather than the
surface order of syntactic constituents;
• matching: matching the semantic definitions of lexical entries against the se¬
mantic input.
• constraining: choosing syntactic structures for portions of the semantic input.
During this process the generator is placing linguistic constraints on (possibly)
partially built structures;
• integration: having recognised bits of the semantic input as certain linguistic
constructions, these linguistic constructions have to be integrated in bigger (more
specific) structures;
• consistency checking: if the generator adds more to the corresponding se¬
mantics than is required (by the input) it has to check that these additions are
consistent with previous primary constraints (which stem from its input) or cur¬
rent state of affairs (knowledge about the world);
• grammatical additions: when the generator has exhausted the message (cov¬
ered the message) and has no more semantic constraints to add to the syntactic
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structure, then the current syntactic structure should be further elaborated in
case it is not complete; and
• postponing: certain constraints/goals might not be satisfied with the generated
sentence—these will be carried over to the next sentence.
From now on when we refer to generation and a generator we will have in mind the
narrow meaning—sentence generation and a sentence generator. In the literature the
above tasks are rarely made explicit at the same level of granularity. In fact postponing
is hardly ever discussed. Chunking and ordering of the examination of subparts of the
semantics are sometimes done by a recogniser for the semantic structure. In other
cases it is interleaved with the syntactic chunking and ordering. One extreme is to
start with a syntactic grammar and add arguments for the semantics. The idea then
is to run an analyser in reverse. Rather than start with a string of words and look
for a syntactic tree and a corresponding logical form, run the same analyser providing
as input only the logical form. Implementations based on logic programming where
such bidirectionality of the use of predicates is a common metaphor. It is true that
such an approach does work on toy examples. However, a lack of appreciation of
the problems which arise when attempting to scale up this approach was also the
reason why a lot of NLP researchers were 'fooled' in regarding NLG as not particularly
interesting. The main problems are of course that often the right variables are not
instantiated and the generator has to produce (predict) blindly constituents which have
nothing to do with the original semantic input. The other alternative is to augment
a semantic analyser with arguments for the syntactic structure. There are couple of
issues that arise immediately: semantic structures don't always look like syntactic
structures (elementary semantic constituents do not directly correspond to syntactic
constituents) and more importantly a separate generation grammar has to be written
from scratch.
Control in generation is another dimension along which existing generators vary—on
the one hand there are procedural approaches where what happens next is encoded in
the current procedure; declarative approaches, on the other hand, separate the control
from the data—the factual knowledge (linguistic data) is represented in a uniform
format that can be interpreted by a module which contains the control knowledge.
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Constraining refers to constraining the syntactic structure which opens the door for a
view where the syntactic structure that is being built is only partial. Such constraints
stem from the semantic structure, for example what lexical items to use in the sentence.
Integration means building bigger syntactic constituents from smaller ones. This is
where preferences to particular syntactic theories come into play. In some systems
integration is performed implicitly by means of instantiating appropriate variables.
Constraining and integrating linguistic structures are often performed together in con¬
sidering the grammar rules.
A fine level of granularity of the generation subtasks is needed in order to structure
better the space of possible design decisions in the process of building a generator.
1.2 Generation as a search problem
Generation (also in the broad sense) is a structure mapping process that involves
making choices. The main issue for a generation system is representing choice points
and controlling multiple interacting decisions. The mapping between conceptual and
linguistic structures is a highly non-deterministic task because:
• the conceptual input can be chunked (grouped into sub-parts) differently;
• a conceptual configuration can be expressed by a number of different lexical items
(words);
• parts of the conceptual structure can be realised by a number of syntactic struc¬
tures;
• these syntactic structures might be of different categories.
Traditionally the two important choices that are discussed for sentence generators are
the choice of words and syntactic constructions:
1.2.1 Lexical choice
The problem of lexical choice is finding (open class) words that can be used in rendering
the message. There are a number of factors that influence the decision:
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• possible initial packaging of the conceptual input, e.g., blond(french(woman))
is likely to be realised as blond French woman but not as French blonde;
• selectional restrictions: essen/fressen;
• collocations: tall person/high mountain;
• formality: Hi!/Good morning! ;
• salience: borrow/lend
• user model of the lexicon of the user: modem/connecting device;
• syntactic constraints: The pen belongs to John\ * is had by John.
1.2.2 Syntactic choice
The choice of syntactic constructions involves decisions about the shape of the linguistic
structures. This depends on:
• possible previous priming (i.e., bias to a particular syntactic construction, e.g.,
in dialogue or question answering the answer often preserves the structure of the
question);
• what words will be used: I am considering buying a computer/1 want to buy a
computer;
• topic/focus: topicalisations (John loves Mary/Mary John loves).
Lexical and syntactic decisions are interdependent. For example the verb shipwreck
can only be used in passive:
They were shipwrecked off the coast of Newfoundland.
Different approaches position the lexical and syntactic choices differently. Some con¬
sider lexical choice to be part of the sentence planning. In fact the majority of systems
perform lexical choice before syntactic choice in a pipeline fashion. An exception is





In this section we take a closer look at the nature of the input for nlg systems and
argue that it should not have certain hierarchical dependences. We study this issue
from a multilingual as well as monoligual perspective.
1.3.1 Tree-like semantic assumption
Early work on sentence generation assumed input of the form: pred(argi, . . .arg„)
and the generation process was reduced to mapping pred —* verb, argi —> first comple¬
ment, etc. This approach, of course, makes the "semantic structures" be nothing more
than disguised syntactic representations and reduces the sentence generation problem
to finding out the ordering of the constituents. This 'tree-like' semantic assumption
severely restricts the paraphrasing power of generators and (among other things) does
not allow for handling translation mismatches (head switching examples) and incorpo¬
ration of modifiers in the syntactic head.
1.3.2 Multilingual generation and machine translation
Generation in a number of languages and generation in the context of machine trans¬
lation (mt) raises important questions about the nature of the (conceptual) input.
Standardly, the message is cast in terms of a logical form or as an expression in some
knowledge representation language. In our work we consider an interlingual approach
(which has advantages with regards to modularity) and expect the input to be able to
make distinctions that will motivate the choice of one linguistic structure over another
in all languages.2 This means that the conceptual ontologies that give structure to the
set of concepts (building blocks) in the message will have to be richer.
Translation mismatches. Various kinds of non-perfect alignment of direct equiva¬
lents3 (referred to as translation mismatches) have been considered in MT (for a survey
2 In contrast transfer-based approaches to MT use language dependent 'semantic' representations that
express the distinctions relevant for the target language only.
3 And sometimes non-existence of direct equivalents.
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see [Dorr 93, Dorr 94]). Some of these mismatches can be handled straightforwardly
in the generation context. There is one case, however, that of head switching, which
is hard to reconcile with the tree-like semantic assumption.
Heads4 of phrases incorporate part of the semantics of the initial (input) semantic
structure and to a large extent predetermine the final syntactic structure. Which bits
of the semantic input should be grouped together (packaged) into the lexical head of
the phrase is a decision to be taken by the generation component and not by another
module. Certain groupings of semantic features are only meaningful for a language if
in the language there is a potential to express them with a word. Deciding on what
the right head should be is challenging, because one cannot assume t-hat the semantics
contains this information (the answer depends on the language one is generating in).
A bad solution to the head selection problem could lead to a dead end.
The phenomenon when the target language head of phrase has to be different (because
of lack of similar lexical material or syntactic constraints) is termed head switching.
In cases of head switching a semantic configuration of process, participants and cir¬
cumstances is realised with 'radically' different surface structures. A famous example
is the incorporation of the manner information into the head verb for English and its
separate realisation as a modifier in Romance languages:
English: He swam across the river.
French: II a traverse la riviere a la nage.
In effect the (interlingual) conceptual input can be chunked in different ways giving
rise to different linguistic structures.5 Here is another example:
English: He almost fell.
French: II a failli tomher. [Janes 88]
Head switching is a serious problem for MT systems where the source and the target
4
Every phrase has a subcomponent that largely predetermines the combinatorial properties of the
whole phrase. These are called head daughters (or lexical heads when the subphrase is a single
word). Thus, in the sentence The computer sent the message, the head daughter is the phrase sent
the message. The verb sent in turn is the head of the verb phrase and it is the lexical head of both
the verb phrase and the sentence [Pollard & Sag 87].
5 In contrast transfer-based approaches to MT use language dependent 'semantic' representations that
express the distinctions relevant for the target language only.
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languages exhibit different flexibility in their capacity to incorporate semantic elements
into words.
1.3.3 Monolingual arguments
While primarily a concern of MT the problem of head selection (packaging information
and determining syntactic structure) persists in generation as well, because certain
paraphrases in the target language also show that information can be put together in
different ways:
Fred limped quickly across the road.
Fred hurried/rushed across the road with a limp.
Fred crossed the road limping quickly.
Fred, who was injured in the leg, crossed the road quickly.
The lame Fred crossed the road quickly.
The cripple crossed the road quickly.
Consider also the pair:
She smiled a welcome to the guests.
She welcomed the guests with a smile.
The reason why head switching cases are problematic for MT stems from the fact that
often the semantic representation for the translation equivalents contains commitments
which might be natural for one of the languages but not for the other. Often such
commitments come down to dominance relationships (for example in logical/PROLOG
terms, feature structures, etc.) which by virtue of the particular KR formalism which is
used have to be stated. That is why the ability to express the semantics in as abstract
manner as possible becomes of importance.
Flexible modifiers. Frameworks that assume hierarchical (tree-like) nature of the
input cannot:
1. produce different ordering of modifiers. The order of modifiers reflects the order
in which they appear in the logical form (we use rewrite systems notation6):
6 Indeed generation can be seen as an instance of a rewrite system [Book &: Otto 93,
Baader & Nipkow 98] — the semantic representation is rewritten as a syntactic representation.




modl(mod2( concept )) /> adj2 adjl noun
2. incorporate modifiers in order other than in the order in which they 'wrap' the
semantics is not possible, i.e., such approaches cannot simultaneously generate




french(blond(girl)) —» French blond
—> French blond girl
/> blond French
If one accepts the idea that the underlying semantics for the above cases is the same
natural question that arise are: 'How is the semantics represented?' 'What guides the
different restructuring/packaging for different languages?'. 'How is the head realised
lexically?' and 'What syntactic structure is used?'.
In order to address the above issues (head switching and flexible modifiers) we argue
that a more abstract, non-hierarchical representation for encoding the conceptual input
is needed. We have shown that naive generation approaches can't do the right thing
with tree-shaped semantics. If the NLG system is going to be based on some kind
of simple compositional pattern-matching on the semantics then the semantics has to
allow all sorts of possible trees to be imposed on it. Hence, it has to be a more general
kind of structure. Generators then will have more flexible ways of matching linguistic
resources (such as lexical items and the semantic structures associated with grammar
rules) against the conceptual input.7
1.4 Approximate generation
There are MT translation pairs for which language motivated semantic representations
which aren't really the same and none of them subsumes the other (at the language
7 Similar arguments have been made in the context of semantic transfer [Dorna et al. 98]. Dorna
et al. show how by using a nonhierarchical representation the head switching is no longer manisfest
in the representation.
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level these involve lack of direct equivalents). See [Barnett et al. 94] for a discussions
of examples. In order for us to allow for common input we need to use finer grain
representation (as mentioned above) and also be able to consume and match partially
the input. Allowing approximate matches raises the question whether in generation
we should consider linguistic structures that express the whole conceptual input (com¬
pleteness) and only the conceptual input (coherence).
"Translation must often be a matter of approximating the meaning of a
source language text rather than findingan exact counterpart in the target
language since languages differ in the concepts and real-world entitirs for
which they have words and grammatical constructs." [Kameyama et al. 91,
page 197] [emphasis added]
One important underlying assumption of this research is that language can feedback
to the planning component, i.e., humans do say things they had not originally planned
because a particular language construction forces them to include additional seman¬
tic material. Detransitivised verbs in one language might not have a counterpart in
another and thus the latter language might need to introduce additional material.
A similar example involves definiteness and number information which are required in
English but are mostly lacking in Japanese, whereas the honorificity and speaker's per-
spectivity information is required in Japanese but mostly lacking in English. There are
fundamental discrepancies in the extent and types of information that the grammars of
these languages choose to encode. Consider the following pair [Kameyama et al. 91]:
English: I like Matisse's drawings better than paintings.
Japanese: watasi wa Matisse no aburae ya suisaiga yorimo senbyou ga suki desu
Japanese doesn't have counterparts for drawings or paintings and needs to approximate
them using (in this case) more specific concepts: I like Matisse's line-drawings better
than oiLpaintings or water-colours.
Current generation systems only worry about how much of the original semantics has
been consumed/covered and their termination condition is that the current derivation
must cover all of the input semantics. This model is good for isolated cases where one
is sure that the input semantics is expressible as a single sentence. Yet, this model is
rather simplistic in a number of respects. Not only do humans introduce additional
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semantic material, but it may happen that a certain concept (or a subgraph in the
general case) is conveyed by an expression whose lexical semantics is a concept more
general or more specific than the original concept in the input. This is the reason
why we want generators to keep track of the 'shadow' semantics corresponding to the
current derivation. In order to avoid serious deviations from the conceptual input
we consider that the shadow semantics is constrained between an upper and a lower
semantic bound (which we take to be part of the input specifications).
1.4.1 Our notion of paraphrase
We have a more liberal notion of what we take to be synonymous sentences (because we
allow for approximate matching and do not want to guarantee exhaustive consumption
of the conceptual input). This relaxes the implicit strict assumption of other generation
systems that the input is realisable as a single sentence. In normal situations people
never speak strictly: potential semantic contrasts are often ignored in actual contexts
as irrelevant to the main point of the message. This ability of the speaker not to
notice semantic nuances if he does not need them is an important property of natural
languages that has not been accounted for.8 A similar view is shared by Mel'cuk:
"Contextual neutralisation of semantic differences is extremely important
to any semantically-based theory of language ..." [Mel'cuk 88, p.86, re¬
mark 4]
One doesn't really need to go beyond the sentence level to start noticing these effects.
Consider for example the translation pair [Barnett et al. 94, p.358]:
Spanish: Vi una perra con sus cachorros.
English: I saw a dog with her puppies.
The Spanish noun perra refers to a female dog, but the pronoun sus does not indicate
gender of the antecendent. In English, the information is the other way around: her
indicates gender, while dog doesn't. The Spanish morphological information gets ab¬
sorbed by a syntactically remote part of the English sentence. It could be suppressed
altogether by using its in place of her.
8 We introduce the exact notion of a paraphrase in Chapter 5 where it will be defined as a sentence
with corresponding semantics within certain upper and lower bounds.
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While it is in principle feasible, the thesis is not in fact going to consider aspects
of contextual neutralisation related to discourse, and is focussed instead on sentence
realisation.
1.5 The problem of logical form equivalence
In previous sections we worried about the form of the input. There is a negative
theoretical result which amounts to exact generation being NP-hard.
Generators normally use a grammar (in the broad sense, i.e., not just a syntactic gram¬
mar) which associates a single logical form with each possible meaning of a sentence.
Shieber notes that there are infinitely many intentionally equivalent logical forms (i.e.,
that mean the same) yet the grammar only relates a very small number of these to
linguistic forms in the language [Shieber 93]. Such prominent logical forms are called
canonical forms.
There is a problem if the generator is given a non-cannonical logical form to express.
It should look for a cannonical form equivalent to its input but for representation
languages that have the power of first order logic logical equivalence is in general not
computable.
One could try to look for restrected logics whose equivalence problem is computable
but which still represent all NL meaning distinctions (the "AI problem").
For restricted domains, one can impose well-formedness constraints based on domain
dependent principle which restrict the granularity of meaning distinctions.
If the generator is always given a cannonical form, this implies that the input isn't really
a logical form but an 'abstract syntactic representation'. Thus, language dependence




Generation approaches can be classified into two main groups: deterministic generators
which produce a single sentence for a given input and non-deterministic generators
which can come up with a number of paraphrases for a single semantic input.
Deterministic generators are fast because they are assumed always to make the
right decision and need not store information about alternatives at different points
in the generation process so that they can return to these choice points later on. In
order to produce different sentences there must be differences in the input that would
motivate one structure rather than another. Thus, deterministic generators need to
make finer distinctions in the input in order to produce different sentences. Systems
based on this model include: PENMAN, COMMUNAL, KOMET, KPML (based on Systemic
Functional Grammar) and IDAS (which uses classification).
There is a strong psycholinguistic argument against determinism in that people do
not always produce the same sentences in the 'same' situations. People also produce
ungrammatical sentences (which deterministic generators are not geared to) and often
they need to 'repair' what they have said. In addition determinism imposes very strong
constraints on the input to the generators—it has to be very fine-grained.9 In building
computational systems we are not obliged to model human behaviour10 yet there are
arguments why it is worth considering human behaviour namely:
1. Communication is at the heart of social interaction and verbally expressing one¬
self is a major part of communication. Human language capacities have evolved
over a long period of time.
2. Humans generate language in real time although the search space is large while
the size of the short term memory buffer is small (7 ± 2 items).
9 Which cannot always be guranteed especially if the input comes from non-linguistic applications.
10 Just as when building airplanes designers are not trying to imitate the dynamics of the wing move¬
ment in birds.
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Non-deterministic generators can render a given input differently. At each point
of the generation there might be a number of alternatives which can be pursued. The
generators will need to remember these alternatives (or more precisely the alternatives
that remain to be explored) so that they can come back to them in case something
goes wrong further down the path they will choose. This returning to old choice points
is called backtracking and is typical for a lot of ai problems involving complex search
spaces. A number of generators rely on backtracking: fuf, shdg, protector. From a
psycholinguistic point of view backtracking11 can be seen (somewhat) as the analogue
to repairs that humans make.12 Furthermore, there are situations when paraphrasing
capabilities are required:
1. In dialogue systems paraphrasing is an important issue ("Could you say that
againf' situations).
2. If the output of the generator is post-evaluated and if the post-evaluator can
reject the output. It can be argued that such post-generation constraints can be
integrated within the generation process but then modularity can be lost.
3. In generating paragraph-length texts often it is useful to avoid repetitive con¬
structions. Unless generators have preferences to using syntactic or stylistic con¬
structions that can be changed dymanically generators will be producing the
same set of paraphrases in the same order. Thus similar semantic structures will
be expressed using similar syntactic constructions. If variation is needed then in
consequent generation of sentences the first solutions might have to be ignored.
4. If the generator is allowed to fail (i.e., reach a dead end—neither of the available
alternatives is consistent with the choices made so far).13
The last point is quite alarming as it means that a generator might not produce any
output at all. We now turn to the notion of failures:
11 We would like to stress that the non-deterministic aspect of generators is not the same as the ease
with which non-deterministic algorithms can be coded in the particular implementation language
that is used.
12 Humans also explore the search space and in encoutering dead-ends opts for local repairs. This
allows for speed of processing.
13 This requires paraphrasing capabilities only if the failure is local and there is a successful result
elsewhere in the search space.
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gaps: 1. syntactic: inability to express a piece of semantics as a certain syntactic
category.
Languages in general are very flexible so often the cause for such failures can
be due to the lack of appropriate mapping rules (i.e., given that languages
are flexible there are less likely to be gaps. Thus the gap is not in the
language but in our inexhaustive encoding of the linguistic structures).
2. lexical: lack of a word in the language expressing the given concept. One
can resort to definitional capabilities (expanding the concept using simpler
concepts). That often leads to a non-global optimum.
semantic failures: the entire semantics has not been expressed (very common with
syntactic grammar-driven generation) or (too much) additional information has
been added, i.e., there is a mismatch (beyond a certain level of acceptability) be¬
tween the input semantics and the semantics of the generated sentence. Genera¬
tors that are not coherent and complete are particularly subject to this property.
syntactic failures: the generated syntactic structure does not satisfy some global
constraints.
stylistic failures: the generated structure might not satisfy certain stylistic con¬
straints: sentence is too long, it can lead to false unwanted implicatures, can
be ambiguous, might not be at the right level of politeness, etc.
The gap failures are local and the others are global. The global failures are of the
post-evaluation kind, i.e., they are best detected after the generator has produced some
result. Local failures force the generator to consider another set of choices. Usually
this is done by backtracking to the previous choice point and taking an alternative
route.
Re-generation vs backtracking. Even if a generator has to produce only one
sentence (at the macro level) it does not mean that the generator should be deter¬
ministic (i.e., not use backtracking). Backtracking is obviously needed if more so¬
lutions/paraphrases are required but best-first (or preference-based) performance ap¬
proaches do not necessarily imply a deterministic generation architecture.
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Lexical gaps. Later in the thesis (in Section 6.1.1) we consider the generation of the
following sentence:
Alexander launched a full-scale attack on the town.
Following a sensible top-down generation strategy the generator will get stuck.14 The
reason will turn to be that we will not be able to realise a certain concept given a goal
syntactic category. Such is the nature of lexical gaps: The absence of a word in the
lexical field of a language is called a lexical gap.
A key feature of lexical gaps is that they are idiosyncratic and language-dependent.
One could not expect a language-independent input to specify enough information to
enable them to be avoided. Thus, lexical gaps constitute a serious problem for top-
down deterministic generators or generators that have imposed on them prior lexical
decisions.
1.7 Declarativeness
So far we have been stressing that analysis and generation are very different, they
have different sets of concerns. Parsing is concerned with structural alternations while
generation is about functional choices. However, both parsing and generation processes
establish the (grammar) relation Meaning <-> Form, i.e., they are the two performance
sides of linguistic competence. From an engineering perspective it makes a lot of sense
to use a single declaratively stated relation between meaning and form. The fact that
for effieciency reasons we might use different indexing (on the linguistic structure for
analysis and on functional and semantic information for generation) should not come
as a big surprise. It is true that the largest generation and analysis systems have not
been built to allow reusability of the linguistic resources for the other process.
In this thesis we take the linguistic resources that the generator uses to be declarative
in nature and consider techniques for efficient processing with these. We think that
even from the point of view of generation alone it is important to use declarative
data because it is useful to consider different generation strategies (presently it is not
14
By the time we reach Section 6.1.1 we will have more machinery and associated notation to illustrate
the example more concretely.
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known what strategy is the most efficient nor which one is the most psychologically
plausible). If a lot of effort is spent developing a large grammar that can be used in
one mode of processing and later arguments are found that the particular strategy is
not good (doesn't scale up, cannot be integrated with other processes, cannot take
other knowledge sources into account, is not psycholinguistically plausible, etc.) all
this development effort will be wasted. Furthermore even if we want to use a single
generation strategy for the purposes of maintaining the grammar it is better if control
is separated from the data (issues like these have been extensively discussed in the
logic programming literature [Hogger 91]).
1.8 Contributions of this thesis
Current generation systems exhibit a fair amount of sophistication and many are suc¬
cessfully used in various domains. In order for us to build even better systems (systems
that will allow for more natural communication with humans), current theories, archi¬
tectures and implementations need to be improved. Here are some enhancements over
the current state of the art generators which are addressed in this thesis (the main
contributions follow this list):
• Planners cannot be expected to know about what a sentence is (size). Languages
are flexible and can express a lot of information in one sentence.
• Sentence generators should not have lexical choices imposed on them. If they
do the search space is severely restricted (sometimes to the point where there
is no solution). In a way the generator then can be reduced to a parser (word
adjacency is swapped for semantic connectivity or embeddedness).
• The conceptual input should not be prepackaged because it then becomes an
abstract syntactic representation and paraphrases are ruled out. This severely
hinders multilinguality.
• Sentence generators should not be deterministic (either at the macro or micro
level). It is not always possible to make an optimal choice.
• Generators should not duplicate work.
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• Generators cannot be expected to express a perfect match of the conceptual
input.
• Generators cannot be expected to have syntactic decisions imposed on them
because there are paraphrases which have radically different syntactic structures.
• Generators should not be procedural. It is not known what the best strategy is.
The resources should be separated from the processing for better maintenance.
• Generators cannot be expected to come up with the best paraphrase. They need
additional mechanisms.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
1. use of non-hierarchical conceptual input;
2. use of approximate matching between the input semantics and the semantics
corresponding to the generated sentence;
3. use of a linguistic framework which improves on one of the widely used grammars
for generation;
4. use of memoization techniques to keep the results of previous generated sub-
phrases and reuse them in subsequent goals;
5. developing a preference-based model for generation;
6. developing a practical generation system which embodies the above ideas.
We have formalised and implemented an approach to NLG that has the above properties.
1.9 Structure of the thesis
Chapter 2 puts our work in the context of the existing research in sentence gen¬
eration. A number of approaches are surveyed thus illustrating the variety of
assumptions and design decisions adopted in generation work so far. More impor¬
tantly, the weak and strong points of the frameworks are pointed out both from
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a computational and linguistic point of view. Stand-alone (dedicated) genera¬
tion systems are reviewed; attention is also paid to machine translation systems
which face more problems in cases of mismatches between the source and tar¬
get languages. It is noted that existing generation approaches often assume a
hierarchical structure on the input semantic representation which is not justified
independently of the language. Furthermore, the constraints on the semantics
of the output (completeness and coherence) are more restrictive than necessary
and intuitively good realisations are ruled out.
Chapter 3 introduces the formalism that is used for representing the input for the
system (conceptual graphs). The conceptual graphs formalism allows us to de¬
scribe the input semantic representation without imposing a hierarchical struc¬
ture on it which is biased towards a particular language.
Chapter 4 discusses the grammatical framework which is used for expressing the
syntactic structures that the system outputs. We consider a particular class of
grammatical formalisms — non-concatenative grammars. We look in particular
at Tree-Adjoining Grammars (a formalism which has been used much in gener¬
ation) and a later development based on them — D-Tree Grammars. The use of
D-Tree Grammar as will be shown in Chapter 5 simplifies the mapping between
semantics and syntax.
Chapter 5 contains the main contribution — it describes the generation model.
Firstly, the knowledge sources are introduced. The grammar of the system is a
set of mapping rules which relate semantic representations cast in terms of con¬
ceptual graphs to syntactic structures stated using syntactic trees in the D-Tree
Grammar framework. The declarative aspect of the mapping rules is empha¬
sised which has important ramifications for the processing model — namely that
different strategies for generation can be exploited. Then the actual generation
model is described. It is also illustrated with concrete examples. Then the notion
of a paraphrase is defined. A valid paraphrase is not only a single sentence but
can also consist of an initial sentence and a possible follow-up. An important
characteristic of the generation framework is that the semantics of a paraphrase
is not taken to be just more specific (completeness) or more general (coherence)
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or both but has to match the input semantics. This matching is meant to allow
for cases that previous systems will rule out where there could be combinations
of specialisation and generalisation of parts of the input semantics. Ways for
comparing alternative paraphrases are discussed. This relaxed notion of a para¬
phrase will in general allow many more possibilities — the search space will be
larger. To address this, mechanisms to control the search are investigated.
Chapter 6 motivates the use of memoization techniques through an example that
shows that standard backtracking algorithms for generation will need to duplicate
a lot of work. We summarise chart parsing and review existing approaches to
chart generation. We then define chart generation from a semantic perspective.
As in parsing, there is an array of different processing strategies that can be
explored (a top-down chart strategy is implemented).
Chapter 7 discusses a model of preference-based generation which aims at pro¬
ducing better sentences earlier. We talk about different dimensions along which
valid paraphrases can be compared. A method for comparing semantic struc¬
tures is suggested which allows the generator to rate the paraphrases on seman¬
tic grounds. Similar preferences can be defined for other aspects of the resulting
structure (the syntax for example) and the preferences can be integrated dynam¬
ically in the generation process. We investigate a strategy which uses an agenda
of unprocessed goals which is implemented as a priority queue so that a best-first
search can be performed.
Chapter 8 concludes by summarising the contributions of this work. By combining
two powerful frameworks — that of Conceptual Graphs and D-Tree Grammar,
a generation framework has been developed which allows for the linguistic re¬
alisation problem to be viewed in a more general setting. Important starting
assumptions have been relaxed: (1) that of the hierarchical nature of the in¬
put semantics, and (2) inflexibility in covering the conceptual input. From the
algorithmic point of view we have considered (3) memoization techniques, and
(4) preference-based processing. The realisation component is viewed in a broader
sense addressing lexical choice and the generation of follow-up sentences. The
generation system that is built is viewed as a general test-bed for experimenting
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with possible generation strategies. Taking additional knowledge sources into ac¬
count during generation is also discussed. The major limitations are highlighted
and directions for future work are outlined.
A comprehensive list of generation systems is given in an appendix which is followed
by an index.
SUMMARY
0 NLG is concerned with the production of text by a computer.
© Sentence generation is at the heart of a NLG system.
© Generation (in the broad and narrow sense) is a goal-oriented process, a process of
choice.
© Generators should not assume a tight relationship between semantics and syntax.
© Generators cannot always make the right decisions.
© In realistic applications it is not always possible to express all the input and only
the input (and at the given level of specificity).
Chapter 2
Literature Survey
In this chapter we study existing approaches to sentence generation. Our goal is to
examine to what extent the questions we have raised at the end of Chapter 1 have
been addressed in previous research. We first motivate the need for linguistically mo¬
tivated syntactic representations in generation by going from a simplistic approaches
(direct mapping and templates), observing some deficiencies, and moving on to current
state-of-the-art approaches. We describe generation as decision making (also known as
grammar-driven), message-driven methods, generation using unification, classification
and incremental consumption methods from non-hierarchical representations. One of
the issues we are concerned in the thesis is declarativeness. We even show a radi¬
cally different procedural1 approach taking hirarchical input, yet still attemping head
switching examples.
2.1 Introduction
For sentence generation the output that one is interested in is of course a sentence (a
string of words). We start this chapter with a discussion of two of the simplest ways
of doing generation (direct mapping/replacement and template-based generation).
1 Very often in generation work, the PENMAN system [Mann 83] is given as the classical example of a
procedural approach to realisation. This is of course true as regards this early implementation of






A simple way for a generator to come up with a string of words for a given meaning is
to have the generator keep a collection of meanings and their realisations. Generation
then is a table look up process. There are many examples from computer software.
Systems enter a certain state and want to communicate to a non-expert what the
problem is:
LaTeX Warning: There were undefined references.
(see the transcript file for additional information)
Associating meanings directly with ready made strings of words has a number of dis¬
advantages:
1. All meanings that the generator can accept have to have been anticipated and
put in the table in advance. The approach doesn't scale up.
2. It views the semantics as an atomic entity with no internal structure. However,
some parts of certain meanings are expressed in the same or similar way, and
there are no mechanisms for this to be stated. This approach does not capture
generalisations at all.
2.1.2 Templates
Given that certain meanings have similar realisations except for some parts of the
string, it is interesting to consider whether the semantics cannot be arranged in such a
way so as to separate the "constant" semantic parts from those semantic parts which
can be realised differently. At a first approximation the generator can map the input
meaning to a string some parts of which are unknown (those are the parts that cor¬
respond to the parts of the meaning which can vary). Then the system can go and
explore how these different subparts of the meaning can be realised. This can be seen
as a sort of fill-in-the-gaps [Reiter 95].
A specification what meaning structures can be mapped onto what partial strings
(strings with holes in them) is called a template.
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Here is a simple example:
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$ rm garbage
garbage: No such file or directory
J
One attempts to remove a non-existent file which generates a 'file-not-found' scenario
and the system uses a template "X: No such file or directory" and substitutes
the name of the file for X.
Templates can be embedded in the sense that in order for the generator to explore how
a certain subpart of the meaning is realised it looks again at the sets of templates to
find an appropriate one. The generation strategies for templates are top-down. The
final string is the result.
All manipulation of non-syntactic/semantic template systems is done at the character
string level. Template systems do not attempt to represent the text in any deeper way
(in particular no syntactic structures (trees or dependency graphs) are produced).
Template-based systems can be difficult to modify according to changing user needs.
Making even a slight change to the output of a template-based generator may require
a large amount of recoding (of programs) and rewriting of templates. In unforeseen
circumstances such systems can generate wrong, ungrammatical text or one which is
misleading, i.e., has false implicatures.
2.2 Generation as decision making
Perhaps one of the most widely used approaches to sentence generation and generation
as a whole views generation as making functionally motivated choices. This approach
is based on Systemic Functional Grammar (sfg) which was developed by Michael
Halliday in England in the 1960s [Halliday 94] which in turn grew out of anthropological
[Malinowski 23] and sociological linguistics [Firth 57], as well as the Prague School
of Functional linguistics. Rather than describing the internal constraints on valid
syntactic structure (syntagmatic dimension) sfg concentrates on how certain (minimal)
alterations in the language are motivated by the communicative goals (paradigmatic
dimension). Thus language is viewed as a resource for achieving aims (cf. unbounded
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resource planning in al). This perspective has proved very useful in nlg and one of
the early large generation systems penman used exactly this approach. Surface forms
are viewed as consequences of selecting abstract functional features (in the process of
making choices) and are gradually refined. sfg takes into account a wide range of
input constraints structured in multiple descriptive dimensions (called metafunctions):
ideational propositional meaning of a clause (captured in the transitivity system of
a clause);
interpersonal why sentences are uttered (expressed in the mood structure);
textual the glue that holds communication together, based on information packaging
needs.
The grammar (meaning-form relation) is organised as a collection of choice systems
representing simultaneous labeled alternatives (exclusive disjunctions) corresponding
to linguistic alternation (i.e., the structure of the system network is language depen¬
dent). Each system has an entry condition. Organising generation in terms of func¬























Figure 2.1: System network
Figure 2.1 taken from [Mellish 91] shows an example system network. The selection
of one alternative determines what other choices are available (consequent systems
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are called more delicate). An opening square bracket represents alternative exclusive
choices available at that level (we will see later how the system networks can be used,
i.e., how one gets to a certain system). Opening curly bracket represents a number
of choices regarding each of which a decision must be made. A closing square bracket
indicates that the traversal on the right is reached if any of the options on the left are
reached. A closing curly bracket represents a system which can be traversed only if all





Figure 2.2: Realisation statements and inquiry semantics [Matthiessen & Bateman 91]
A system network does not build linguistic structures. This is done by realisation
statements associated with (functional) features in the system network. Realisation
statements specify a structural fragment (syntagmatic organisation) if a certain feature
(from the paradigmatic dimension) has been specified. Structure is gradually built up
in terms of functionally labeled constituents that are first introduced and then further
constrained by realisation statements. Figure 2.2 shows a system network augmented
with realisation statements.
We haven't yet explained how traversing happens and how the semantics is accounted
for. This is done through choosers which are procedures associated with each system
which choose between the system's features by asking one or more questions (inquiries).
Choosers and their inquiries form the semantic interface. Figure 2.2 also shows the
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choosers (in ovals) and vertical lines representing the association with systems in the
system network. Choosers are organised as decision trees.
A systemic grammar can be used in the following way:
1. start with rank of least delicacy
2. make choices until maximally delicate distinctions offered have been drawn, i.e.,
traverse relevant system networks:
• result is a complete description of a linguistic unit at that rank (the features
for the whole phrase are chosen/inferred).
• this set of features is called the selection expression.
• Realisation statements associated with each feature in the selection expres¬
sion are applied. Thus, constituents (functions) of the phrase become de¬
fined. The selection expression will classify a linguistic unit in terms of all
metafunctions.
3. The process is applied recursively for each constituent (defined function) of the
phrase.
Thus the main components of the generation algorithm are:
1. traversal algorithm for walking through the system network;
2. structure building algorithm for applying realisation statements;
3. chooser interpreter for traversing the decision trees of the choosers.
There is of course a lot more to be said about generation within the sfg frame¬
work. Good descriptions of sfg generation can be found in [Davey 78, Mann 83,
Mann & Matthiessen 85, Patten 88, Matthiessen & Bateman 91, O'Donnell 96].
There have been a large number of nlg systems based on sg: proteus [Davey 72,
Davey 78], penman [Mann 83, Mann & Matthiessen 85], slang [Patten 88], imagene
[Linden et al. 92], communal [Fawcett & Tucker 90], komet [Bateman et al. 91],
kpml [Bateman 96], wag [O'Donnell 96], genesys [Fawcett & Tucker 90], MulTex,
TechDoc [Rosner & Stede 94], gist [Consortium 96], drafter [Paris & Scott 95].
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At the onset of our research we didn't choose to work with penman because of the
procedural nature of the chooser inquiry semantics. Subsequent implementations
use declarative alternatives.
Furthermore, penman performs lexical choice at the end (most delicate systems) and
is thus likely to reach a dead-end in case of lexical gaps.
Systemic generation is deterministic. The input is expected to provide enough infor¬
mation so that the systems can be navigated until they are entirely traversed.
Some computational implementations provide defaults for underspecified inputs.
Alternatively an underspecified input could be (non-deterministically) expanded
as fully instantiated (ground) representations from which a deterministic gener¬
ator could produce a number of paraphrases. Deterministic generation impies
that decisions must be specified by the system developer in the order in which
they will be executed.
Systemic generators work top-down. Elke Teich notes a problem in top-down genera¬
tion, i.e., that the choice of gender at the NP level which happens before the head
noun is chosen. If the gender is grammatical the decision at the NP level is ar¬
bitrary. This stems from a combination of factors, including not having a means
for sisters to restrict each other in systemics, e.g., feature-sharing or daughter
dependency.
In the case of penman complete coverage of the conceptual input cannot be ensured
because it is consulted only when needed by the choosers. Thus, if the input
contains elements for which there is no chooser that will ask anything about
them they will pass completely unnoticed.
The sfg approach to generation is often referred to as grammar-driven generation
because we are looking at the available resources in the language and only if there are




Grammar-driven generation is often contrasted with message-driven generation which
might seem a more natural way of viewing generation given that we would want to do
indexing on the semantic structures in the specification of the MeaningsForm relation.
In message-driven generation the emphasis is on the message (and its parts) and for a
certain configuration the interesting questions is to determine the alternative linguistic
forms for expressing the conceptual configuration and what are the constraints on their
use.
An example of a message-driven generator is the MUMBLE system [McDonald 81,
McDonald & Pustejovsky 85, Meteer et al. 87]. MUMBLE was built in order to pro¬
vide a psycholinguistically plausible model of speech production—it produces word
streams in a strict left-to-right fashion. MUMBLE emphasises the structural view of
language and it uses a constituent structure for the linguistic forms. MUMBLE uses
Tree-Adjoining Grammar. The system assumes that lexical choice has been performed
before linguistic realisation. Also the way a modifier is attached to the syntactic head























Figure 2.3: Bundle specification for John is giving a book to Mary
The input to MUMBLE consists of:
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1. the basic constituents of the utterance (grouping of the conceptual input);
2. the functional relationships among the units in terms of syntactic head, predica¬
tion and optional modifiers (abstract syntactic decisions); and
3. lexical heads are all hard-wired (lexical choice).
mumble uses three levels of representation: realisation specification (input) which is
mapped during realisation onto surface structure (recording all syntactic attachments
between constituents) which in turn is mapped during phrase structure execution onto














[VERB] —*- [OBJECT] [IOBJECT]
"give"
Figure 2.4: phrase structure tree generated by mumble
The mapping from the input to the phrase structure is mainly realised by making
choices in realisation classes. The realisation class is the main encoding of the deci¬
sions that the generator must make and therefore plays a similar role to systems in Sys¬
temic Grammar (sg) (as considered in implementations like nigel [Matthiessen 83])
and disjunctions in Functional Unification Grammar (fug) [Kay 84] (as in the fuf
system [Elhadad 93]). Because of the drive for psycholinguistic plausibility mumble
insists that all choices be deterministic and never undone. The grammar writer must
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therefore pay special attention to the ordering of decisions, to avoid situations where
an earlier decision leads to a dead-end. The mechanism to control the order of taking
decisions is called the bundle driver. Bundle drivers are procedures that control how
a set of constituents is attached to a head constituent. The control mechanism in
mumble is therefore completely procedural and tightly governed by the assumption
of determinism. Because of the nature of its input mumble does not have a high
paraphrasing power.
2.4 Realisation as unification
This approach is based on Functional Unification Grammar [Kay 84, Kay 85] (previ¬
ously known as 'Functional Grammar' [Kay 79]). The main characteristic of fug is
that all information is uniformly described using the same type of data structure —
functional description (fd).
2.4.1 Functional descriptions
A functional description consists of features which have an attribute and an associated value
(i.e., features are attribute-value pairs). Attributes are atoms; we will not be concerned with
their internal structure. Values can be atomic. So CAT: s is a feature with attribute CAT (cat¬
egory) and value s (sentence). Values can also be non-atomic, namely other (embedded FDs),
constituents sets and patterns. An FD is boolean expression over features. We distinguish
conjuncts from disjuncts by the kind of brackets used to enclose their features: [ ] and { }
respectively. It is a crucial property of FD that no attribute appears more than once in any
conjunct (at the top level). If the value of an attribute is an FD the same applies to the embed¬
ded FD. Thus a sequence of attributes ( oi, ■ ■ •, an) uniquely identifies a value. If the FD
contains disjuncts then the value of identified by the path will naturally be also a disjunction.
The values of two attributes can be made to be the same (we will make this more precise in a
moment when we introduce unification). Notationally we write: ATTRi: ( a,..., ATTR2) (i.e.,
the value of the first attribute is the path identifying the value of attribute ATTR2 ).
CAT: s






sub j: PER: 3
num: sg
rest: niil CAT: vp
AGR: |T|
head:
Figure 2.5: Different kinds of functional descriptions
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Figure 2.5 shows different kinds of functional descriptions where features are arranged vertically
in so called attribute-value matrix (avm) notation. The FD on the left shows attributes with
non-atomic values. The FD represents the list (a, b, c). The FD in the middle represents
disjunction. The FD on the right in Figure 2.5 contains embedded FDs and also the values of
paths ( subj,agr) is the same as the value of the path ( HEAD,agr). Visually in the avm
notation we have represented this as a coreference index [7].
Constituent sets (values of the CSET attribute) are sets of paths identifying the constituents
(but not their order!) of the of the top level FD. Thus, CSET specifies immediate dominance.
Not surprisingly, it is the PATTERN attribute that constrains word order — the value of PATTERN
is a regular expression over paths (see Figure 2.6) which in essence gives a partial ordering of
the constituents which needs to be respected by the total order at the end. The PATTERN
attribute specifies linear precedence.
2.4.2 Unification
The only mechanism allowed when dealing with FDs is unification. Intuitively, the
unification of two FDs consists of building a larger FD that comprises both input FDs
and is compatible with both: [attrI: a] unifies with [attr2: b] producing attrI: a
attr2: b
Two FDs might be inconsistent in the sense that they might provide contradictory
requirements for values of attributes and their unification might fail (e.g., [attr: c]
and [attr: d] ). Crucial features of the unification process are that it is:
1. independent of the order of features in the input FDs;
2. bidirectional (information flows both ways; both FDs can augment each other
with new information);
3. monotonic (the order of subsequent unifications is irrelevant as to what the final
result is);
4. declarative (the grammar is best viewed as a set of constraints to be added to or
checked against an input).
Both the conceptual input and the grammar are represented as FDs. The input repre¬
sented as a FD specifies the semantics and also provides abstract syntactic information
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The grammar is also a FD (which contains disjunctions/alternations for clauses which























Figure 2.6: Example fug grammar
The generation proceeds as follows:
1. Unify input with grammar:
The unification algorithm begins by selecting the syntactic category from the
input FD and unifies the grammar for that category with the input FD. Unifi¬
cation is controlled by the grammar and basically consists of checking grammar
attribute-value pairs of this category against the input. If a grammar attribute
does not exist in the input FD, the grammar attribute-value pair is added to the
input FD. If the attribute does exist, the grammar and the input FDs' values
for this attribute are unified and the results are added to the input. This stage
of unification can be characterised as a breadth first sweep through the top level
category adding restrictions governed by this category.
2. Identify values of syntactic constituents:
The constituents that are to be elaborated are specified by the cset attribute.
The order in which they appear in the cset specifies the processing order (see
next step). The actual surface order is specified by the pattern attribute.
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3. Unify each constituent with grammar:
Each constituent of the resulting FD is in turn recursively unified with (a new
copy of) the grammar in the same way. At this stage, unification results in
successive refinement of embedded constituents.
Decision making is top down but not necessarily left-to-right. A further distinction is
that all decisions get made at the top level before moving to embedded constituents.
As we can see from Figure 2.6 the generation is driven by what the grammar allows for
which is reminiscent of the grammar-driven approach in Systemic Grammar. However,
because unification is a very general operation this need not be the case.
The latest generation system based on fug is Michael Elhadad's fuf. [Elhadad 93]
presents techniques in lexical choice that allow for the generation of more fluent text
than was previously possible. Lexical choice is viewed as the interface in a generation
program between a conceptual representation expressing what information is to be
conveyed by the text, and a linguistic representation, where all open class lexical items
are selected and lexical dependencies are specified. The focus in the ADVISOR-II system
which used the fuf realisation component is on evaluative expressions to satisfy a
speaker's argumentative intent. Choosing an evaluative expression directly corresponds
to a pragmatic goal. The same argumentative intent can be realised by a variety of
lexical items at different syntactic ranks.
FUF introduces a number of extensions to the basic mechanisms in FUG:
1. support for types and inheritance;
2. type specific unification procedures;
3. support for modular grammars and interaction with external knowledge bases
based on the ability to call procedures in other programming languages;
4. indexing of the grammar;
5. new control mechanisms allowing the implementation of larger and more complex
grammars and the efficient processing of floating constraints.
Increasing the paraphrasing power is a main motivation for FUF. This implies that the
input to the surface generation module must be general enough to account for many
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different syntactic and lexical decisions. When paraphrasing is limited, in certain
situations a generator can simply be unable to produce text.
The semantic representation, by virtue of being represented as a typed feature term,
still contains the immediate dominance relations between elements. In order to tackle
the head switching problem in a principled way, restructuring of feature terms must
be used (inference, rewriting) [Dorna et al. 98].
FUF expects that lexical choice is given in the input and thus handling lexical gaps is
problematic.
FUF is also non-deterministic and while it attempts to do clever backtracking (borrow¬
ing ideas from logic programming) it is prone to redoing previously successful compu¬
tations.
The uniform representation of all information levels has proved to be convenient but
it is not clear whether, for example, syntactic and semantic structures are subject to
the same constraints and thus should be represented uniformly.
A number of very influential systems have used Functional Unification Grammar: text
[McKeown 85], telegram [Appelt 85], comet [McKeown et al. 90], fuf [Elhadad 91].
Unification is central to other linguistic frameworks: Lexical Functional Grammar
(lfg) [Bresnan & Kaplan 82] and Head-Phrase Structure Grammar (hpsg) [Pollard & Sag 87],
[Pollard & Sag 94]. The class of such grammars is referred to as unification-based.
Generation within lfg has been considered in [Kohl 91, Kohl & Momma 92, Kohl 92,
Wedekind 88]. For a comprehensive study of the logical aspects of feature structures
see [Carpenter 92].
2.5 Realisation as classification
Another very general operation (like unification) is that of classification which recently
has been used for generation too [Mellish 91].
In the mid 80s a family of knowledge representation formalisms was developed which
were based on structured inheritance hierarchies (taxonomies) to reason about knowl¬
edge. An important aspect of these systems was that they supported automatic classi-
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fication to place a description of an object with respect to the hierarchy. This family is
known as the KL-ONE family [Brachman & Schmolze 85] and representative formalisms
include: CLASSIC and LOOM [MacGregor 90]. Classification systems have been used for
representing the knowledge base of generators (because they are an expressive formal¬
ism).2 Yet, classification can be used to perform the task of surface realisation as
well.
Classification systems are based on a taxonomy of objects/classes/concepts and classify
a new object in the taxonomy.
Taxonomies are semantic networks that organise knowledge according to levels of gen¬
erality. The taxonomy consists of a set of classes/concepts connected by is-A links. A
subclass inherits information from its superclasses, and a super class is said to subsume
its subclasses.
Concepts are descriptions with potentially complex structure. Complex concepts have
roles which are used to relate concepts to other kind of knowledge (including other
concepts). Role fillers describe value restrictions for concepts and are either concepts
or constants. Values of roles can be inherited from the parent/super classes or over¬
ridden.
In classification-based systems a distinction is made between definitional and asser-
tional roles. The definitional roles are used to describe the structure of objects and
assertional roles are used to record additional information about concepts. This dis¬
tinction is drawn in order to support efficient types of reasoning. The component used
in formalising the structure of objects is referred to as the terminological component
(T-box) and the component for adding extra facts about concepts as the assertional
component (A-box). Normally the T-box is monotonic while the A-box non-monotonic.
Non-monotonicity and the mechanism of inheritance in the assertional component is
useful for describing sub-regularity/exceptions—if a value is not specified it is inherited
from the parents; if it is specified it overrides the default value.
We give some examples of definitions using the notation of the PROLOG version of the il
classification system which was implemented by Chris Mellish.3
2 Classification systems can be used as a programming language [Mellish &: Reiter 93],
3 The LISP-based II system was the basis of a large Intelligent Document Advisory System (IDAS)
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Primitive concepts are the initial building blocks of taxonomies and allow the specification of
other concepts.
classl <C superclass. % classl is a primitive class of superclass.
Defined concepts are specified by means of concept forming operations that link together other
concepts. There are a number of ways in which this can be done: restricting one or more
parents, tightening the conditions inherited from parents, pointing to more than one parent
without the need for structural conditions (i.e., definitional roles).
class2 = {parentl, parent2} with [rolel: # atoml,
role2: class37].
class2 => [role3: @^rolel,
roleL' class with [ role: classl ]].
Atomic values are prefixed by as in # atoml so that the system can distinguish them
from class names (like class37). Roles rolel and role2 are definitional; roles role3 and rolel
— assertional. The = line/specification of class2 is a definition and the => line/specification
is an assertion.
2.5.1 Classification
Classification is the process of taking a description of an object and finding its place
in the taxonomy. This involves finding the most specific concepts that subsume the
input and the most general concepts subsumed by the input.
In order for a description/class to be classified under a class (e.g., class2 above) it must have
all the definitional roles and the corresponding values (or more specific) of the parents (parentl
and parent2). The input description also must have a role rolel with a value # atoml and a
role role2 with a value more specific than class37.
The assertional definitions are ignored during the classification process but are used
later on. Once the place of an object in the hierarchy is found all properties of this
object are known (can be inferred). The properties that will concern us will be in the
assertional component (i.e., the values of assertional roles) and these are inferred from
the parents and other superclasses by a process of default inheritance:
Suppose we have the following definitions:
superclass => [role: # o].
parent = {superclass} with [...].
class = {parent} with [...].
class will inherit the value of role from its superclass (providing none of the intervening parents
change it). However if class class had an assertional statement like:
[Reiter et al. 92],
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class =>• [role: # 6],
it will override the value of role to # b. This overriding of default values that are inherited
from ancesstor classes introduces non-monotonic behaviour and is not unlike the techniques of
object-oriented languages. Assertional roles are evaluated in a lazy fashion.
2.5.2 Generation through classification
The input is represented as a class relating the semantics to the top-level syntactic
category (or syntactic constraints in general):
inputsem = {focus_obj} with [pred: love
agnt: john
obj: mary].
class = {sent} with [sem: inputsem].
The grammar is represented in the taxonomy (see Figure 2.7).
SYNT TAXONOMY
2_PLACE_PRED
FOCUS_OBJ TOPIC_SENT ACTIVE_SENT TRAN_VP DITRAN_VP
sem: focus_obj subject: {np} with
realisation: np/<sem obj> + s'/<sem> [sem: @->sem->agnt]
Figure 2.7: Generation with classification
The generation cycle for classification is [Mellish 91, pll3]:
1. Classify current description (a syntactic object with certain semantics).
2. (By inheritance) find those features whose values are needed to get the realisation
of this phrase.
3. (By inheritance) find the descriptions of the values of these features.
4. Iterate on each of these descriptions.
Note the similarities with the generation cycle for unification grammars. In the above
example, the input class with semantics input.sem is classified under T0PIC_SEI\1T
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as topicj>ent has a definitional role sem which states that topic_sent subsumes
classes with sem role more set to focus-obj (or a more specific class) which is the case
for the input class. The final value of the realisation (assertional) role (of the classified
input) is: Mary, John loves. Advantages of generation by classification include:
• Single representation and reasoning component for both domain and linguistic
knowledge (difficult for unification and systemics).
• Efficient indexing mechanism (on semantic grounds).
• Default inheritance allows for stating generalisations (and in a compact form).
Properties of a class (semantic structures or linguistic objects) to be expressed
at the most abstract level possible.
Current classification-based generators are deterministic. They select a single word
corresponding to the most specific concept. The top-down algorithm fails in case
of lexical gaps. Determinism also implies single syntactic constructions. But it is
possible to have the generator produce an encoding from which the different word
orders can be recovered (cf. handling free word order phenomena in German within
cl-one, [Manandhar 94]).
The semantics corresponding to the generated sentence cannot be more specific than
the semantic input. Sometimes a class is classified too high up in the hierarchy. Addi¬
tions to the input semantics forced by the language are ruled out .
Generation with classification has been pursued from a multilingual perspective: French
[Bellos 92], German [Klein 96], Turkish [Dick 93], Romanian morphology [Cristea 93],
lexical choice in Arabic [Al-Jabri 97], sentence generation in Russian [Gromova et al. 96]
2.6 Semantic head-driven generation (shdg)
The semantic head-driven algorithm (shdg) [Shieber et al. 90, vanNoord 90] generates
strings from logical form encodings. It significantly improves upon previous bottom-
up methods based on Earley deduction [Shieber 88] in that it places fewer restrictions
on the class of grammars to which it is applicable. In particular, it allows use of
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semantically non-monotonic grammars, yet unlike top-down methods, it also permits
left recursion. The enabling design feature of the algorithm is its implicit traversal of
the analysis tree for the string being generated in a semantic, head-driven fashion. The
algorithm reflects a traversal strategy respecting the semantic structure of the string
being generated, rather than the string itself, i.e., the order of processing is geared
towards the logical form of the input (head-driven) and the information available in
the lexical entries (bottom-up).4
2.6.1 How it works
The input is a pair containing the syntactic category that we want to generate (initially
a sentence) and the logical form that we want to verbalise: (s,X) (see Figure 2.8 which
is from [Konig 94]).
In the top-down (prediction) step (labeled as lex in Figure 2.8) a lexical entry (or more
generally a pivot) is chosen whose logical form (LF) matches the LF of the input (i.e.,
the two syntax-semantics pairs are linkable and the actual definition of the link relation
is link((x, X), (xi, X)) and X{ is a head-corner of x). The pivot is reached starting from
the original (s,X) pair, matching it against the LHS of a (cfg) rule, then hopping to
a head daughter of the rule which shares the same semantics as the mother (such rules
are called chain rules). This head daughter is made our new goal and we recurse until
we reach a rule (or a lexical definition) which does not have a daughter sharing the
semantics with the mother (non-chain rule). The mother node of this last rule/lex.
definition is called the pivot.
Then (in the expansion step5), we try to build a phrase such that the word which
was found in the previous step is a head word for this phrase. Looking for ways to
expand the current structure the algorithm has to find a grammar rule which has
the current structure as a head constituent in the RHS and try to generate the sister
daughters of the head in this rule—the mother node of this rule will be the new
4 Although the description of the in Semantic-Head-Driven Generation in [Shieber et al. 90] and
[vanNoord 90] is cast in Prolog terms and illustrated with Prolog code, the generation strategy
is more general and we present a more 'abstract' description of it.
5 In the description of the semantic head-driven generation algorithm this step is called connecting
the current structure (initially lexical head) to the s-node in the syntactic tree being built.
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all leaves are labeled with terminals and the tree does not contain any dotted lines (global-success)
Figure 2.8: Head-corner generator
(G grammar description; X{ syntactic category; X{ semantic representation)
expanded structure. In Figure 2.8 this is the rule (hc-complete) which performs a
'head-corner' completion step for a (linked) phrase Xh, which leads to the prediction of
the head's sisters. Connecting the current node to the original goal is performed in a
bottom-up fashion. First, a bigger syntactic structure is built from the initially found
word, then recursively this bigger structure is expanded (using the same expansion
step) finally giving the sentence structure.
The algorithm finishes when the current syntax-semantics pair is identical to the orig¬
inal goal (rule local-success in Figure 2.8).
Generation succeeds if all the leaves of the syntax tree are labeled with terminals and
if no link markings exist (rule global-success in Figure 2.8).
2.6.2 Example
As an illustration we present a simplified example: John kisses Mary.
The relation between meaning and linguistic form is stated using rules like:
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node(s/LF, PO-PN) > '/. S -> UP VP rule
[ node(vp(Subj ,Comps)/LF , Pl-PH), '/, head listed first; Comps in LF
node(np /Subj, P0-P1) ]. '/, subj sem determined from VP
This is the equivalent of the S —* N P VP rule. The syntactic categories are coupled with
the semantic form corresponding to them (giving the Syn/Sem pair). The immediate
dominance relation is made explicit between the left-handside node of the > arrow
and the nodes to the right of it (represented as a list). The head node in these rules is
always listed as the first daughter which motivates the augmenting of the nodes with
a second argument to mark constituent ordering (using difference lists).
The nodes in the derivation tree in Figure 2.9 are either terminal nodes (like john,
kisses and mary) or Syn/Sem pairs.
s / kisses(john,mary)
Figure 2.9: Example of semantic head-driven generation
Predicting the lexical head for the semantics kisses(john,mary) suggests the verb
kisses.
node(v(X,[Y])/kiss(X,Y), [kisses|L]-L),6
Then using the up-complementation rule the verb is expanded to incorporate its object
yielding a bigger up-structure. Here we have used the fact that kisses is a head for
the verb phrase kisses mary. Finally using the S —» IMP VP rule the VP is expanded to
a sentence. The numbers in the circles in Figure 2.9 show the actual traversal of the
derivation tree.
6 Note how this lexical definition dismatles the semantics and determines the semantics of the subject
(X) and the semantics of the complements (in this transitive construction only one) [Y].
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2.6.3 Discussion
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Generation is head-driven (the initial word we start building our sentences from is a
semantic head; in expanding smaller structures into bigger we use rules such that the
smaller structure is a semantic head for the mother node) and also bottom-up as we
start to build the sentence gradually expanding the initially predicted word into a full¬
blown sentence. If the set of chain rules is empty, shdg operates strictly top-down. If
the set of non-chain rules is empty, shdg operates purely bottom-up.
shdg as formulated makes implicit assumptions about the form of the grammar. The
notion of semantic head relies on rules with one RHS daughter having the same se¬
mantics as the LHS. But does a VP really mean the same as its sentence? Another
way of thinking of rules is as structure building instructions/statements where the rule
contains information of how to put together the semantics of the daughter nodes to
come up with the semantics of the mother. In this case it is not obvious why there
should be a daughter which has identical semantics as the mother. That is not to
say that there shouldn't be a main daughter but is rather a comment on the balance
between the information about the structure building/decomposition associated with
the rule and the semantics of the main daughter.
shdg is a heuristic approach. It is correct, but not necessarily complete (in a prolog
implementation) or efficient.
Semantic head-driven generation says very little about how lexical choice is to be
performed. In particular, there is a potential non-determinism in the choice of the
initially predicted lexical head. A wrong choice at this point will be rejected later on
during the execution of the algorithm and alternatives will be found upon backtracking
(considering other choices) [Samuelsson 97].
A more general comment on the algorithm is that it is in fact a grammar-driven
approach to the relation meaning-form (because of the particular ways the rules are
being encoded—phrase structure rules augmented with semantic information about
each constituent).
Due to the assumption about the hierarchical nature of the input (namely prolog
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terms) shdg cannot produce different ordering of modifiers, or incorporate modifiers
in order other than in the order in which they 'wrap' the semantics (recall the discussion
on page 11), nor produce modifiers after the head noun is chosen. Modification rules
are non-chain and the modifiers are produced before the head noun in a top-down
fashion. This does not allow for proper treatment of co-locations.
We have defined an alternative strategy for generation with constraint-based grammars
which assumes a list of modifiers in the semantic representation and our strategy ad¬
dresses all the points above and can be used with hpsg-like grammars
[Nicolov & Mellish 96]. We also allow for a language dependent ordering of modi¬
fiers. Our alternative semantic head-driven algorithm can be seen as a scaled down
version of the generation system discussed in this thesis. A number of nlp systems
use shdg in their generation components, e.g., Core Language Engine [Alshawi 92],
Mimo2 [vanNoord et al. 91].
2.7 Generation from non-hierarchical representations
As we saw in the previous section on semantic head-driven generation the system
cannot produce certain paraphrases because of the hierarchical nature of the input.
This of course doesn't have to be the case and there are systems that do not assume
hierarchical input and use network representations. The system described in this thesis
is such one. In our work we use Conceptual Graphs [Sowa 84, Sowa 92] as a semantic
network foralism to encode the input to our generator. Other formalisms have also been
considered in particular in work on natural language semantics, namely Underspecified
Discourse Representation Theory (udrt) [Reyle 93] and Minimal Recursion Semantics
(mrs) [Copestake et al. 97] and the advantages of Conceptual Graphs for generation
are shared by udrt and mrs.
The use of semantic networks in generation is not new [Simmons & Slocum 72],
[Shapiro 82]. Two main approaches have been employed for generation from semantic
networks: utterance path traversal and incremental consumption.7
' Here the incremental consumption approach does not refer to incremental generation!
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Utterance path approach. An utterance path is the sequence of nodes and arcs
that are traversed in the process of mapping a graph to a sentence. Generation is
performed by finding a cyclic path in the graph which visits each node at least once.
If a node is visited more than once, grammar rules determine when and how much of
its content will be uttered [Sowa 84], It is not surprising that the early approaches
to generation from semantic networks employed the notion of an utterance path—the
then popular grammatical framework (Augmented Transition Networks) also involved
a notion of traversal path.
The utterance path approach imposes unnecessary restrictions on the resources (i.e.,
that the generator can look at a limited portion of the input—usually the concepts
of a single relation); this imposes a local view of the generation process. In addition
a directionality of processing is introduced which is difficult to motivate; sometimes
linguistic knowledge is used to traverse the network (adverbs ofmanner are to be visited
before adverbs of time); finally stating the relation between syntax and semantics
involves the notion of how many times a concept has been visited.
Incremental consumption. Under the second approach, that of incremental con¬
sumption, generation is done by gradually relating (consuming) pieces of the input
semantics to linguistic structure [Boyer & Lapalme 85, Nogier 91]. Such covering
of the semantic structure avoids some of the limitations of the utterance path ap¬
proach and is also the general mechanism we have adopted (we do not rely on the
directionality of the conceptual relations per se—the primitive operation that we use
when consuming pieces of the input semantics is maximal join which is akin to pat¬
tern matching). The borderline between the two paradigms is not clear-cut. Some
researchers [Smith et al. 94] are looking at finding an appropriate sequence of expan¬
sions of concepts and reductions of subparts of the semantic network until all concepts
have realisations in the language. Others assume all concepts are expressible and try
to substitute syntactic relations for conceptual relations [Antonacci & Smith 92],
Other work addressing surface realisation from semantic networks includes: generation
using Meaning-Text Theory (mtt) [Iordanskaja & et al. 91], generation using the
SNePS representation formalism [Shapiro & Rapaport 90], generation from concep-
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tual dependency graphs [vanRijn 91], generation using Lexical Conceptual Grammar
[Oh et al. 92], generating from cgs using categorial grammar in the domain of tech¬
nical documentation [Svenberg 94], translation tools with a generation component —
db-mat [Bontcheva 96]. Yet, the generation techniques that have been used do not
constitute novel approaches and we do not review them here.
2.8 Generation as incremental consumption
This approach focuses on the resource-based notion of generation where the generator
explores the input semantics and relates it to syntactic structure remembering that it
has expressed (consumed, covered) this bit of semantics and subsequently this portion
of the input need not be realised (but might have to be kept for connectivity reasons,
i.e., connecting subparts of the conceptual input that will otherwise remain separate).
[Nogier 90] and [Nogier & Zock 92] describe lexical choice as a process of pattern
matching. An important assumption that is made is that words, sentences and texts
are:
• just different units to convey a message (words are simply shorthand labels for
larger conceptual structures);
• represented in the same way (i.e., using the same formalism)
The focus of this research is on the process: lexical choice is modelled by matching
word definitions with the initial message (utterance specification). Similarly syntac¬
tic decisions are made by matching larger conceptual configurations against syntactic
patterns. Conceptual graphs are used as a representation formalism on all levels.
The authors give a lexicalisation example which covers the whole process of sentence
generation. We briefly reproduce it in order to give an idea of the generation algorithm.
The input is a message specification encoded as an utterance graph (cf. Figure 2.10).
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Key-word retrieval: a lexical pool is selected from the lexicon such that all words
contain a certain key concept in their definitions
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Figure 2.10: An utterance graph (message)
2. Pattern matching with the lexical pool: among the words from the lexical pool
only those that are consistent with the information in the initial utterance graph
are considered
3. Choosing the best candidate using a corelation factor: this is a measure which
gives the number of concepts of the word definition (note that all these concepts
have to appear in the utterance graph for the word to be consistent with it)
4. Instantiating a syntactic structure: the skeleton syntactic pattern suggested by
the word is instantiated with the additional information from the utterance graph
5. Replacing the subgraph covered by the syntactic structure in the initial utterance
graph with the (instantiated) syntactic graph.
Given a semantics like the one in Figure 2.10 key-word retrieval forms a lexical pool
of words containing the concept MOVEMENT in their definition (movement verbs):
walk, drive, move, swim, run, fly, etc. These are quite a few and probably not all of
them are consistent with the initial utterance graph. This is handled by the pattern
matching in the second step. There still might be a couple of words that can pass
through this filter (like move, walk, run). A conciseness measure is used to determine
the candidate that incorporates most concepts from the initial semantics—run. A
generic syntactic structure for an intransitive verb like run is:
<N0UN:AGENT> «-=( SUBJ )== CVERB:ACTI0N>
Instantiating this structure would yield: ["boy"] <-(SUBJ) - ["to run"] . which when
substituted for the subgraph in the initial utterance corresponding to its semantic
content simplifies it considerably producing a structure closer to the surface form.
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1. The approach avoids redundancies (He walked on the ground.) and contradictions
(He swam in the sky.)
2. The approach gives a potential for treating the carry over phenomenon—in
spontaneous discourse people often cannot express all the information they had
planned. Sometimes this information has to be encoded in the next utterance.
3. The approach supports paraphrasing in a natural way though the issue of which
alternative is best suited in a given context still needs to be investigated.
4. Graph matching can be used to explain the differences between words.
Another situation, quite likely to occur in generation, is when the definition graphs for
the words in the lexical pool add information to the initial utterance. In such cases the
carry over might include goals for undoing strong commitments made in the current
sentence. Also the measure for choosing a best candidate from the lexical pool will
have to be complicated. Even worse constructing the lexical pool in the first place
might not be as trivial then. Similar problems are also discussed in [Barnett et al. 94].
A good feature of this approach is the blurring of the difference between words and
phrases (sentences) and viewing them simply as different sized units to convey the
meaning. This is important for multilinguality as different languages have different
potential for packaging semantic information in words, clauses, and sentences.
From an implementation point of view it is not necessary for every word to contain as
many conceptual graphs as there are corresponding syntactic structures in which the
word could participate. The semantics could be represented once and the individual
concepts can be referred to from the particular syntactic structures. This allows for
faster retrieval as the semantic matching needs to be performed only once.
2.9 Procedural approaches: Semantic Syntax
In this section we briefly review a non-standard, yet highly sophisticated approach to
sentence generation. While in previous approaches the inputs have not been really log¬
ical representations as used in format semantics this approach makes no compromises
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in this respect. By design the framework is procedural. Much more procedural than
the penman implementation of Systemic Grammar. Yet, the approach does address
head switching and substantial grammars have been developed for different languages.
Semantic Syntax [Seuren 93] is a theory of syntax which tries to establish a (bidirec¬
tional) mapping between the meaning representation of sentences and their surface
realisation. "Semantic Syntax makes for a subtler and more precise coverage of the
facts of the languages treated than any other grammar system." [Seuren 93]
In the following we will look at the generation component and the machinery that
SeSyn (a system that implements the Semantic Syntax framework) uses..in order to
tackle translation mismatches.
During generation a language specific semantic structure (called semantic analysis
structure) is being transformed into a sentence (surface structure). The semantic
analysis structures are higher-order predicate calculus trees. The surface structures
are based on an orthodox version of Transformational grammar (as it was known up
till the 1970s).
Generation starts by constructing a semantic analysis structure (SA). This is done on
the basis of a set of formation rules which specify what the valid semantic analysis
structures are. The formation rules are a grammar for the semantic analysis struc¬
tures/trees.
Then, the SA structure is transformed into a surface structure using transformational
rules. Transformational rules are of two types: rules that apply cyclically and those
that' don't. The cyclic rules apply in a bottom-up way starting with the most deeply
embedded S and ending with the top-S. They are mostly lexicon-driven: predicates
are lexically marked for the cyclic rules they induce. The post-cyclic rules are largely
structure-driven and apply in linear order as defined by the grammar. There is a
limited number of highly constrained transformation rules.
In order to handle structurally different translation equivalents between two languages
SeSyn postulates the existence of a higher semantic level—language independent se¬
mantic analysis (LISA). This level of representation mediates the translation between
the SA structure of the source language into the SA structure of the target language.
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In addition a semantic lexicon is used which bidirectionally maps partial SA structures
or just elements from the SA structure onto language independent semantic analysis
structures.
As an example we illustrate the generation of the sentence: "He likes to swim." from a
language independent semantic analysis structure which mediates the translation of the
target English sentence above from its Dutch equivalent: "Hij zwemt graag." This pair
of translation equivalents exhibits a translation mismatch of head switching. Seuren
in [Seuren 93] shows how the translation from Dutch into English proceeds assuming
a parsing component that delivers the Dutch SA. A sketch of the semantic lexicon
and the processes to relate SA structures to language independent semantic analysis
structures is also given.
LISA: Enqlish SA:
swim x
Figure 2.11: Relating a language-independent to a language-specific semantic analysis
The semantic lexicon translates PL (with pleasure) into English as the lexical verb like.
The entry in the semantic lexicon says that PL is scope-insensitive with respect to the
tenses (positions TS and SIM), as indicated in the LISA-tree. This gives it the freedom
to occur below the two tenses in the English SA. The tenses translate trivially:
TS (time of speaking) <£> PRES
SIM (same time as) Vt2
The S-structure s[SWIM 3,sg,masc] is treated as follows. As specified in the English
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lexicon, the verb like takes an NP-subject and induces the cyclic rule of subject deletion.
The S-structure 5[SWIM 3,sg,masc] has to be attached to like as object complement-S.
The procedure is such that the subject of SWIM, i.e. (3,sg,masc), is transferred to like
and will then control the application of subject deletion on the like-cycle. The resulting
English SA (cf. Fig 2.11) is the input to the English transformation component. The
transformations flatten the tree and move certain constituents.
Comments
SA-trees are not entirely universal. They are to some extent still language-specific
in so far as different structures express identical meanings (eg. He could have eaten
vs Dutch hij had kunnen eten). It is claimed that the structural differences must be
manifest at SA-level if the syntax is to remain non-arbitrary. This difference between
SA structures is also due to the fact that SA structures already have the lexical items
specified in them. Thus, the paraphrasing power of SeSyn is limited to producing
different surface structures using the same words. The problem of lexical choice is
currently not addressed within SeSyn.
SeSyn is a procedural framework: the transformational component plays a central role.
In SeSyn there is no surface syntax grammar. Instead a grammar for the SA structure
is used coupled with a transformational component. The syntactic information in the
lexicon specifies only the syntactic arguments required by the particular lexical item.
Thus, the surface syntax is specified indirectly by the grammar for the semantic analysis
structures and the transformations.
Language-specific differences amount largely to different post-cyclic rule orderings,
different parameter settings in otherwise identical rules, different lexical inductions of
cyclic rules, or different positions in the formation rules. It is possible to envisage a
parametrisation of the general theory when more grammars of different languages are




In this chapter we surveyed a wide range of state-of-the-art approaches to NLG. Most
of the approaches assume a tree-like semantics and a tight relation between syntax
and semantics. The non-deterministic approaches do not avoid duplication of compu¬
tations. In generating alternative solutions, they cannot give preference to better ones.
Generation of the most important part of the semantics first for time-out scenarios was
not considered at all. Most approaches expect lexical decisions to be made in advance.
The incremental consumption approach was our intellectual departure. It uses a non-
hierarchical conceptual representation which we consider important in order for a gen¬
erator to have a high paraphrasing power. Instead of keeping a uniform representation
and having mixed intermediate representations assuming non-monotonic mechanisms
we provide a mapping from the input conceptual representation (Conceptual Graphs)
to syntactic structures in a linguistic theory (D-Tree Grammars). It is exactly the





In this chapter we present the formalism of conceptual graphs which we use to encode
the input to the generator. Conceptual graphs are a non-hierarchical representation
formalism and they have well defined deductive mechanisms. They have been developed
by John Sowa [Sowa 84] but stem from the tradition of the existential graphs of Charles
Sanders Pierce [Hartshorne et al. 58, Pierce 93]. Our goal here is not to go through
all aspects of the formalism of conceptual graphs but rather to give a flavour of it.
Our contribution regarding the formalism of conceptual graphs has been in developing
a representation for conceptual graphs which allows for destructive maximal join of
two graphs such that both become further instantiated to the result of the maximal
projection. Our idea stems from PROLOG implementation of unification of feature
structures though the maximal join of two graphs is a considerably more complex
operation, in terms of implementation.
Of course inputs to generators have different formats and here is a list of some of the
widely used representational frameworks for representing the input to natural language
generators:
• First Order Predicate Logic (FOPL) [Saint-Dizier 89];
• Sentence Planning Language (SPL) [Reiter et al. 92];
• D-structures (GB framework)
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• Discourse Representation Theory (drt) [Kamp & Reyle 93], A-DRT
• Situation semantics [Barwise & Perry 83, Barwise et al. 91]; and
• Minimal Recursion Semantics (mrs) which is used in the Verbmobil project and
by the CSLI group [Copestake et al. 97].
Some of the above frameworks are not logical notations.
3.1 Conceptual Graphs
Although conceptual graphs (cgs) have been developed as a system to represent natural
language semantics there has been little work on language generation from CGs.
To meet the objections to standard logic, conceptual graphs have been designed as
a more natural notation for logic. A lot of frameworks have tried to compensate for
some weak features of symbolic logic. Common arguments against standard First Order
Predicate Logic are:
• Not well suited to represent and handle semantics
• Symbolic Logic is existential
• Deductive reasoning is not common sense reasoning
• Improper use of variables and conjunctions
John Sowa has argued that "Logical Form should be tailored to linguistic form in order
to avoid unnecessary complications in the grammar." [Sowa 84].
CGs are a declarative representation (as opposed to procedural knowledge representa¬
tion which is difficult, to maintain) and in their graphical form are a good compromise
between semantic and cognitive representation.
"Knowledge representations should be directed towards models that are suf¬
ficiently accurate in handling domain complexity yet remain understandable
by human domain experts." [Polovina 92].
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Last but not least, CGs are one of the most formalised among semantic network ap¬
proaches - they are a complete notation for first-order logic with direct extensions to
modal and higher-order logics.
Introductory texts on conceptual graphs include: [Sowa 84, Sowa 92, Way 91].
3.1.1 Conceptual Graphs
Definition: Conceptual Graph
A conceptual graph is a directed, finite, connected, bipartite graph [Sowa 84,
1. The two kinds of nodes of the bipartite graph are concepts and conceptual
relations.
2. Every conceptual relation has one or more arcs each of which must be linked
to some concept (a relation with n arcs is called n-adic). Every relation has
just one outgoing arc. The number of ingoing arcs for an n — adic relation
is n — 1.
3. A single concept is a conceptual graph. Every arc of every conceptual rela¬
tion must be linked to some concept.




Figure 3.1: A conceptual graph
3.1.1.1 Conceptual Graphs as Graphs
In this section we define conceptual graphs in terms of the terminology adopted in
graph theory and elaborate on the definitions.
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A conceptual graph, like any graph, consists of a collection of nodes linked in certain
ways. It is conventional to view a graph G as a pair of the sets of nodes N and another
set describing the different ways the nodes are connected called the set of edges (or
arcs) E. The notation is G — (N,E).
As conceptual graphs are bipartite graphs the set of nodes N consists of the union of
two disjoint sets—the set of concepts C and the set of relations R {N = C U R).
Arcs will only be allowed to link nodes from the two sets, and not nodes within one
set. Thus, arcs can be represented as as pair of nodes (x,y) where x and y belong to
the disjoint sets C and R. And because conceptual graphs are directed, i.e., the arcs
have arrows at one end, the order in which we represent the two nodes linked by an
arc is important. That is to say, the pair (x,y) is ordered. Then the set of edges E is
defined as:
EC (C x R) U (R x C)
The additional constraint that every relation node has just one outgoing arc and n — 1
incoming arcs if it is an n — adic relation is expressed as:
Mr £ R (dice C : (r,c)e E)
The connectedness of the conceptual graphs means that starting from any node an
arbitrary other node can be reached by following arcs (which are viewed as undirected):
Mn0,nk+! e N (3{ni}f=1 e N : (rn,ni+1) 6 E or (ni+1,rii) G E),
i.e., for the given nodes no and nk+1 there exists a sequence of nodes {n;}-Lj such that
adding node no at the beginning and node nk+\ at the end of this sequence there is a
longer sequence of nodes with the property that from every node the next one can be
reached by following an arc or the reverse of an arc.1
In representing meaning with conceptual graphs, the concepts will stand for abstrac¬
tions (like entities, actions, etc.) and the concepual relations will show how these
abstractions are interrelated.





Just as in everyday language different concepts are thought as being of different types.
Certain concepts are more general than others so it is natural to arrange all the concepts
in a generalisation hierarchy. Water is a drink and apples are fruits, but both can be
consumed. As it may happen that a certain concept is a specialisation of two different
concepts the hierarchy should allow for concepts to have multiple dominating nodes
(multiple inheritance): centaurs derive features from men and horses.
There is one type T which is a supertype of all types—i.e., everything is a subtype of
T. There is also an absurd type X which does not represent any individuals.
Definition: Type Hierarchy
The type hierarchy is a partial order over the type labels. A type t\ is a subtype
of type t2 is written: £i < £2- The subtype relation is reflexive: every type £ is a
subtype of itself: £ < £.
£ is a common subtype of t\ and t2 if £ is a subtype of both £1 and £2 (£ < £1 and
£ < £2).
A maximal common subtype of t\ and t2 is a type £1 fl £2 which is a common
subtype of t\ and t2 s.t. for any subtype £ of £1 and t2 t < t\ f)t2.
Common supertype and maximal common supertype are defined analogously.
Figure 3.2 is a fragment of a description of a type hierarchy. Although we have shown
a tree concept hierarchies have the structure of lattices.
3.1.2.2 Types and instances
An issue which has often been confused by novices is the distinction between a subtype
and an instance (probably because they are often drawn in a similar way). An instance
of a type is an individual of this type, while a subtype is just another name for a
class of individuals having certain properties. It is not necessary for a type to have
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Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of a type hierarchy
representatives in the model that we are describing. Individuals correspond to logical
constants and we will represent them as individual markers (the symbol # followed by
an integer—#40572). All instances of all types are grouped in a set / = { #40572,
#691214, #800510,...}. Instances of a certain type are referred to as the denotation
of this type—for example, the set of all computers is written as ^COMPUTER. As
mentioned earlier, denotations of some types can be the empty set.
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Definition: Specialisation of concepts
A concept c\ is more specific than a concept c2 if:
1. the type of c\ is more specific than the type of c2.
2. the referent of c% is an individual marker while the referent of c2 is the
generic marker * or c2 has no referent.
3.1.3 Conceptual Relations
Conceptual relations link concepts and show that some relationship holds between the
referents of the concepts. An n-adic relation will have n — -1 incoming arcs and one
outgoing arc. There are three kinds of conceptual relations:
1. Primitive: The primitive relation LINK. All other relations may be defined in
terms of it.
2. Starter set: A starter set of conceptual relations will be used for representing
natural language semantics. Nothing in the conceptual graph theory turns on
the particular relations being used and the starter set can be changed as linguistic
theory develops.
3. Defined: A relation can be defined as graph with particular concepts identified
in it corresponding to the concepts that the relation can be connected. This
mechanism allows a relation to be replaced by a graph and conversely a graph
to be made more compact by replacing a subpart of it by a relation.
Although most of the relations in the starter set are dyadic (having two arcs) other
relations with higher arity (i.e., with more arcs) can be used. In this case there is a
need to distinguish the different incoming arcs and they are numbered.
Here are some examples of relations:
• Case relations (thematic roles): (AGNT), (PTNT), (STAT), (EXPR), (RCPT),
(INST), (DEST), (RSLT);
• Spatial relations: (LOC), (IN), (ON), (ABOV);
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• Attributes: (ATTR), (CHRC), (PART);
• Intersentential relations: (BFOR), (AFTR), (CAUS), (PURP), (METH), (AND),
(OR);
• Mathematical relations: (MEAS), (>), (<), ( = ),(!=), (AVG), (CNT),
(ARG1), (ARG2);
• Meta relations: (KIND), (SUBT), (DSCR), (STMT), (REPR).
3.1.4 Contexts and identity lines
Conceptual graphs can be embedded in one another.2 Graphs need to be embedded
in order to represent logical formulae which require that certain graphs be negated.
Such embedding is useful in representing the semantics of natural language utterances
too (cf. Figure 3.3).
Definition: Context
A context is a concept C whose referent field contains a non-blank conceptual
graph g.
The graph g is said to be immediately nested in C, and any concept c of g is also
said to be immediately nested in C.
Definition: Nesting
A concept c is said to be nested in a context C if either c is immediately nested
in C or c is immediately nested in some context D that is nested in C.
• An outermost context is a context that is not nested in any other context.
• Two concepts c and d are said to be conested if either c — d or there is some
context C in which c and d are immediately nested.
• If a concept c is conested with a context C, then any concept d nested in C
is said to be more deeply nested than c.
2 Note the difference between the recursive embedding of typed feature structures and the embedding
of conceptual graphs.
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• A concept c is said to be within the scope of a concept d if either c is conested
with d or c is more deeply nested than d.
Figure 3.3: The boy thinks the dog sleeps.
Informally lines of identity are used to relate concepts (possibly in different contexts)
and indicate that they refer to the same thing.
Definition: Line of Identity
A line of identity I is a connected graph whose nodes are concepts
arcs are called coreference links.
• If c and d are concepts in I where d is within the scope of c, then
be a path of concepts (ci,..., cn) in I, where the starting point
ending point cn — d, and each step (c4-,c;+1) is a coreference link
is in the scope of c;.
• let c be any concept in I where every other concept d in / is within the scope
of c. Then c is said to be a candidate defining node of I.
• If c is any candidate defining node of /, then c may be designated the defining
node of I and all other concepts in I are called bound nodes of I.
• A line of identity may consist of a single concept c, which is the defining
node with no bound nodes.
3.1.5 Graphical notation
So far we have been displaying conceptual graphs using the graphical representation.
Figure 3.4 shows an example with a couple of levels of nesting.
and whose
there must
c\ — c, the
where c,-+i








- PERSON: *x KKAGNT>s- NATIONALIZE
PTNT.
BANK:Dist{*}
Figure 3.4: Graphical representation
3.1.6 Linear notation
In order to represent conceptual graphs in textual form a linear notation is used. The
concept TYPE: Referent is represented as [TYPE: Referent], Relations are written:
->(REL)-> or <-(REL)<-. If a concept is linked to more than two relations then the
relations can be written on new lines. In such cases a hyphen is used to indicate that
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Drawing identity lines for coreferential concepts is not possible in text mode. That
is why variables are used in the referent field of a concept ([TYPE: *var]). If two
concepts have the same variable in their referent fields they are the same concept.
There are some arbitrary choices which must be taken when encoding a conceptual
graph in a linear form:
• which node to pick as the head
• which relation to list first in the linear form
• which node to mark with a variable when breaking cycles
Conceptual graphs terminate with a dot Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show a conceptual
graph written in the graphical and linear notations.
Figure 3.5: A more complex conceptual graph
3.1.7 Graph Unification
This section provides the definition of graph unification (maximal join on two graphs).
As maximal join is not a primitive operation, the operations that it is built on are first
defined (join, join on compatible projections). Definitions of the structures involved
in the maximal join operation like compatible projections and maximally extended
compatible projections are also given.
3 The final punctuation indicates the end of the relations list for [GIVE] (first comma), then the end of
the relations list for [TRANSACTION] (second comma) and the end of the conceptual graph (period).














Figure 3.6: A graph in the linear notation3
Definition: Join
A join between two graphs u and v on compatible concepts c and d is a graph w
obtained by: taking the two graphs u and v and replacing c by c fl d (maximal
common specialisation of c and d), deleting d, and linking all relations that had
been linked to d to c fl d.
u: [PERSON: Sue]<-(AGNT)-[EAT].
v: [EAT]-(AGNT)-> [GIRL].
w: [EAT]-(AGNT)->[GIRL: Sue]<-(AGNT)- [EAT].
An extreme case of joining two graphs on two concepts is when one of the graphs
consists of just one concept. The result then is the other graph with the corresponding
concept restricted.
Definition: Specialisation
A graph u is a specialisation of a graph v (u < v) if:
1. u and v are the same graph;
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2. u introduces a coreference link between two compatible concepts in n; or
3. u is the join of a specialisation of v with another graph.
Definition: Generalisation
A graph v is a generalisation of a graph u (v > u) if u is a specialisation of v.
A generalisation hierarchy on graphs can also be defined. The graph | T | is the most
general graph. Common generalisation and common specialisation of two graphs are
defined trivially.
Definition: Projection
A projection of a graph v onto a graph u which is a specialisation of v (u < v),
is a specialisation v! of v embedded in « s.t. u' does not introduce new nodes for
v. 7r is the projection operator: u' = %v.
v : [PERSON ]<-(AGNT)-[ACTION].
u : [GIRL: Sue]<-(AGNT)-[EAT ]-(MANR)->[FAST].
u': [GIRL: Sue]<-(AGNT)-[EAT]
The projection of graph on a specialisation is not necessarily unique. Also for two
different concepts or relations x\ ^ x2 it might happen that -kx\ = ~kx2.
Definition: Compatible projections
If two conceptual graphs ui and u2 have a common generalisation v then the
projections 7Ti : v —> u\ and 7t2 : v —> u2 are compatible if -K\v and ir2v have a
common specialisation tc,-.
ul: [GIRL ]<-(AGNT)-[EAT ]-(MANR)->[FAST].






w3: [GIRL: Sue]<-(AGNT)-[EAT ].
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Compatible projections for the generalisation v\ of ux and u2 are:
n[v ~ [GIRL] , and
7r'2v = [PERSON: Sue],
Compatible projections for the generalisation V3 of ux and u2 are:
7txv= [GIRL]<-(AGNT)~[EAT] , and
ir2v = [PERSON: Sue] <-(AGNT)- [EAT] .
Definition: Join on compatible projections
If two conceptual graphs u1 and u2 have a common generalisation v with com¬
patible projections 7Ti : v —» ux and ir2 : v u2 theft the join between ux and u2
on these compatible prejections is the most general graph w s.t.
1. w is a common specialisation of ux and u2 with projections 7rj : ux —> w and
-k'2 : u2 —^ w, and
2. 7rj7Tiv = ■k'2,k2v.
Definition: Maximally extended compatible projections
If two graphs contain compatible projections of a common generalisation v, those
projections might be extended by finding a larger common generalisation that
includes v as a subgraph. Since all conceptual graphs are finite, the process of
extension must eventually stop. The resulting compatible projections are called
maximally extended.
Finding maximally extended compatible projections of two graphs is a non-deterministic
operation!
Definition: Maximal Join
A maximal join between graphs u and v is a join on a maximally extended
compatible projection. [Sowa 84, p.103]
The graph w below is the maximal join of the graphs ul and u2. In this case there is
only one maximal join between ul and u2.
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ul: [GIRL ]<-(AGNT)-[EAT
u2: [PERSON: Sue]<-(AGNT)-[EAT






The maximal join operation is based on finding maximally extended compatible pro¬
jections which is a non-deterministic operation. Hence, maximal join is also non-
deterministic!
Maximal join on two graphs can fail if two graphs do not have any compatible concepts.
This might be too weak in certain cases and in order to restrict the maximal join
operation a measure of how good the matching was might have to be introduced.
3.1.7.1 Maximal Projections and a Maximal Subgraph
A crucial part of the maximal join operation is finding maximal projections in both
graphs. This step might be reminiscent of the problem of finding a maximal common
subgraph in two graphs but there are certain distinctions that have to be made. We
first define the operation of finding a maximal common subgraph and then compare it
with the operation of finding maximal projections.
Definition: SubGraph
A subgraph of a graph G =< IV, £ > is graph G' =< N',E' > such that:
N' C N, and E' C< N'x N' > nE.
As this definition stands it does not preclude a subgraph being not connected.
Definition: Graph Isomorphism
Two graphs G =< N,E > and G' =< N',E' > are isomorphic if they have the
same structure: i.e., there are bidirectional mappings FN and EE between the
nodes and arcs of one graph onto the nodes and arcs of the other (FN : N^N',
FE : E^E') such that:
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(FN : nodei^-ni, FN : node2^n2, and FE : arc(nodei,node2)*->a(x,y))
(a; = n\ and y = n2)
Definition: Common SubGraph
A common subgraph of two graphs is a subgraph of the first graph that is iso¬
morphic with a subgraph of the second graph.
The notion of a maximal common subgraph is defined in terms of an ordering relation
that tells if one subgraph is better than another. Often this ordering relation depends
on the particular application and in some cases the ordering relation could take into
account the number of nodes or number of relations or both. [McGregor 82] describes a
backtrack search algorithm for finding the maximal common subgraph which considers
a maximal common subgraph to be one with the most arcs in it.
Finding a maximal common subgraph is problem of the type: "Find a best solution",
thus the operation is a deterministic one. However the search space to be explored is
different from the search space of all maximal projections—it is bigger.
In order to see the differences between finding the maximal common subgraph and
maximal projections consider Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Maximal common subgraph vs. maximal join
Let graph G1 be represented as three regions 1, 2 and 3 while graph G2 consists of 1*,
2* and 3*. If the regions 1 and 1* are isomorphic and so are 2 and 2* then as maximal
projections will be 1 corresponding to 1* and 2 corresponding to 2*. In order to find
the maximal common subgraph the case where 1 and 2 taken together correspond to
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1* and 2* (again viewed as one graph) has to be considered. And usually that would
be the preferred solution.
If there are n connected corresponding subgraphs there will be n solutions for the
maximal projections while the space to be explored by the common maximal subgraph
operation will consist of 2n - 1 states.
This difference stems from the fact that the maximal common subgraph can be dis¬
connected. If a subgraph (and a graph) is restricted to be connected then the search
spaces for the maximal common subgraph and maximal projection operations are the
same.
In the following we will be using matching of two graphs to refer to performing a
maximal join on them. Matching will be used in the following cases:
1. matching the initial semantics against the (applicability) semantics of a mapping
rule
2. matching the corresponding semantics to complements of a mapping rule to get
the corresponding semantics of the whole construction (which might be different
from the input semantics)
We will discuss these at greater length in Chapter 5.
Warning: Matching is used to mean: checking whether two graphs can be matched
and the result of the matching operation on two graphs!
3.1.8 Defining new concepts
To define new concepts lambda abstractions are used:
type BLACK-DOG(x) is
[DOG: *x]->(ATTR)->[BLACK] .
Conceptual relations can also be defined in a similar fashion.
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3.1.9 Canonical formation rules
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Canonical graphs have the same format as conceptual graphs. They define selectional
restrictions/constraints on the way conceptual graphs and relations can be put to¬
gether. The fundamental distinction between canonical formation rules and inference
rules is that inference rules always derive true graphs from true graphs while canonical
formation rules give possible conceptual graphs that we can talk about.
In our presentation we omit the rules of inference as this would lead us to a large
topic of automated reasoning with conceptual graphs which we do not employ for the
purposes of the sentence generation techniques described in this thesis.
SUMMARY
© cgs are one of the most formalised approaches among the semantic network frame¬
works.
© CGs are a formally defined, mathematical abstraction. They are expressive and can
be used to model NL semantics.
© CGs have been extensively studied from a computational point of view and efficient
matching algorithms for them have been developed.
© CGs can be expressed in different notations (including graphically) and the display
of CGs can be tailored according to the application.
© CGs are used in a variety of applications.
Chapter 4
Non-Concatenative Grammars
This chapter discusses the syntactic representations that our generator produces. We
briefly mention Context-Free Grammars and give an example of why a larger domain
of locality than that provided by CFGs might be needed. We then discuss more sophis¬
ticated approaches to syntactic theories—the class of the so-called non-concatenative
grammars. We introduce one of the main representatives of this class — Tree Adjoin¬
ing Grammars which was the basis of our initial generation system (protector-95,
[Nicolov et al. 95]). We then discuss a new syntactic framework — D-Tree Grammars
which are descendants of Tree Adjoining Grammars and which are more suitable for
generation. D-Tree Grammars are the syntactic backbone of our generation framework.
As the system described in this thesis has pioneered generation with D-Tree Grammars
we make the effort to describe them in detail so as to allow replication of our results.
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Context-free grammars
If the idea of templates (which we discussed in the previous chapter) is pushed even
further two issues become of paramount importance: (i) being able to dismantle the
input representation; (ii) being able to have deeper embedded templates which group
constituents as a proper linguistic theory would suggest; and (iii) being able to keep




Context-free grammars (cfgs) are a formalism that allows one to address these issues
and there are a number of generation approaches using context-free based syntactic
formalisms like gpsg [Busemann 89], LFG [Kohl 91], HPSG. CFGs are not the topic of
this chapter or thesis and we will not introduce them.1
Generation systems that use linguistically motivated syntactic representations have the
following advantages: they are easier to maintain; they allow for more sophisticated
higher-quality texts; they can be made to produce simultaneous multilingual text (in
a much more principled way than UNIX error messages for example) and made to
conform to certain document standards of sublanguage.
CFGs however, make the syntactic structures too fragmented. For example, while
sentences consist of subject group NP and a predicate group VP an individual verb
imposes constraints on its objects (case) as well as its subject (person, number, case:
nom) yet the subject is not in the VP —»• V... rule. In order for a cfg to relate the
subject information (that the verb imposes) to the subject NP node this information
has to be propagated through a mechanism of parameter passing (variable sharing) so
that the subject can be in the same CFG production. We will refer to the structures
over which we can state constraints as a domain of locality.
1 will(love(a,k))
Figure 4.1: Complement displacement
1 Good introductions to CFGs can be found in [Gazdar & Mellish 89, chapter 4] and from a formal
language theory perspective in: [Harrison 78, Hopcroft & Ullman 79, Aho et al. 86],
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4.1.2 Motivation for larger domain of locality
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[Hinrichs et al. 94] present a linguitically motivated analysis of partial VP topicalisation
which poses problems for cfg-based approaches (even for shdg). Figure 4.1 shows how
the semantics is perculated from node to node. From node 1 we go to the semantic
head (node 2) and from there again we visit the semantic head (node 3). At this point
however the semantics of node 5 which is the sister of node 3 is not instantiated because
this semantics is mediated by the semantics at node 4. Note that it it would not have
been possible to visit directly node 4 from node 1 as it is not the semantic head and at
the point when we are at node 1 the semantics at node 4 is uninstantiated. Figure 4.2
gives the actual hpsg analysis. This example is from [Minnen et al. 95].
cat V
subcat ()
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Figure 4.2: Example of problematic complement displacement
The problem is that the semantic head does not directly instantiate the semantics of all
its siblings. In the case where a constituent which is not the semantic head but which
determines the semantics of another constituent there will be a problem to do with the
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impossibility for a generator to decide in what order to visit the RHS constituents. As
this example shows there is no such order over the CFG skeleton. However, if we had
a larger structure in which we could locally state the order of visiting nodes (larger
domain of locality) then we would be able to resolve this issue.
In the remainder of this chapter we will look at grammars with larger domain of locality.
4.1.3 Non-concatenative grammars
Current constraint-based formalisms in computational linguistics assume that syntactic
phrases are built up by concatenation (hence the use of a context-free backbone). The
value of the string at the mother node is the concatenation of the strings of the daugh¬
ter nodes. This assumption is sometimes challenged allowing more powerful operations
to construct strings. Often the linguistic motivation for such alternative conceptions
of string combination are analyses of discontinuous constituency (extraction phenom¬
ena). From a formal language theory point of view non-concatenative formalisms are
more powerful in the sense that their corresponding languages properly include the
context-free languages. From a semantic perspective such formalisms can facilitate a
systematic, compositional construction of semantic structures.
There are a number of formalisms that have been proposed in the literature that use
additional machinery beyond concatenation: Head-Wrapping grammars [Pollard 84],
Mark Johnson's use of the 'combine' operator in the analysis of the Australian free word
order language Guugu Yimidhirr [Johnson 85], Mike Reape's use of'sequence union' in
the analysis of Germanic semi-free word order constructions [Reape 89, Reape 90]. The
categories in Categorial Grammars also have a larger domain of locality [Wood 93].
We will look at two closely related representatives of non-concatenative grammars:
Tree-Adjoining Grammars and D-Tree Grammars.
4.2 Tree-Adjoining Grammars (TAGs)
This section introduces Tree Adjoining Grammar. The historical evolution of the
formalism up to the present moment is shown and illustrative examples are given
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assuming the latest version of Tree Adjoining Grammar.
A Tree Adjoining Grammar (tag) is a grammatical formalism that associates syntactic
trees with a list of words representing a sentence in a language. Tree Adjoining Gram¬
mars were introduced in [Joshi et al. 75]. The first study of this system, from the point
of view of its formal properties and linguistic applicability, was carried out in [Joshi 85].
A detailed study of the linguistic relevance of tag was reported in [Kroch & Joshi 85].
In the context of generation, tags have been used in a number of systems: mum¬
ble [McDonald & Pustejovsky 85, Meteer et al. 87], spokesman [Meteer 90], wip
[Wahlster et al. 91, Harbusch et al. 91], the system reported in [McCoy et al. 92], the
first version of protector [Nicolov et al. 95], spud [Stone & Doran 97], flaubert
[Danlos & Meunier 96] and VMGeCo [Becker et al. 98]. In the area of grammar de¬
velopment tags have been the basis of one of the largest grammars developed for
English—xtag [Doran et al. 94]. It is important to draw the distinction between tag
as a (mathematical) formalism and tag as a particular grammar. The tag formalism
plays the same role as cfg schematic productions for the rewriting of typed feature
structures in hpsg.
tag is attractive for sentence generation because [Joshi 87]:
1. On the syntactic level tag trees factor out recursion of syntactic structures (in the
auxiliary trees) and localise dependencies such as subcategorisation and filler-gap
(in the initial trees). This makes it easy to describe syntactic phenomena.
2. tag trees capture the function argument structure. This simplifies (in compar¬
ison to the cfg case) the mapping at the semantics-syntax interface level and
allows for incremental processing.
3. tags can be lexicalised. For parsing once we know the set of trees that can be
anchored by every word in the input we do not need to consider any other trees in
the grammar. Similarly for generation if we know the trees that can be anchored
by lexical items that match the input semantics we only need to consider the
combinations of these trees (which is of course constrained by the semantics) and
not any other trees in the grammar.
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4.2.1 The TAG formalism
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A Tree Adjoining Grammar is specified by a finite set of elementary trees. The ele¬
mentary trees correspond to minimal linguistic structures that localise dependencies
such as subcategorisation and filler-gap. The non-frontier nodes of the trees are la¬
belled with grammatical categories. The leaf (frontier) nodes in elementary trees can
be labelled with lexemes (terminal symbols) or (like non-terminal nodes) with gram¬
matical categories in the usual way for (incomplete) syntactic trees. Elementary trees
are divided into initial trees and auxiliary trees.
Initial trees represent minimal sentence structures (the root of an initial tree is always
an S node). The frontier nodes of an initial tree are labelled with preterminal lexical
category symbols: N, V, A, P, DET, etc.2
Auxiliary trees correspond to minimal recursive structures. Thus, if the root node of
an auxiliary tree is labelled by a non-terminal symbol X then there is a distinguished
node (called the foot node) in the frontier of this auxiliary tree which is also labelled by
X. Foot nodes in auxiliary trees are marked with * (e.g., X*). The rest of the frontier




Figure 4.3: Non-auxiliary tree in the original pure TAG
Auxiliary trees correspond to modifiers or to predicates (verbs) taking sentential com¬
plements.
Auxiliary and initial trees are distinguished by the presence (or absence, respectively)
of a foot note. It is not possible for a tree to be simultaneously an auxiliary tree and
an initial tree.
2 From a mathematical perspective initial trees have all their frontier nodes labelled with terminal
symbols—all possibilities are multiplied out.
3
Again from a formal point of view no other frontier nodes other than the foot is a nonterminal. The
rest are terminals.
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4.2.1.1 Adjunction
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In TAG bigger trees are composed by adjoining an auxiliary tree into another tree which
is either an initial tree or the result of a previous adjoining operation. Adjoining can
be described as expanding a non-terminal node X in a tree (adjunction node) into an
auxiliary tree (with a root and foot nodes labelled with X) and attaching the subtree
that was originally rooted in the adjunction node X to the foot of the auxiliary tree.
See Figure 4.4. In the picture we show the two attachings of trees and specify a certain
order in which these operations are carried out but they can be be done in the other
order.4
ad
Figure 4.4: The adjoining operation





Figure 4.5: A linguistic example of adjunction
4 The order does not matter because we check for equality of the non-terminal symbols. Most systems
use labels for nodes that are feature structures (see Section 4.2.3) and there again the order of
carrying out the attachments does not matter due to the associativity of unification.
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Formally a tag is a five-tuple (a, N, I, A, S) where:
a is a finite set of terminal symbols
N is a finite set of non-terminal symbols
I is a finite set of elementary initial trees
A is a finite set of elementary auxiliary trees
S is a distinguished non-terminal, the start symbol
Adjunction in effect encodes string wrapping and is thus more powerful than concate¬
nation. Adjunction generates languages and trees which cannot be generated by the
use of substitution (and thus by CFGs).
In order to be linguistically meaningful, the elementary trees in a tag must conform
to certain constraints that are not explicitly expressed in the definition of the formal¬
ism. In particular, each elementary tree must constitute a minimal linguistic structure
elaborated up to preterminal (terminal) symbols5 and containing a head and all its
complements or a modifier. Initial trees have essentially the structure of simple sen¬
tences; auxiliary trees correspond to minimal recursive constructions and generally
constitute structures that act as modifiers of the category appearing at their root and
foot nodes.
A hypothesis that underlies the linguistic intuitions of tags is that all dependencies are
captured within elementary trees. This is based on the assumption that elementary
trees are the appropriate domain upon which to define dependencies, rather than,
for example, productions in cfg. Since in string-rewriting systems dependent lexical
items cannot always appear in the same production, the formalism does not prevent the
possibility that it may be necessary to perform an unbounded amount of computation
in order to check that two lexical items agree in certain features. However, since in
tags dependencies are captured by bounded structures, we expect that the complexity
of this computation does not depend on the derivation. Features such as agreement
may be checked within the elementary trees (instantiated up to lexical items) without
the need to percolate information up the derivation tree in an unbounded way. Some
checking is necessary between an elementary tree and an auxiliary tree adjoined to it
at some node, but this checking is still local and bounded. Similarly, elementary trees,
being minimal linguistic structures, capture all of the subcategorisation information.
5 In the original TAG one is not allowed to have an NP node in the frontier.
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4.2.2 Lexicalised Tree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG)
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Lexicalised Tree-Adjoining Grammar (ltag) introduces some new machinery. Elemen¬
tary trees are now associated with lexical items and a new operation is introduced.
Initial trees are more general—they no longer correspond only to minimal sentential
structures but to minimal linguistic structures (including NPs). They now have to have
at least one lexeme at the frontier which is in a way central for the local structure of
the initial tree and is called the anchor. Initial trees are now viewed as describing
the arguments of the anchor. The preterminal node dominating the anchor is marked
with o (e.g., Ao) to indicate the anchor position because often in order to capture
certain generalisations the actual anchor is omitted. All the non-terminals at the
frontier of an initial tree are to be associated with a subtree by means of a special
operation called substitution.
As for auxiliary trees if they have other non-terminals than the foot node they have to
marked for "expansion" by means of (again) the substitution operation.
4.2.2.1 Substitution
The additional operation used in lexicalised tag (substitution) works as follows. A
tree can substitute (or replace) a frontier non-terminal node in another tree. The root
node of the substitution tree and the frontier node have to be labelled with the same
category. A node at which substitution is allowed is marked with J. (e.g., X j). By
definition a substitution node in auxiliary or initial tree is a frontier node labelled with
a non-terminal symbol (and in the case of auxiliary trees is not the foot node). The
substitution operation is presented graphically in Figure 4.6.
substitution node
Figure 4.6: The substitution operation
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It is interesting to note that the adjoining operation can be viewed as two successive
substitutions as shown in Figure 4.4.
NPoi VP
V^NPil
Figure 4.7: Transitive verbs
Figure 4.7 shows an example initial tree for a transitive verb construction. The NPs are
numbered so that they can be unambiguously referred to.6 NPo and NPi are marked





Figure 4.8: Auxiliary tree
Figure 4.8 shows an example auxiliary tree. This is the construction of the verb think
which takes a sentential complement. The node NPo is marked for substitution. The





Figure 4.9: A linguistic example of substitution
Figure 4.9 gives a linguistic example of substitution.
6 Another way of unambiguously referring to a node is to use its elementary tree address. Assume a
uniform labeling of the edges between a mother and the daughter nodes (e.g., 1, 2,... for the first,
second,... constituents). Then the elementary tree address of a node is the sequence of labels along
the path from the root of the tree to the node. The elementary tree address of the root is the empty
sequence.
smiled
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The tag machinery is further elaborated to include adjoining constraints associated
with nodes in the trees. In standard tag each node in a tree was associated with a list
of auxiliary trees that can be adjoined at that node. These are called selective adjoin¬
ing constraints. A special case of selective adjoining constraints is the null adjoining
constraint which specifies that no auxiliary tree can be adjoined at the particular node.
Obligatory adjoining constraints, on the other hand, specify a list of auxiliary trees one
of which has to be adjoined at the particular node in order for the tree to satisfy
well-formedness constraints.7
4.2.3 TAG within the unification framework (FTAG)
In pretty much the same way as patr-ii non-terminals are represented as feature
structures [Shieber 86], elementary trees in tag can be viewed as specifying a skeleton
tree structures where the non-terminals are again feature structures.
4.2.3.1 Adjoining and substitution with unification
If the nodes in elementary trees are feature structures then the adjoining and substi¬
tution operations have to be modified appropriately.
It is convenient to adopt two features associated with an adjunction node. The top
feature can be considered as constraints on that node that are made on the basis of
information contained in ancestors and siblings, i.e., this is information corresponding
to a view to the top of the non-auxiliary tree from the adjunction node. The bottom
feature, conversely, represents constraints to do with the tree attached to the adjunction
node. It corresponds to a view to the bottom of the tree.
Substitution nodes only have a top feature associated with them.
The updating of the feature structures is shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 (the
auxiliary tree and the substitution tree are shaded).
The adjunction node A, the root node of the auxiliary tree A! and the foot node of
the auxiliary tree A* have a top and a bottom feature associated with the feature
7
LTAGs can also lexicalise CFGs, i.e., a CFG can be rewritten in a lexicalised TAG (i.e., ltag) strongly
equivalent to the original CFG (preserves the original trees) [Joshi & Schabes 92]








Figure 4.10: Adjunction with unification
structure representing the nodes. We have labelled them t and b (for the adjunction
node), topRoot and botRoot (for the root of the auxiliary tree), and topFoot and
BotFoot (for the foot of the auxiliary tree). In the resulting tree the top feature of
the adjunction node is unified with the top feature of the root of the auxiliary tree.
Analogously, the bottom feature of the adjunction node is unified with the bottom
feature of the foot of the auxiliary tree. In a way the adjunction node gets split.
The substitution operation unifies the top feature of the substitution node (which does
not have a bottom feature) with the top feature of the root node of the substitution
tree.
Both adjunction and substitution operations are monotonic as far as the feature struc¬
tures are concerned but all current implementations explicitly build a new tree corre¬
sponding to the result of adjunction (see for example [vanNoord 93, page 136]). The
operations are thus not monotonic on the representations (dominance information in
the original trees is not preserved).8
It is interesting to note that if trees with nodes represented by feature structures are
used then the adjoining and substitution constraints can be specified in virtue of the
8 We return to this issue when we discuss representations (descriptions of trees) for DTGs in Sec-
topRoot
substitution node
Figure 4.11: Substitution with unification
tion 4.3.8.
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information present in the nodes relevant for the operation: the adjunction node and
the root and foot nodes of the auxiliary tree in case of adjunction and the substitution
node and the root of the substitution tree in case of substitution—if the unifications
required by the operation succeed then the particular operation is allowed. This, of
course, is natural but the point here is that no exhaustive enumeration of what trees can
be adjoined or substituted is needed. Thus, the adjoining and substitution operations
can be restricted (constrained) by using appropriate features and values.
When the derivation is completed the top and bottom features of all adjunction nodes
have to be unified. If they do not unify there is an obligatory adjoining constraint.
Then an auxiliary tree must be adjoined at that adjunction node. Because as a result of
the adjunction operation the adjunction node is split then the incompatibility between
its top and bottom features might be avoided. This operation is called closing off a
derivation. For an example of how this mechanism works see Figure 4.16.
4.2.4 Descriptions of trees
If the structures manipulated by the grammar are trees (as we have described them up
to now) then, in the process of derivation, we start with an initial tree (trees) and the
final result (which is again a tree) preserves only but a part of the information that
was originally present in the starting structures. When adjunction is performed at a
node, the distance (in terms of the number of immediate dominance finks) between the
nodes above the adjoining node and those below it is increased. So, certain information
is changed as a result of the adjoining operation. The adjunction as described above
is thus a non-monotonic operation. The fact that the adjoining operation does not
preserve all the the structural relations specified in the trees being composed prevents
us from embedding TAG in a unification-based framework. This is so because the
unification operation is monotonic. However, this can be remedied by interpreting the
structures manipulated by the adjoining operation not as trees but as descriptions of
trees. In case of an adjunction node, rather than stating that it immediately dominates
another node, the relation can be relaxed to be one of dominance and if the nodes are
to be further separated (by adjoining an auxiliary tree between them) then the relation
of dominance will still hold.
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Figure 4.12: Quasi node
One way of translating an elementary tree into a description of a tree is to substitute a
pair of nodes which are in a relation of dominance for each adjunction node. Here the
dominance relation is reflexive (the pair of nodes can actually be a single node, i.e.,
they can be merged), transitive and antisymmetric. Such new nodes are called quasi-
nodes and the corresponding tree descriptions—quasi trees. Within the quasi-pair of
nodes the top node is referred to as quasi-root and the bottom node as quasi-foot.9
4.2.4.1 Adjunction and substitution with quasi-trees
Adjunction and substitution based on quasi-trees are very similar to the equivalent
operations in FTAG where the adjunction nodes have top and bottom features associ¬
ated with them. The extension (in the case of the new interpretation of the objects
manipulated by the grammar) is that the top feature structure of an FTAG adjunction
node is viewed as the quasi-root of a quasi-pair. The bottom feature structure then is
the quasi-foot.
In fact FTAGs where the adjunction nodes have top and bottom features associated
with them are a small shift towards TAG using descriptions of trees (quasi-trees).
4.2.5 Examples
In this section we put the TAG machinery into practice. We will see how derivations
are performed and how restrictions on the adjoining and substitution operations are
enforced. We are assuming a variant of TAG that uses quasi-trees as descriptions of
9 Quasi-trees as descriptions of TAG trees were introduced in [Vijay-Shanker 92].
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the objects that are manipulated by the grammar. The nodes in the quasi trees are
represented as feature structures. We will be representing quasi nodes as different tree
nodes connected with a dashed arc. The examples are taken from [Vijay-Shanker 92].
Let us consider the derivations of the following sentences:
1. Who did John see?
2. Who did Peter think John saw?
3. I wonder who John saw?
4. I wonder who Peter thought John saw?
5. Peter thought John saw Mary.
Let the tag grammar consist of the auxiliary trees in Figure 4.13 and the initial trees
in Figure 4.14.
Who did John see? is the result of adjoining the third auxiliary tree (did) at the
second quasi-pair (S3,84) of the first initial tree. The root of the auxiliary tree after
the adjoining will be the quasi-pair:
S3[inv: [TJ
S [inv: +]
and the foot of the auxiliary tree after the adjoining (cf. nearest S node dominating
John) will be as before: S[inv: -] as unifying it with S[inv: -] (the foot of the auxiliary
tree) does not add new information.
The resulting tree after the adjoining which corresponds to example (1) Who did John
see? is shown on the right in Figure 4.15.
The other examples can be constructed in the same fashion. Rather than exhaustively
showing how to perform the derivations for all of them we will point out how obligatory
adjoining constraints occur as a result of unification and structure sharing.
If quasi-nodes Si and S2 of the first initial tree (oqe) are unified (the result of the
unification will be SiU2[wh: +, main: +]) then an obligatory adjoining constraint will
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Figure 4.14: Initial trees












Figure 4.15: Example of adjoining with quasi-trees
appear for the quasi-pair (S3,S4) as the feature structures associated with the quasi-
root (S[inv: +] the value of the inv feature of S3 is shared with the inv feature of




S3 [inv: [7] + ]
1 ^ Obligatory Adjoining
S4 [inv: - ]
Figure 4.16: Obligatory adjoining constraints
An auxiliary tree (like the third auxiliary tree—did) will have to be adjoined at (83,84)
before completing the derivation. This will account for the well-formedness of (1) and
(2) above.
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Alternatively if quasi-nodes S3 and S4 are unified then an obligatory adjoining contraint
will appear for the quasi-pair (Si,S2). This is the case for sentence (3) above.
tags are a tree rewriting system. The tree set T(G) of a given tag grammar G is
the set of all derived trees whose root unifies with the distinguished symbol S (i.e.,
sentences) and whose frontier nodes are all terminals (all substitution nodes have been
filled in). The string language £(G) generated by the tag G is the set of all terminal
strings of trees in T(G).
4.2.6 Derivations trees vs. derived trees
In the tag literature the way the derivation proceeds can be described by means
of derivation trees which are the equivalent to proof trees in logic programming. A
derivation tree is a canonical structure that abstracts all possible derivation orders (i.e.,
ways of combining elementary trees to produce the final derived tree). The nodes of a
derivation tree are labelled with names of elementary trees in the grammar. The labels
of the domination links in the derivation tree have a type (marking either substitution
or adjunction of the tree named at the daughter node) and refer to an elementary
tree address in the tree named at the mother node. This is the address (node) at
which the operation (substitution or adjunction) takes place. Multiple adjunction










Figure 4.17: tag derivation
Figure 4.17 gives the derivation tree for the sentence Small, spicy hotdogs he claims
Mary seems to adore. The subj and obj labels of the domination links refer to sub¬
stitution of the subject and object NPs. comp (sentential complement) and mod refer
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to adjoining of the daughter trees in the tree named at the mother node. Observe that
this derivation structure cannot be directly related to a semantic representation. Both
adjectives modify (in a sense independently) hotdogs but in the derivation structure
one is a daughter of the other (which is a consequence of the surface order). Also the
fact that adore is an argument of seem which in turn is an argument of claims is not
obvious. Even worse, if we interpret (as one would normally assume) embeddedness
X(Y) to mean lX has as argument V in the case of seem and adore the 'argument-of'
relation is reversed. The derivation also relates adore and claims when neither is an
argument of the other. The new grammatical framework that we introduce in the next
section addresses these very issues.
The first implementation of our generation system protector-95 used tags
[Nicolov et al. 95]. Since then a more recent tag-related formalism has been proposed,
D-Tree Grammars, which we have found to be better suited for generation thanks to
a better match of the operations performed on the semantic and syntactic structures.
This allowed us to specify the relation between semantics and syntax (which is so
important in generation) in a more direct fashion.
4.3 D-Tree Grammars (DTGs)
In this section we discuss D-Tree Grammars (dtgs) and examine their relevance to
NLG. DTGs are seen attractive for generation because:
1. DTGs provide a uniform treatment of complementation and modification at the
syntactic level.
2. This can lead to simplification of the overall generation architecture.
D-Tree Grammar (dtg) is a new grammar formalism, which arises from work on Tree-
Adjoining Grammars [Rambow et al. 95a]. tags, however, have two limitations which
provide the motivation for this work:
1. The tag operations of substitution and adjunction do not map cleanly onto the
relations of complementation and modification.
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2. tags cannot provide analyses for certain syntactic phenomena:
(a) long-distance scrambling in German [Becker et al., 1991];
(b) Romance Clitics [Bleam, 1994];
(c) wh-extraction out of complex picture-NPs [Kroch, 1987] and
(d) Kashmiri wh-extraction [Rambow et al. 95a],
DTG tries to overcome these problems while remaining faithful to what is seen as the
key advantages of TAG (in particular, its enlarged domain of locality).
The details of the remainder of this section (4.3.1—4.3.6) are largely based on
[Rambow et al. 95a], The reason why we provide so much detail is to enable replica¬
tion of our work—there have been only a few publications on DTGs. Our contributions
lie in the first implementation of the DTG formalism (including a feature-based version
and the use of descriptions of d-trees in the implementation which predates attempts
to reformulate DTGs using tree descriptions) and developing the first sizable grammar
for English in DTG.
4.3.1 The DTG formalism
dtg (like tag) assumes the existence of elementary structures. These structures are
trees which represent the building blocks for sentences. Rather than working directly
with trees we will make use of tree descriptions (called d-trees hence the name of the
formalism). A description of a tree is a directed acyclic graph with two types of edges:
domination edges (d-edges) and immediate domination edges (i-edges). D-edges and
i-edges express domination and immediate domination relations between nodes. These
relations are never rescinded when d-trees are composed. Thus, nodes separated by
an i-edge will remain in a mother-daughter relationship throughout the derivation,
whereas nodes separated by a d-edge can be equated or have a path of any length
inserted between them during a derivation.10 D-edges and i-edges are not distributed
arbitrarily in d-trees. For each internal node, either all of its daughters are linked by
i-edges or it has a single daughter that is linked to it by a d-edge. Each node in a d-tree
10 The domination relation is the reflexive transitive closure of the immediate dominance relation.
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is labelled either with a terminal symbol, a nonterminal symbol or the empty string e.
A d-tree containing n d-edges can be decomposed into n + 1 components containing
only i-edges (i.e., proper trees).
In DTG smaller structures are put together to form larger trees by means of two
operations—subsertion and sister-adjunction.
4.3.2 Subsertion
When a d-tree a is subserted into another d-tree /?, a component of a is substituted at
a frontier nonterminal node (a substitution node) of /Tand all components of a that
are above the substituted component are inserted into d-edges above the substituted
node or placed above the root node (see Figure 4.18).
In general, when a component a(i) of some d-tree a is inserted into a d-edge between
nodes Ni and l\l2 two new d-edges are created, the first of which relates Ni and the
root node of component a(i), and the second of which relates the frontier node of a(i)
that dominates the substituted component of a to N2 (see Figure 4.19). It is possible
for components above the substituted node to drift arbitrarily far up the d-tree and
distribute themselves within domination edges, or above the root, in any way that is
compatible with the domination relationships present in the substituted d-tree. This
is the mechanism through which DTG handles long-distance dependencies.
Furthermore, there is a need to constrain the way in which the non-substituted compo¬
nents can be interspersed. This is done by either using appropriate feature constraints
substit
Figure 4.18: Subsertion
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Figure 4.19: Insertion of a component a(i) in d-edge (Ni,N2)
at nodes or by means of subsertion-insertion constraints which explicitly specify what
components from what trees can appear within certain d-edges (we define them in Sec¬
tion 4.3.6). Another alternative for the subsertion-insertion constraints is to state them
globaly for the whole grammar rather than locally for each d-edge in every elementary
structure.




Figure 4.20: Linguistic example of subsertion
Subsertion as defined is a non-deterministic operation if the result of subsertion is to
be a d-tree (an alternative is to have an encoding of the resulting alternatives). For
example the two sentences:
1. Hotdogs he claims Mary adores, and
2. He claims hotdogs Mary adores.
have been constructed by subserting the d-tree of hotdogs ... Mary adores into the
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d-tree of he claims at the same substitution node of the latter d-tree. We will take a
closer look at this particular example in Section 4.3.4.
Subsertion can be viewed as a generalisation of the adjunction operation used in TAG.
In fact subsertion can 'simulate' both adjuction and substitution. If we are subserting
a tree (3 into a tree a and the substitution component is the top component (i.e., the
the node from tree (3 that we equate with the substitution node in a is the root node
of /?) then there are no components that need to float above the substitution node
in a and subsertion is reduced to substitution. Subsertion can be seen to simulate
adjunction at an abstract level (not in the mathematical sense of the operations being
equivalent) in the sense that that splicing of a component internally into a tree can be
achieved (see Figure 4.21).
4.3.3 Sister-adjunction
When a d-tree a is sister-adjoined at a node Y in a d-tree /3 the composed d-tree 7
results from the addition to f3 of a as a new leftmost or rightmost sub-d-tree below
Y. Note that sister-adjunction involves the addition of exactly one new immediate
domination edge and that several sister-adjunctions can occur at the same node. Sister-
adjoining constraints of a node (cf. Y) specify whether they will be right- or left-sister-
adjoined.11
11 The multiple adjunction defined in [Shieber &z Schabes 94] can be seen as the precursor of sister-
adjunction. They are strikingly close. Elaborating on the interactions between both operations is
beyond the main focus of this thesis.
substitution component
substitution node
Figure 4.21: Subsertion and adjunction
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Definition 4.1 (D-Tree Grammar)
A DTG is a four tuple G = (Vn,Vt,S,D) where Vpr and Vj are the usual
nonterminal and terminal alphabets, S G V/v is a distinguished nonterminal
and D is a finite set of elementary d-trees.
Definition 4.2 (Lexicalised DTG)
A DTG G = (V/v,Vy, S, D) is lexicalised iff each d-tree T G D has at least
one terminal node.
The elementary d-trees of a grammar G have two additional annotations: subsertion-
insertion constraints and sister-adjoining constraints. These will be described below
(Section 4.3.6) but let's first take a look at an example.
4.3.4 Example
In this section we consider how the following sentence:
Small, spicy hotdogs he claims Mary seems to adore
can be derived. This particular sentence is interesting because it involves: object
extraction (topicalisation), sentential complementation and modification.
In Figure 4.23, we give a DTG that generates the sentence. Every d-tree is a projection
from a lexical anchor. The label of the maximal projection is, we assume, determined
by the morphology of the anchor. For example, if the anchor is a finite verb, it will
project to S, indicating that an overt syntactic ("surface") subject is required for
agreement with it (and perhaps case-assignment). Furthermore, a finite verb may
optionally also project to S' (as in the d-tree shown for claims), indicating that a wh-
moved or topicalised element is required. The finite verb seems also projects to S, even
though it does not itself provide a functional subject. In the case of the to adore tree,




Figure 4.23: DTG grammar in operation
the situation is the inverse: the functional subject requires a finite verb to agree with,
which is signaled by the fact that its component's root and frontier nodes are labelled
S and VP, respectively, but the verb itself is not finite and therefore only projects to
VP [-fin]. Therefore, the subject will have to raise out of its clause for agreement and
case assignment. The direct object of to adore has wh-moved out of the projection of
the verb (we include a trace for the sake of clarity).
We add subsertion-insertion constraints (SICs)12 (which control what can go in d-
edges) to ensure that the projections are respected by components of other d-trees
that may be inserted during a derivation. A SIC is associated with the d-edge between
VP and S node in the seems d-tree to ensure that no node labelled S can be inserted
within it i.e., it can not be filled by a wh-moved element. In contrast, since both the
subject and the object of to adore have been moved out of the projection of the verb,
12 We postpone a discussion of subsertion-insertion constraints till Section 4.3.6. For the moment it
suffices to mention that SICs are a mechanism through which DTG rules out the insertion of some
components in certain d-edges.
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the paths to these arguments do not carry any SIC at all.13
We now discuss a possible derivation. We start out with the most deeply embedded
clause,14 the adore clause. Before subserting its nominal arguments, we sister-adjoin
the two adjectival trees (small and spicy) to the tree for hotdogs. This is handled by
a SAC associated with the N node that allows all trees rooted in AdjP to be left sister-
adjoined. We then subsert this NP structure (Small, spicy hotdogs) and the subject
(Mary) at the appropriate nodes into the to adore d-tree. We subsert the resulting
structure into the seems clause by substituting its maximal projection node, labelled
VP[lln: -], at the VP[fin: -] frontier node of seems, and by inserting the component
containing the subject (Mary) into the d-edge (S,VP[fm:+]) of the seems tree. Now,
only the S node of the seems tree (which is its maximal projection) is substitutable.
Finally, we subsert this derived structure into the claims d-tree by substituting the S
node of seems at the S complement node of claims, and by inserting the component
containing the extracted object of to adore (which has not yet been used in the deriva¬
tion) in the (S,S) d-edge of the claims d-tree above its S node. The derived tree is
shown in Figure 4.24.
13 Island effects for wh-movement are enforced by using a [extract] feature on substitution nodes. This
corresponds roughly to the analysis in TAG, where islandhood is (to a large extent) enforced by
designating a particular node as the foot node [Kroch & Joshi, 1986].
14 We are thus doing a bottom-up derivation. We consider bottom-up derivations in the context of
generation in Section 5.10.2
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Note that this is the only possible derivation involving these d-trees, modulo order of
operations. To see this, consider the following putative alternate derivation. We first
subsert the to adore d-tree into the seems tree as above, by substituting the anchor
component at the substitution node of seems. We insert the subject component of to
adore above the anchor component of seems. We then subsert this derived structure
into the claims tree by substituting the root of the subject component of to adore at
the S node of claims and by inserting the S node of the seems d-tree as well as the











Figure 4.25: Incorrect derivation for the example
last operation is shown in Figure 4.25. The resulting phrase structure tree would be
the same as in the previously discussed derivation, but the derivation structure is lin¬
guistically meaningless, since to adore would have been subserted into both seems and
claims. However, this derivation is ruled out by the restriction that only substitutable
components can be substituted: the subject component of the adore d-tree is not sub-
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statutable after subsertion into the seems d-tree, and therefore it cannot be substituted
into the claims d-tree.
In the above discussion, substitutability played a central role in ruling out the deriva¬
tion.15 We observe in passing that the SIC associated to the d-edge in the seems d-tree
also rules out this derivation. The derivation requires that the S node of seems be
inserted into the (S,S) of claims. However, we would have to stretch the edge over
two components which are both ruled out by the SIC, since they violate the projection
from the lexical item seems to its S node. Thus, the derivation is excluded by the
independently motivated SICs, which enforce the notion of projection. This raises the
possibility that, in grammars that express certain linguistic principles, substitutability
is not needed for ruling out derivations of this nature.
4.3.5 Derivation structures
We first define subsertion-adjoining trees (SA-trees), which are partial derivation struc¬
tures that can be interpreted as representing dependency information (Section 4.3.5.1).
Then we augment them to get derivation graphs (Section 4.3.5.2).
4.3.5.1 Subsertion-adjoining tree
Consider a DTG G = (Vn,Vt, S, D). In defining SA-trees, we assume some naming
convention for the elementary d-trees in D (formally we will refer to them as oq, aq,
etc.) and some consistent ordering on the components and nodes of elementary d-
trees in D. If we think of components as big nodes then the structure that connects
components (using d-links) is a tree.16 Thus, we can identify components using tree
addresses (in the tree of components) and we can refer to nodes within a component
again using tree addresses for this component only.
For each i, we define the set of d-trees Ti(G) whose derivations are captured by SA-trees
of height i or less. Let T0(G) be the set D of elementary d-trees of G.
To(G) = {t | i £ (?}
15 We define substitutability in the next section (4.3.5).
16 In actual linguistic examples the components form a chain (list).
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Mark all of the components of each d-tree in T0(G) as being substitutable. Only
components marked as substitutable can be substituted in a subsertion operation.
The SA-tree for a G T0(G) consists of a single node labelled by the elementary d-tree
name for a.
Ti{G) = T^G) U
For i > 0 let T,-(G) be the union of the set T;_i(G) with the set (F,) of all d-trees
that can be produced as follows. Let a G D and let 7 be the result of subserting or
sister-adjoining the d-trees 71? ...,7k into a where 71, ...,7k are all in T4_i(G), with the
subsertions taking place at different substitution nodes in a as the foot node. Only
substitutable components of 71, ...,7k can be substituted in these subsertions. Only the
new components of 7 that came from a are marked as substitutable in 7. Let 77, ...,77
be the SA-trees for 71,...,7k respectively. The SA-tree r for 7 has a root labelled by
the name for a and k subtrees 77,..., 77. The edge from the root of r to the root of the
subtree r, is labelled by /4( 1 < i < k) defined as follows. Suppose that 7,• was subserted
into a and the root of 77 is labelled by the name of some a' G D. Only components of a'
will have been marked as substitutable in 7Thus, in this subsertion some component
ot'(j) will have been substituted at a node in a with address 7. In this case, the label U
is the pair (j, 77). Alternatively, 7; will have been d-sister-adjoined at some node with
address r] in a, in which case /; will be the pair (d, t]) where d G {left,right}.
Figure 4.26 gives an SA-tree. The tree 71 has its component a'(j) substituted at node
■q in the tree a; the tree 7^ has been sister adjoined at node r/k in a.
Figure 4.27 shows an example SA-tree for the derivation in Figure 4.23 of the sentence
in Figure 4.24.







Figure 4.27: Example SA-tree
Given a d-tree [3 it might be possible to convert it into a tree by merging the nodes at
the top and bottom of all d-links. Such merging can be done if the labels of the top
and bottom are labelled by the same symbol. We call this process 'closing off' a d-tree
and denote the result of this (conditional) function as close.off (/?).
Definition 4.3 (DTG tree set)
The tree set T(G) of all trees generated by G is:
Definition 4.4 (DTG string language)
The string language L(G) associated with a DTG G is the set of terminal
strings appearing on the frontier of trees in the tree set T(G).
4.3.5.2 Derivation graph
So far we have described SA-trees since they play such an important role in the moti¬
vation for introducing DTGs. We now describe a structure that can be used to encode a
DTG derivation. A derivation graph for 7 € T(G) results from the addition of insertion
edges to a SA-tree for r for 7. The location in 7 of an inserted elementary component
a'(i) can be unambiguously determined by identifying the source of the node (say the
node with address rj2 in the elementary d-tree a) which the root of this occurrence of
a'(i) is merged with when d-edges are removed. The insertion edge will relate the two
T(G) = {7 | 3y'3i > 0 : 7' € T^G) & roottf) = 5 &
yield(7') G Vf & close-off (7') = 7}
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(not necessarily distinct) nodes corresponding to appropriate occurrences of a! and a
and will be labelled by the pair (i,i72) (see Figure 4.28).
-•
Insert component a'(i)




at node 77 in a
Figure 4.28: DTG derivation graph
4.3.6 Constraining subsertion and sister-adjunction
Each d-edge in elementary d-trees has an associated subsertion-insertion constraint
(SIC). A SIC is a finite set of elementary node addresses (ENAs). An ENA specifies
some elementary d-tree a 6 D, a component of a and the address of a node within
that component of a. If a ENA 77 is in the SIC associated with a d-edge between 77I
and 772 in an elementary d-tree a then 77 cannot appear properly within the path that
appears from 77I to rj2 in the derived tree 7 e T(G).
Each node of elementary d-trees has an associated sister-adjunction constraint (SAC).
A SAC is a finite set of pairs, each pair identifying a direction (left or right) and an
elementary d-tree. A SAC gives a complete specification of what can be sister-adjoined
at a node. If a node (with tree address) 77 is associated with a SAC containing a pair
(d, a) then the d-tree a can be d-sister-adjoined at 77. By definition of sister-adjunction,
all substitution nodes and all nodes at the top of d-edges can be assumed to have SACs
that are the empty-set. This prevents sister-adjunction at these nodes.17
We are now in a stronger position to appreciate the additional advantages of DTGs
over tags for generation. The SA-trees reflect the semantic structure and wherever on
the semanic level there are complements in the syntax subsertion is used. Semantic
modifiers are handle by sister adjunction. This uniformity is possible because of the
flexibility of the syntax. Generation in dtgs is simple because relating the semantics to
an SA-tree is trivial. This is more of a problem for tags. Consider the corresponding
17 Although in the final derived tree these nodes will be merged with nodes that can be sister-adjoined
at (i.e., modified).
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tag derivation to the dtg one in Figure 4.27 which is given in Figure 4.23. Producing
a derivation from the input is the route that flaubert [Danlos & Meunier 96] and
VMGeCo [Becker et al. 98] follow. Alternatively, when considering a complement in
a tag-based generator a check has to be made whether the complement corresponds
to an auxiliary tree in which case it is the matrix clause that is adjoined into the
embedded clause. This is how protector-95 [Nicolov et al. 95] operates.
4.3.7 Formal power of DTGs
In our linguistic analyses we have used a lot of the tag analyses. Yet, surprisingly as
it may be tags and dtgs are not formally equivalent [Rambow et al. 96]. Both tag
and dtg have constrained generative power that exceeds that of cfg, yet there are
languages that one can generate but not the other and vice versa. dtg can generate
Mixk for any A;.18 Mixk for k < 3 cannot be generated by tag. dtg can "count" to
any natural number k. That is languages Lk = {a™,... a£} for any k can be generated
dtg. tag however can only count up to three.19 On the other hand Rambow, Vijay-
Shanker and Weir [Rambow et al. 96] conjecture that dtg cannot generate the copy
language20 which tag can. More details on this can be found in [Rambow et al. 96].
4.3.8 Descriptions of d-trees and subsertion-insertion algorithm
In this section we describe the particular algorithm that we use to perform the subser-
tion operation. The algorithm assumes a particular representation of (description of)
trees. A description of a tree is a set of the dominance relations between the nodes in
the d-tree.
For example the d-tree (description) in Figure 4.29 is represented as four (difference)
lists of (1) immediate dominance, (2) dominance, (3) linear precedence constraints
between the nodes in the tree and (4) labelling of the nodes (see Figure 4.30).
18 Mixk is the set of strings with equal number of occurrences of each a;(l < i < k) appearing in any
order.
19 We do have an implementation of DTG that generates Mixk but the details of this go beyond the
central point of this thesis.
20 {ww | w € {a, b}*}.












Figure 4.29: Extracted object construction
where Idx is a unique index of the (copy of the) tree, every node is associated with a
node name (e.g., np(Idx)) which involves the index of the tree Idx so that nodes from
different trees (or copies of the same tree) are not confused. The feature labels list
contains pairs of node name and (term) encoding of the feature structure associated
with the node.
Current tag implementations use trees as a data structure to represent the elementary
trees as well as the results of adjunction (and substitution). In the case of adjunction
the result has to be reconstructed. Our use of descriptions simplifies the algorithms for
combining two d-trees. In addition we can work entirely with d-tree descriptions and
not resolve the actual d-trees till the very end (a d-tree description can correspond to a
number of trees). Thus we can get more paraphrasing power doing less computations.
In our actual implementation we work with minimal descriptions. We do not have
a dominance relationship if it can be derived from other relationships.21 The use of
descriptions is consistent with new reformulations of dtg which use a tree logic to
describe sets of trees. Such mechanisms have been considered elsewhere [Backofen 94]
21 It is interesting to consider alternative data structures (encodings of d-trees) that might allow the
implementation of the subsertion-insertion in constant time no matter what the size of the input
structures. Such an operation has to be non-deterministic because of the nature of the composition
operations. In terms of the strings we can think of the elementary d-trees as strings with holes in
them that can be further specified.
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Idx:




vp2(Idx) +> v(Idx) |X]—X :
[ s2(Idx) ++> s3(Idx),
vpl(Idx) ++> vp2(Idx) |Y]—Y :
[ npi(Idx) < s2(Idx),
np(Idx) < vpl(Idx) IZ]—Z :














Figure 4.30: Representations of tree descriptions
and we will not describe them here.
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procedure subsert(TreeA, NodeA,TreeB, NodeB, ResultingTree);
Input Args:
TreeA: Tree that is subserted (list of domination constraints)
NodeA: Node that is be subserted
TreeB: Tree that is subserted into (list of domination constraints)
NodeB: Substitution node
Output Args:
Resulting-Tree: A tree conforming to the union of the
domination constraints of TreeA and TreeB
after nodes NodeA and NodeB have been identified
begin
unify NodeA and NodeB;
if NodeA is the root of TreeA
then Resulting ..Tree
union of the domination constraints of TreeA and TreeB;
else
begin
LinkA := domination link dom(NA, NodeA) in TreeA;
Root := root of the component in which NodeB is in TreeB;
replace LinkA in TreeA with the link D1 which is dom(NA, Root);
if Root is not the root of the whole tree TreeB




SemiLTree := union of the domination constraints




Resulting-Tree union of the domination constraints




procedure resolve(Node, Domination-Links, SemiCTree, Resulting .Tree)]
Input Args:
Node: Node is the root of a component
Domination-Links: list of two domination links of
the kind: dom(X,Comp-Root)
CompTRoot is the root of the component
from which we are starting
SemiCTree: list of domination constraints
Output Args:
Resulting-Tree: A tree conforming to the domination
constraints in SemLTree
begin
order the links in Domination-Links]
choose one link (in the order of specification)
Chosen := the chosen d-link — dom(N,R);
Other := the other d-link;
New-Root := the root of the component of the node N]
if
New-Root is dominated by another node
i.e., there is a link LI dom(-, New-Root) in Semi-Tree
then
replace link Other : dom(Node, R) with




replace link Other : dom(Node, R) with
dom^Node, New-Root) in Semi-Tree]
Resulting-Tree := Semi-Tree]
end;
The nodes in the syntactic structure are feature structures and we use unification to
combine two syntactic nodes [Kay 83].
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we talked about syntactic representations and considered formalisms
that exibit more power than cfg. We looked closely at Tree-Adjoing Grammars and
considered variants of these (quasi-trees) that lead us to D-Tree Grammars. In fact
we have presented the most complete definition of dtg. Although tag and dtg are
very close they are not equivalent. Historically we started with an implementation
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that used tag and later developed a version using dtg. We were able to reuse to a
large extent the linguistic analyses. This was the first implementation of dtg and the
first use of dtg for generation. Indeed our implementation is currently the only one.22
The generation algorithm for dtg is simpler due to the more uniform treatment of the
composition operations on the syntactic and semantic side (every time on the semantic
side we have complementation we use subsertion on the syntactic representation and
wherever we have modification on the semantic side we use sister adjunction at the
syntax level), dtg can be lexicalised which means that once lexical items are found
we need not worry about any other grammatical structures and just concentrate on
how we can put the d-trees together in a well-formed derivation. This has important
ramifications for parsing and generation.
SUMMARY
© D-Tree Grammars are based on a long tradition of tag.
© DTGs have a larger domain of locality. They localise complement-of and filler-gap
dependences.
© DTGs can be strongly lexicalised.
© The syntactic operations in DTGs mirror more closely the semantic operations of
complementation and modification.
© DTGs can be seen to compile structures which in other frameworks need to be derived
at run time.
© The generation algorithm for DTGs is simpler than that for tags.
In the next chapter we explain how semantic annotations can be added to the elemen¬
tary trees and how dtg is used in generation.





This chapter and the next one describe the main contributions of this work. We
describe a generation technique embodied in a generation system called PROTECTOR,
(approximate PROduction of TExts from Conceptual graphs in a declaraTive Frame-
wORk). Our generation methodology:
1. does not assume a hierarchical nature of the input and thus allows us to look
at a more general version of the sentence generation problem where one is not
pre-committed to a choice of the syntactically prominent elements in the initial
semantics.
2. uses the notion of approximate matching of semantic structures. In order to
constrain this we employ 'upper' and 'lower' bounds on the semantic input which
express the least and the most that should be conveyed. This constrains in a
principled way the additions to as well as the omissions from the input semantics
the generator can make.
The assumptions that we make and the facilities that we have developed within the
PROTECTOR generation system directly address the issue of increasing the paraphrasing
power of the generator. As we have argued in Chapters 1 and 2 increased paraphras¬
ing power means that the input is more 'semantic' and that the generator could use
additional constraints to select more appropriate paraphrases in different situations.
All this is particularly relevant for multilingual generation, in the context of MT, and
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in cases where generators are given input from non-linguistic applications.
In addition protector can be characterised along the following dimensions:
1. We develop a declarative framework for generation. The relation between mean¬
ing and form is stated in a declarative manner, i.e., this specification does not
depend on a particular way it is going to be used but expresses how a particular
semantic pattern can be rendered using a certain syntactic construction. Declar¬
ative grammars1 allow the use of a grammar which was initially developed for
parsing to be used for generation too (such grammars are called bidirectional).
From a generation perspective a declarative grammar can be used using different
techniques, i.e., using different generation strategies. In this chapter we describe
our declarative notion of derivation. Different possible generation strategies are
possible within our framework and we concentrate on one particular regime of
processing—top-down generation (we also provide an abstract specification for
bottom-up generation). The increased paraphrasing power also means that the
search space is now larger and we introduce a number of mechanisms for control¬
ling the search.
2. Unlike most of the existing generation systems which perform surface realisation
we consider lexical choice as an integral part of the generation process. Different
ways of grouping/packaging concepts together in a lexical item provides one of
the important mechanisms for paraphrasing. Performing lexical choice within the
generation stage allows for intricate interactions between lexical and syntactic
decisions to be considered.
3. Our generation system performs a 'delayed' inflection of lexical items. After the
abstract lexeme is chosen its particular inflected form is generated only after all
required syntactic information becomes available. An exception to this rule is
the case where there is only one form known to the generator. This is a form of
deterministic goal expansion.
1 Here by grammar we mean the broader notion of a specification of how syntax and semantics are
related.
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This chapter presents the general declarative model for generation and describes one
technique for sentence generation (we show a top-down strategy). The semantic input
to the generator is cast as a conceptual graph and the syntactic structures that the
system manipulates are d-trees. We'll assume familiarity on behalf of the reader with
Conceptual Graphs (introduced in Chapter 3) and D-Tree Grammars (introduced in
Chapter 4).
Overview
We proceed with describing the knowledge sources available to the generator (Sec¬
tion 5.1): conceptual ontology (5.1.1), input semantics (5.1.2), 'lower' and 'upper'
semantic constraints (5.1.3), input syntactic and correspondence constraints (5.1.4)
and mapping rules that relate the semantics to the syntax (5.1.5). Next in Section 5.2
we discuss the outputs of the generator: the final syntactic structure (5.2.1) and the
corresponding semantics (5.2.2). This is followed by a presentation of a top-down gen¬
eration algorithm (Section 5.3) which includes pseudo-code for the top-down strategy
(5.3.4). We show a step-by-step illustration of the generation of one sentence (Sec¬
tion 5.4). Further semantic aspects of the generation are discussed in (Section 5.5).
We discuss lexical choice in our model (5.6), and the ordering of modifier trees (5.7).
We then show an example of paraphrases using approximate matching in Section 5.8
and talk about generation of follow-up sentences (5.9). We provide a declarative speci¬
fication of our notion of derivation in Section 5.10. We give an abstract specification of
the top-down derivation (5.10.1), bottom-up derivation (5.10.2) and consider the more
sophisticated notion of matching semantic structures (5.10.3). We then talk about our
implementation (5.11) and the coverage of our grammar (5.12). We discuss some issues
related to the proposed technique (Section 5.13) and give conclusions in (Section 5.14).
5.1 Knowledge sources
This section presents the different types of knowledge the generator uses in order to
produce a sentence. Figure 5.1 shows the overall generation architecture we assume.
The main input to the generator is what we call the Input Semantics (InputSem).
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Figure 5.1: General view of the architecture
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This is the message. There are two additional semantic structures which act as addi¬
tional constraints and whose existence is motivated by the fact that protector uses
approximate matching of semantic structures. These structures are the Lower Seman¬
tics (LowerSem) and Upper Semantics (UpperSem). They constrain how overgeneral
and how overspecific the generator can be. Another input the generator considers
is a structure that constrains the kind of syntactic output that has to be produced.
Thus, for instance, the generator can produce a sentence or a nominal group from
the same input. In Figure 5.1 we have expressed the desired syntactic category as a
tree-description with root S and an empty tree underneath it: ^
The output of the generator is a syntactic tree and a semantic structure corresponding
to the generated sentence. One of the central points that this thesis makes is that
generators can be forced to say more or less than the input semantics requires, and
producing the semantic structure corresponding to the generated sentence is vital in
order for the generator to keep track of its over-commitments and underspecificity.
During the generation process the system uses knowledge about how pieces of semantic
structure are related to syntactic constructs. We call this knowledge mapping rules.
The generator needs to match the semantic patterns that it knows about, in the form
of the semantic parts of mapping rules, against particular configurations in its input.
In this process of matching knowledge about which concepts are compatible is essen¬
tial. In our system this is represented as the conceptual ontology. The generator also
has to know how to combine syntactic structures and what are the semantic rami¬
fications concerning the semantic structure corresponding to the combined syntactic
structure. In the figure we have labeled this knowledge source as combination rules.
When combining structures the generator uses knowledge about which semantic con¬
cepts correspond to the same concept in the input semantics. On the syntactic side
the structures have to be licensed by the syntactic grammar.
5.1.1 Conceptual ontology
The conceptual ontology consists of the hierarchy of concepts and the hierarchy of (con¬
ceptual) relations. Both are multiple inheritance hierarchies. The concept hierarchy is
similar to a part of the Upper Model and Domain Model of penman [Bateman et al. 89]
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Figure 5.2: Conceptual ontology
or the Upper Cyc Ontology [Cyc96].
The conceptual ontology is not part of the input that is fed into the generator but
is used when two semantic structures (typically a configuration from the input and
a semantic part of a mapping/grammar rule) are matched/combined (or checked for
compatibility). Corresponding concepts in the two semantic structures must be joinable
and the generator can determine this by looking at the conceptual hierarchy to see
whether the types of the two concepts have a common subtype.
There is also a separate hierarchy for conceptual relations. We make use of conceptual














John built a house
John bought Mary flowers
Romeo loves Juliet
Alexander cut throuah the knot with his sword
He bought a computer
He lives in Edinburgh
Table 5.1: Conceptual relations
The choice of concepts and relations is important in as much as our generation system
has to use a particular ontology in order to describe the semantic patterns and how
they correspond to syntactic structures. Yet, the choice of a particular ontology over
another is an issue we are not concerned with here. The generation mechanisms that
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we develop are general and do not depend on this choice.
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5.1.2 Input semantics
The input semantics is a conceptual graph representing what should be expressed.
Figure 5.3 gives an example of what input structures look like. The CG in the figure
describes a situation which can be expressed as:
John bought Mary a £ 150 ticket from Edinburgh to Stuttgart from a friendly
man with a mustache working at a student travel centre.
There are, of course, many other ways in which this semantics can be expressed.
It is worth pointing out that in this thesis we are not looking at the distinctions between
given and new information in the input semantics—we assume all information to be
new (as in cases of describing new situations, etc.). There are good proposals in the
NLG literature for generating definite descriptions, referring expressions, anaphors and
the available techniques need to be integrated in PROTECTOR in the future.
Figure 5.3: Example of a (complex) input semantics
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5.1.3 Semantic constraints: Lower and Upper semantics
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The generator assumes it is given as input an input semantics (InputSem) and 'bound¬
ary' constraints for the semantics of the generated sentence (BuiltSem which in general
is different from InputSem2). The boundary constraints are two graphs (UpperSem
and LowerSem) which convey the notion of the least and the most that should be
expressed. We assume the following condition holds:
LowerSem < InputSem < UpperSem3 (5-1)
Needless to say it would be contrary to our intuition, if things were otherwise. Fig¬
ure 5.4 illustrates the input semantics and its upper and lower constraints (we use
a diagrammatic notation to describe the semantics which is actually encoded using








Figure 5.4: Boundary semantics
Every concept in UpperSem has a corresponding concept in InputSem and every con-
2 This can come about from a mismatch between the input and the semantic structures expressible
by the generator.
3 The notation Gi < G2 means that Gi is subsumed by G2 (i.e., Gi is more specific than G2).
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cept in InputSem has a corresponding concept in LowerSem.4 These correspondences
can be thought as given with the input to the generator. We define them precisely
later in Section 5.10.3.1.
We want BuiltSem to be a specialisation of UpperSem and a generalisation of LowerSem,
(in terms of the conceptual graphs that represent them):
LowerSem < BuiltSem < UpperSem (5-2)
The generator uses InputSem as the main structure that guides the generation process.
However, if the system needs to deviate from InputSem, then such deviations need to
be checked that they respect condition 5.2 at the end of the processing. There are two
ways in which the generator can 'introduce' (locally) additional semantics:
1. specialising a concept: it can express a concept using an expression whose se¬
mantics is a more specific concept; or
2. adding new concepts: a language specific construction conveys more concepts
than are available in InputSem.
Similarly the generator can be making (local) generalisations by:
1. generalising a concept; or
2. missing out chunks from InputSem.
The reason why we have been describing the specialisations and generalisations locally
is because in general InputSem and BuiltSem might be incomparable (i.e., neither
one subsuming the other). We do not want to impose both coherency (InputSem <
BuiltSem) and completeness (BuiltSem < InputSem) which taken together would
guarantee that BuiltSem = InputSem. This is because we want to allow cases of
mismatches between both structures.
The generator is not free to make arbitrary generalisations/specialisations to InputSem
and the constraint 5.2 is one way to restrict what is possible. We now present additional
constraints.
4 This follows from the definition of subsumption given in Chapter 3.
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5.1.3.1 The role of the input semantics
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In this section we examine closely the valid specialisations and generalisations that the




Figure 5.5: Example motivating additional constraints
Let us consider a type hierarchy such as that in Figure 5.5. If the input semantics
contained the concept unmarried , and the concept in the upper semantic constraint
then it wouldwas person bachelor, the concept in the lower semantic constraint
be awkward if the generator produced male (for illustrative purposes we assume trivial
realisations for the concepts). A corollary of constraint 5.2 is that every concept
CBuiltSem in the built semantics must satisfy:
CLowerSem S: CBuiltSem 5: CjjpperSem (^-3)
where CLowerSem and CuPPerSem are corresponding concepts of CsuiltSem in the lower
semantics and the upper semantics.5 Alas, this constraint is too weak and it does not
rule out the above case (because BATCHELOR< MALE < PERSON).
In order to rule out such siblings we would want the expression used by the generator
to convey a concept which is in the generalisation or specialisation space of the original
concept in the input semantics (see Figure 5.6).
More precisely this constraint can be expressed as:
5 Again the reader is referred to Section 5.10.3.1. There we show how these correspondences are
established.
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Figure 5.6: Constraints on the built type
C LowerSem — CBuiltSem — CjnpUtSem
or (5-4)
CInputSem L CBuiltSem L CjJpperSem
Relating these definitions to Figure 5.5 we have: CuPPerSem — person , CLowerSem —
BACHELOR and ClnputSem = UNMARRIED . So CBuiltSem = MALE is not allowed.
However, because of constraint 5.1
LowerSem < InputSem < UpperSem
it might happen that there are concepts in InputSem which do not have counterpart
concepts in UpperSem. In this case we require that:
CLowerSem L CBuiltSem S CInputSem
or (5.5)
CInputSem S: CBuiltSem S: I ~1~ I
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An additional complication is the case when the generator adds to BuiltSem a concept
which does not have a counterpart concept in the original InputSem (i.e, we don't have
CinputSem)- Obviously there wouldn't exist C\jvvtTSem either. In this case we require
that the generator stays more general than LowerSem:
C'LowerSem CBuiltSem (5.6)
We delay a discussion of when exactly in the generation process such constraints are
checked until we have introduced the notion of derivation (see Section 5.10.3.1).
The goal of the generator is to produce a sentence whose corresponding semantics is as
close as possible to the input semantics, i.e., the realisation adds as little as possible ex¬
tra material and misses as little as possible of the original input. In generation, similar
constraints have been used in the generation of referring expressions where the expres¬
sions should not be too general so that discriminatory power is not lost and not too
specific so that the referring expression is in a sense minimal [Reiter & Dale 92], Our
model is a generalisation of the paradigm for choosing nouns presented in [Reiter 91]
where (i) the generator must "convey sufficient information to fulfill the system's un¬
derlying communicating goals (the upperSem in protector); and (ii) the generator
makes a distinction between what it "knows about the object being lexicalised and
what it wishes to communicate about this object." We return to how UpperSem and
LowerSem are actually used in Sections 5.10.3 and 5.5.
5.1.4 Input syntactic and correspondence constraints
Standardly sentence generators take a clause sized semantic input and generate a sen¬
tence from it. Often, however, there are other phrases with top level categories different
from a sentence that are desired as output. Given that sentence generators in their in¬
ternal workings do produce phrases of other types too there is nothing that prevents a
sentence generator from generating non-sentential phrases from its input. protector
also expects a constraint on the type of syntactic structure that it is has to produce
(we have marked these constraints as 'S' in Figure 5.1). This often contains a single
syntactic node which is required to be compatible with the root of the syntactic tree
that is produced. More elaborate constraints can force certain correspondences be-
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tween syntactic nodes and elements from the semantics, or refer to the structure of the
final syntactic tree. Later on we refer to this mixed semantic-syntax input structure
as Partial. Initially Partial can be seen as a starting description of what the final
structure to be produced by the generator is to be like. Obviously whatever the gen¬
erator does it should not violate the constraints initially provided by Partial. Partial
can only be extended monotonically. After the generator reaches a point where the
current structure is entirely subsumed by the initial syntactic and correspondence con¬
straints, checks for violations no longer need to be performed because of the monotonic
character of the extensions.
5.1.5 Mapping rules
Every generator must have a way of relating semantic information to the linguistic
means of expressing it. While some generation paradigms obscure the semantics
syntax relation, we want to have an explicit representation for it stated in a declarative
fashion.
Mapping rules (mrs) state how the semantics is related to the syntactic representation,
i.e., they specify the semantics syntax relation. We do not impose any intrinsic
directionality on the mapping rules and view them as declarative statements. Although
we will not use mapping rules in the direction of syntax —> semantics (i.e., for un¬
derstanding) we think of them as being free from control information so that mapping
rules can be used with different generation strategies. In order to cut down on the
number of mapping rules we impose the condition of minimality of the description of
mapping rules—only those details from both semantic and syntactic structures that
are relevant for the mapping are stated. That implies that the mapping rules will
link partial semantic structures with partial syntactic structures.6 The minimality
condition for mrs makes the semantic domains even more language dependent—the
semantic domains reflect the way the natural language carves up the input semantics
(if one assumes a top-down view).
6 Our imposing of such a minimality condition is similar in spirit to the economy of expression principle
in LFG.
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5.1.5.1 Types of mapping rules
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We distinguish between two types of mrs:
1. lexical: directly map semantics to a syntactic structure (d-tree description) rep¬
resenting a complete surface form/phrase extensions (all leaf nodes are terminal).
Used for lexical items (words), fixed idioms and canned text.
2. non-lexical: map a piece of semantics to a syntactic structure which is a d-tree
description and some of the frontier nodes of d-this tree (at least one) are marked
with a non-terminal. Most verbs anchor non-lexical mapping rules; the frontier
non-terminals of these constructions are the subject and objects of the verb.
The non-lexical MRS can be roughly seen as the parallel to classical grammar rules while
the lexical ones as the counterpart to a specification of the lexicon (terminal symbols
or unit clauses in logic programming). The analogy doesn't go much further than this
because in lexicalized dtgs some lexical items (those with complex subcategorisation
information, e.g., verbs) only exist in non-lexical mapping rules.
5.1.5.2 Abstract representation of mapping rules
A mapping rule is a data structure which contains the following information:
name: represents the name of the MR;
applicability semantics: this is a conceptual graph which states the semantic infor¬
mation 'covered' by this construction. It may have annotations about the head
of the graph and which nodes obligatorily have to be in the maximal projection
when such a graph is maximally joined (to the goal semantics);'
d-tree: this contains the syntactic information (i.e., how the applicability semantics
can be expressed);
' For readability's sake we delay a discussion of what exactly the head and obligatory annotations
mean until the next section when we consider some of the extensions to the model.
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linking relation: a relation (in the mathematical sense) between nodes in the d-tree
and concepts in the applicability semantics; In the direction d-tree nodes —»
applicability semantics nodes the linking relation is a partial function.8
generation goals: this a (possibly empty) list of all the frontier non-terminal nodes
of the d-tree description coupled with their corresponding concepts in the appli¬
cability semantics. In order for the syntactic structure of the mapping rule to be
complete other d-trees have to be subserted at these nodes.
The names of Mrs are used mainly for system internal purposes when the system is
reporting what it is doing and what Mrs it is attempting to apply.
The applicability semantics associated with a MR is used to license its application. The
applicability semantics graph has a single node ("the semantic head") which acts as
a root (graphically we indicate this concept by an arrow see Figure 5.7). The head
annotations may be argued to impose a hierarchical structure on the graph but it is
important to note that the input semantics does not contain such annotations.
The syntactic part of a MR is represented as a d-tree. The nodes in the d-tree are
complex feature structures which by virtue of the unification operation used to combine
nodes when trees are put together (using subsertion and sister-adjunction) can restrict
the trees they can combine with.
Because of the larger domain of locality of d-trees we need an additional component
which identifies which parts of the 'large' semantic structure correspond to which syn¬
tactic subdomain. Thus, in a transitive verb MR the generator must have a way of
relating pieces of semantics with what are to be generated as a subject and the object.
The linking relation identifies the head concept for a particular syntactic node.9 It
should be noted, however, that it is possible to have nodes which are not linked to the
semantics, i.e., they 'do not have semantic content'. This is the way we treat particles
and certain fixed phrases and idiomatic constructions. So the link relation viewed as
a function from syntactic nodes to semantic concepts is a partial function. Graphi-
8 What we call a linking relation here is very different from the link relation in, for example, left-
corner parsing where the link relation is the transitive closure of the leftmost daughter relation
between two (syntactic) category symbols.
9 This is similar to lfg where nodes in the c-structure are linked to paths in the f-structure.
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cally we use dotted lines to show which syntactic node is linked to which concept (see
Figure 5.7).
A
ANIMATE KAGNT y- ACTION —(OBj)=*" ENTITY
s
Figure 5.7: A mapping rule for transitive constructions
The generation goals of a MR refer to the non-terminal frontier nodes of the d-tree
and associate them with a concept from the applicability semantics for the MR.10 The
generation goals also state what should be the head of the constituent denoted by this
non-terminal in a complete derivation—this is done on the basis of the link relation.
Lexical mapping rules have an empty list of generation goals. It is interesting to
consider the question of temporal ordering of the list of internal goals, i.e., whether
the generation goals should be kept in a list data structure and not a set, for example
(the surface order of constituents is determined by the structure of the tree anyway).
For historical reasons most generation systems attempt to generate constituents in the
10 It is possible to define the generation goals as the set of non-terminal frontier nodes only. The
corresponding semantics can always be determined from the linking relation. The reason we define
generation goals the way we do is to have the same data structure for embedded generation goals
at all levels.
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order in which they appear in the surface structure (left-to-right for English11). For
certain constructions and types of semantic analysis (e.g., the subject-head schema
in hpsg) this appears problematic and this has led to the use of complicated delay
mechanisms. The larger domain of locality that d-trees offer allows us to consider
certain interactions explicitly. We generate syntactic heads first because they select
for their arguments.
5.1.5.3 Meaning of a mapping rule
A mr can be interpreted as follows. A mr can license a derived (complete or partial)
structure which includes the d-tree in the syntactic part of the MR. The semantic con¬
tribution of the mr is its applicability semantics minus the semantics of the generation
goals (not necessarily a connected graph). The linking between syntactic nodes and
semantic concepts remains invariant no matter how the mapping rule is used. The mr
is a declarative device stating the relationship between syntax and semantics.
Figure 5.7 shows an example of a mapping rule for a transitive construction. The
arrow indicates the head of the construction. We take up the issue of the head an¬
notations in Section 5.5.1. The applicability semantics of the above mapping rule is:
animate •i—(agnt)- action —(obj)->- entity . The internal generation goals (shaded
areas) express the following:
1. generate action as a verb and subsert (substitute, attach) the verb's syntactic
structure at the Vo node;
2. generate | animate-] as a noun phrase and subsert the newly built syntactic struc¬
ture of the subject at node NPq; and
3. generate | entity [ as another noun phrase and subsert the newly built syntactic
structure of the object at node NPi.
After each subsertion the corresponding semantics of the current mixed syntactic-
semantic structure is augmented (updated) by maximally joining it with corresponding
11 For languages like Japanese generating constituents in a riglit-to-left fashion would make more sense.
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semantics of the complement structure on the concept from the original applicability
semantics as required by the linking relation of the top-level MR.
In previous publications [Nicolov et al. 95, Nicolov et al. 96] we have used a different
notation for talking about mrs. While the formal notion of a mr is the same we believe
the current notation is simpler. One aspect in which there is a difference is that in the
former notation, where inner syntactic nodes were annotated with an instruction as to
how the graphs of their constituents were put together, it was possible to interpret the
mrs as specifications of how the input conceptual graph can be decomposed. In the
former notation it was also possible to view a mr as the result of an evaluation of the
semantic instruction associated with the top syntactic node in the tree description.
In the new formulation inner syntactic nodes are related (via the link relation) to
nodes in the applicability semantics. We have done away with the instructions and
produce the built semantics of the whole sentence as a combination (maximal join)
of the applicability semantics of the applied mapping rules. Previously we calculated
the built semantics at the end of the generation process while now we update it in
an incremental fashion. Yet, the incremental way of calculating the built semantics
was possible within the previous framework—our design decision then was different
though.
5.1.5.4 The notion of consumption
The way we have defined mrs implicitly defines a notion of consumption, i.e., how
much of the original input semantics is consumed. It is probably better to think about
the semantic contribution of a mapping rule rather than what it consumes because we
allow a mismatch between what has to be expressed and what can be expressed.
Lexical mapping rules (which do not have embedded generation goals) consume all of
their applicability semantics, i.e., their contribution to the final built semantics is a
copy of their applicability semantics. Certain concepts of the applicability semantics
will be related to their counterparts in the input semantics or the lower semantic
bound12 (but these concepts will not be joined with the input semantics so that the
12 Later we will formalise this notion of linking (see Section 5.10.3).
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built and input semantic structures are not polluted).
The semantic contribution of non-lexical rules is slightly more complicated. It is the
applicability semantics of the MR minus the nodes referred to by the internal generation
goals. The head semantic node is excluded too if it is not associated with a syntactic
node. This is the case for modification mapping rules which in their applicability
semantics mention the semantic head node at which the modification semantics can
be attached. We will see some examples which demonstrate the mechanisms later on.
Strictly speaking what remains after excluding the above mentioned portions of the
applicability semantics may not be a proper conceptual graph. This is why when we
defined the meaning of a mapping rule above we discussed what the built semantics
is after appropriate trees for the internal generation goals have been put into place
(using subsertion).
little
the fairy tenderly kissed
Figure 5.8: Example output tree
5.2 Outputs
5.2.1 Syntactic structure
The main output of any generation system is some text in a natural language. Our
sentence generator produces an elaborate syntactic structure in the form of a d-tree.
The leaf nodes of the tree are labeled with fully inflected lexical items.
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Figure 5.8 shows the shape of a syntactic representation for the sentence The fairy
tenderly kissed the little girl. The non-terminal nodes have more complex structure. In
general all nodes in the tree are labeled with large feature structures.
5.2.2 Corresponding semantics and linking
An important output of the system is the semantics corresponding to the generated
sentence (BuiltSem). This is a structure built compositionally using the applicability
semantic structures of all MRs that have been applied—BuiltSem is the maximal
join of the applicability semantics of all mrs that have been used to derive the current
sentence. The conceptual graphs are not joined arbitrarily—the concepts of the internal
generation goals are joined with the head concepts of the applicability semantics of the
embedded generation goals (see Section 5.5.1 for description of head annotations).
In addition the generator also knows about the correspondence links between syntactic
nodes of the final d-tree and their corresponding semantic head nodes in BuiltSem
(such correspondences are established using the linking relation). This is of course
vital when the output of the generator is used for other purposes than just displaying
the final text or syntactic tree. For example if a speech synthesiser is to articulate the
word "wind" it would need to know at least the syntactic category of the word. In
some cases knowing the semantics is important too (indeed for this case too).
Having discussed the knowledge sources used in our generation system, the inputs and
the outputs, we now turn to processing issues, i.e., we look at how these knowledge
sources are actually used in the generation process. But before we start looking at
different generation algorithms we first describe the declarative notion of derivation in
our framework.
5.3 Top-down generation
In this section we describe one of the generation algorithms that is used in protector.
In Figure 5.9 and later in Figure 5.20, which illustrate some semantic aspects of the
processing, we use a diagrammatic notation to describe semantic structures which are
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actually encoded using conceptual graphs.
The input to the generator is InputSem, LowerSem, UpperSem and a mixed struc¬
ture, Partial, which contains a syntactic part (usually just one node but possibly
something more complex) and (possibly an empty) set of links between syntactic nodes
and their semantic head nodes. Initially Partial represents the syntactic-semantic cor¬
respondences which are imposed on the generator. It has the format of a structure
similar to the representation used to express mapping rules (see Figure 5.7). Later
during the generation Partial is enriched and at any stage of processing it represents
the current tree and syntactic-semantic correspondences.
We have augmented the dtg formalism so that the semantic structures associated
with syntactic nodes will be updated appropriately during the subsertion and sister-
adjunction operations. This process is constrained by the annotations for semantic
heads (graphically indicated by arrows) and the notion of obligatory concepts as ex¬
plained in Section 5.5.1.
Below we describe the top-down generation strategy. We have decided to look initially
at top-down generation for a number of reasons:
1. From a psycholinguistic point of view generation is often claimed to be inherently
a top-down process: ipf [De Smedt 90].
2. Historically most generators use such a strategy: fuf [Elhadad 93], lfg genera¬
tors [Kohl 91], the top-down prediction in shdg [Shieber et al. 90], the generator
in the idas system [Reiter & Mellish 92], etc.
The stages of generation are:
1. building an initial skeletal structure;
2. attempting to consume as much as possible of the semantics not covered in the
previous stage;
3. converting the partial syntactic structure into a complete syntactic tree; and
4. generation of follow-up sentences.
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We consider each stage in turn.
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5.3.1 Building a skeletal structure
Generation starts by first trying to find a mapping rule whose semantic structure
matches13 part of the initial graph and whose syntactic structure is compatible with
the goal syntax (the syntactic part of Partial). If the initial goal has a more elaborate
syntactic structure and requires parts of the semantics to be expressed as certain
syntactic structures this has to be respected by the mapping rule. Such an initial
mapping rule will have a syntactic structure that will provide the skeleton syntax
for the sentence. If lexicalised dtg is used as the base syntactic formalism at this
stage the mapping rule will introduce the head of the sentence structure—the main
verb. If the rule has internal generation goals then these are explored recursively
(possibly via an agenda—we will ignore here the issue of the order in which internal
generation goals are executed). Because of the minimality of the mapping rule, the
syntactic structure that is produced by this initial stage is very basic—for example only
obligatory complements are considered. Any mapping rule can introduce additional
semantics and such additions are checked against the lower semantic bound. When
applying a mapping rule the generator keeps track of how much of the initial semantic
structure has been covered/consumed. Thus at the point when all internal generation
goals of the first (skeletal) mapping rule have been exhausted the generator knows how
much of the initial graph remains to be expressed.
5.3.2 Covering the remaining semantics
In the second stage the generator aims to find mapping rules in order to cover most
of the remaining semantics (see Figure 5.9). The choice of mapping rules is influenced
by the following criteria:
Connectivity: The semantics of the mapping rule has to match (cover) part of the
covered semantics and part of the remaining semantics.
13 via the maximal join operation
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Integration: It should be possible to incorporate the semantics of the mapping rule
into the semantics of the current structure being built by the generator.
Realisability: It should be possible to incorporate the partial syntactic structure of
the mapping rule into the current syntactic structure being built by the generator.
LOWER SEM. BOUND
Note that the connectivity condition restricts the choice of mapping rules so that a rule
that matches part of the remaining semantics and the extra semantics added by previ¬
ous mapping rules cannot be chosen (e.g., the "bad mapping" in Figure 5.9). While in
the stage of fleshing out the skeleton sentence structure (Section 5.3.1) the syntactic
integration involves subsertion, in the stage of covering the remaining semantics it is
sister-adjunction that is used. When incorporating semantic structures the semantic
head has to be preserved—for example when sister-adjoining the d-tree for an adverbial
construction the semantic head of the top syntactic node has to be the same as the
semantic head of the node at which sister-adjunction is done. This explicit marking of
the semantic head concepts differs from [Shieber et al. 90] where the semantic head is
a PROLOG term with exactly the same structure as the input semantics.
5.3.3 Completing a derivation
BAD MAPPING
Figure 5.9: Covering the remaining semantics with mapping rules
In the preceding stages of building the skeletal sentence structure and covering the
remaining semantics, the generator is mainly concerned with consuming the initial
semantic structure. In those processes, parts of the semantics are mapped onto partial
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syntactic structures which are integrated and the result is still a partial syntactic
structure. That is why a final step of "closing off" the derivation is needed. The
generator tries to convert the partial syntactic structure into a complete syntactic tree.
In practical terms this means that we have to eliminate the d-links by merging the
node at the top and the node at the bottom of each d-link. Syntactically the feature
structure annotations of the two nodes are unified. Semantically the head concepts
corresponding to the nodes at top and bottom of a d-link are maximally joined.
5.3.3.1 Morphological processing
A morphological post-processor reads off the leaves of the final syntactic tree and in¬
flects the words. Words are not inflected as soon as the lexical item is chosen because
often the actual inflectional form depends on syntactic features which are not yet avail¬
able. An example where this occurs in English is subject-verb agreement in declarative
sentences in present tense. Following our strategy the generator first finds a lexical
item for the verb. Yet, at this stage the number of the subject is not known (because it
is not realised). Of course it is possible for the generator to choose nondeterministically
one of the available forms. Because of coindexing between syntactic agreement features
of the verb and the subject NP this will further constrain the generation goal for the
subject NP. If the generator had chosen number: plural earlier and there are no plu¬
ral realisations of the subject NP this leads to failure and the computations performed
in the meantime are wasted. At the point when the verb is chosen not enough infor¬
mation is available and the best the generator can do is to take a 'blind leap'. While
for English that causes little backtracking (because of its impoverished morphology)
there are languages like Estonian which can have up to 196 inflected forms per base
lexeme.
An alternative strategy that we have also considered is interleaving the morphological
processing with the generation process but have the morphological component suspend
unless the needed information is available, or there is only one fully inflected form. This
latter condition is a form of expansion of deterministic goals (a functionality available
in a recent formalism — cuf [Dorre & Dorna 93]). Committing to this single inflected
form does not cause problems even if it instantiates further certain syntactic features. It
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can help prune some branches of the search space. If backtracking occurs an alternative
lexeme to the one that gave raise to the inflected form should be considered.
Both mechanisms have their merits. The first mechanism avoids a small amount of
overhead while the second frees the developer from worrying about the actual order
of execution of processes (morphological and syntactic decisions) and allows them to
concentrate on the declarative aspects. The second alternative can be more relevant
when the actual (inflected forms) words are needed as soon as possible, e.g., in the case
of incremental generation, etc.
5.3.4 Top-down algorithm
In this section we specify algorithmically the top-down generation strategy.
global: Sem, LowerSem, UpperSem, Cover, BuiltSem, Partial;
type: Sem, LowerSem, UpperSem, Cover, BuiltSem: cg-graph;
Partial: semantically annotated description;









Figure 5.10: Generation algorithm—top level
Sem is the initial semantics. It remains unchanged throughout the generation process.
LowerSem (LowerSem<Sem) is the lower semantic bound. Whenever the generator
needs to say more information than is encoded in Sem then this is checked against the
lower semantic constraint.
Partial is a tree description whose nodes are annotated with corresponding seman¬
tics. Partial can be updated—at any stage it contains the mixed syntactic-semantic
structure generated so far. Sem, LowerSem, UpperSem and Partial are inputs to the
algorithm.
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Cover (a subgraph of Sem) represents how much of Sem has already been covered.
BuiltSem reflects the semantic structure of the string being produced (which is not
necessarily identical to Sem or Cover).
Figure 5.11 describes the stage of finding an initial skeletal mapping and the stage of
recursively exploring its embedded generation goals.
syn(MS) and sem(MS) are selectors—they give the syntactic/semantic structure of
a mixed structure MS.
generate2(GoalSem, GoalStr);
type: GocilSem : cg_graph;
GoalStr : semantically annotated description ;
begin
Find a mapping rule R s.t. :
syn(R) is compatible with syn(GoalStr) and
sem(R) matches GoalSem % within Sem, LowerSem and UpperSem
BuiltSem := merge(BuiltSem, sem(R)); % join on the same concepts
Cover := merge(Cover,maxjprojection(Sem,sem(R))) % Sem < Cover
Partial := integration of the mixed structure of R into Partial
for each internal generation goal (IntSem,IntStr) G mapping rule R
do call generate2(IntSem, IntStr)
end
Figure 5.11: Recursive descent processing of internal generation goals
A mapping rule R is simply an elementary d-tree whose nodes are annotated with
appropriate semantics—a mixed structure. syn(R) of a mapping rule R is only the
syntax part of the mapping rule. sem(R) of a mapping rule R is the semantics which
acts as applicability condition for the mapping rule.
The function merge{CG\,CG2) produces a join of the conceptual graphs CG\ and
CG2 on a projection consisting of the concepts and relations that are the same in both
graphs.
IntStr in the internal generation goals is a usually a syntactic node (thus the genera¬
tion goal will have to generate the IntSem as a syntactic sub-tree conforming to this
syntactic node). In general, however, IntStr can be more complex—it is a semantically
annotated tree description (mixed structure).
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During the matching of graphs indices of concepts from sem(R) become the same as
indices of concepts in Sem (or LowerSem). This allows for the correct integration of
the mapping rule's mixed structure in Partial—we know which concepts in Partial
correspond to which concepts in the original semantics and can make sure that the
integration of additional structures into Partial leads to the top syntactic node having
the correct associated semantics.
cover -remaining ();
begin
while Sem < Cover (i.e., there is remaining semantics)
and there is a mapping rule R s.t. :
sem(R) matches at least one concept in Cover and
sem{R) matches at least one concept or relation in Sem but not in Cover
do apply mapping rule R % Integrate R in Partial; update Cover and BuiltSem
end
Figure 5.12: Covering the remaining semantics
Applying a mapping rule in Figure 5.12 means finding a syntactic node in Partial such
that:
1. the node is a modification one (i.e., it can be modified)
2. semantically the mapping rule has the same head as the node in Partial being
modified
Cover and BuiltSem will also need to be updated.
close-derivationQ;
begin
for each d-link £ syn(Partial)
unify the top and bottom of the d-link
end









Figure 5.14: Generation of follow-up sentences
5.4 Example
In this section we illustrate how the algorithm works by means of a very simple example.
Suppose we start with an initial semantics as given in Figure 5.15.
Figure 5.15: A simple conceptual graph
In the stage of building the skeletal structure mapping rule (i) in Figure 5.16 is used.
Its internal generation goals are to realise the instantiation of | action (which is
) as a verb and similarly | person:fred | as a noun phrase. The generationmovement
of the subject noun phrase is not discussed here. The main verb is generated using
terminal mapping rule14 (iii) in Figure 5.16.15 The skeletal structure thus generated
is Fred limp(ed). (see Figure 5.17).
14 Terminal mapping rules are mapping rules which have no internal generation goals and in which all
terminal nodes of the syntactic structure are labelled with terminal symbols (lexemes).












An interesting point is that although the internal generation goal for the verb referred
only to the concept | movement | in the initial semantics, all of the information suggested
by terminal mapping rule (iii) in Figure 5.16 is consumed. We will say more about
how this is done in Section 5.5.
X
person: fred ^(agnt)- movement -(manr>> limping
Fred
limped
Figure 5.17: Skeletal structure
quick . This is done inAt this stage the only concept that remains to be consumed is
the stage of covering the remaining semantics when the mapping rule (ii) is used. This
rule has an internal generation goal to generate the instantiation of manner as an
adverb, which yields quickly. The structure suggested by this rule has to be integrated
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in the skeletal structure. The generator has to find a node in the current structure
which syntactically 'accepts' adverbial phrase modification and whose semantic head is
(i.e., the same as the instantiation of the head concept of the modification
mapping rule). On the syntactic side the integration of both structures is done using
sister-adjunction. The current mixed syntactic-semantic structure (which is in fact the
last partial structure) is shown in Figure 5.18.
So far all of the input semantics has been consumed. No additional semantics has
been introduced. In the syntactic part of the current partial structure there is one
domination link. It can be removed by merging both VP nodes because the (syntactic)
feature structures associated with them are unifiable16 and the semantic heads of the
two nodes are the same concept. After morphological post-processing the result is Fred
limped quickly (see Figure 5.19).
The same input semantics, of course, can give rise to other sentences, for instance—
16 For reasons of clarity we have only shown category information. The label of each non-terminal node
is in fact a complex feature structure. In our simple example there is at least agreement information
between the top VP node and the subject NIP.
MOVEMENT





Figure 5.19: Final complete structure
Fred hurried with a limp.1' This can be done by using a lexical mapping rule for
the verb hurry which groups | movement | and quick together and a PP expressing
| limping]. To get both paraphrases would be hard for generators relying on hierarchical
representations.
5.5 Matching the applicability semantics ofmapping rules
Matching of the applicability semantics of mapping rules against other semantic struc¬
tures occurs in the following cases: (i) when looking for a skeletal structure; (ii) when
exploring an internal generation goal; and (iii) when looking for mapping rules in the
phase of covering the remaining semantics. During the exploration of internal gen¬
eration goals the applicability semantics of a mapping rule is matched against the
semantics of an internal generation goal. We assume that the following conditions
hold:
1. The applicability semantics of the mapping rule can be maximally joined with
the goal semantics (GoalSem).
2. Any information introduced by the mapping rule that is more specialised than
the goal semantics (additional concepts/relations, further type instantiation, etc.)
must be within the lower semantic bound (LowerSem). If this additional infor¬
mation is within the input semantics, then information can propagate from the
input semantics to the mapping rule (the shaded area 2 in Figure 5.20). If the
17 Our example is based on Iordanskaja et alls notion of maximal reductions of a semantic net
(see [Iordanskaja & et al. 91, page 300]).
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mapping rule's semantic additions are merely in LowerSem, then information
cannot flow from LowerSem to the mapping rule (area 1 in Figure 5.20).
IN LOWER SEM. BOUND
SEMANTICS
GENERATIO
Figure 5.20: Interactions involving the applicability semantics of a mapping rule
Similar conditions hold when in the phase of covering the remaining semantics the
applicability semantics of a mapping rule is matched against the initial semantics. This
way of matching allows the generator to convey only the information in the original
semantics and what the language forces one to convey even though more information
might be known about the particular situation.
In the same spirit after the generator has consumed/expressed a concept in the input
semantics the system checks that the lexical semantics of the generated word is more
specific than the corresponding concept (if there is one) in the upper semantic bound
(UpperSem).
5.5.1 Restricting the maximal join
We now consider two additional mechanisms which were mentioned earlier but so far
we have avoided talking about them in order to present the notion of derivation in as
simple and uncluttered a manner as possible. In this section we look at:
1. headed conceptual graphs in relation to the head annotations of the applica¬
bility semantics of MRs; and
2. obligatory concepts which should be in the maximal projection when the ap¬
plicability semantics is matched with Poll-In.
INITIAL GRAF
APPLICABILITY SEMANTICS
OF NEW MAPPING RULE
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The head annotations are used to restrict the MRS that are applicable to a certain gen¬
eration goal. Normally when we have cases of generating
applicability semantics containing a concept
entity as an NP, MRs with
entity will be activated. The condition
that the semantics of the activated Mrs should maximally join the goal semantics is
rather weak. Thus, rules which we would not want to be activated will be consid¬
ered too—for example constructions which will realise entity as, say, an object of
a subject-relativised transitive construction (see Figure 5.21) will be triggered too. If,
however, the generation goal states that the semantics entity is also annotated as
a head and the subject-relativised transitive construction mr has the concept corre¬
sponding to the (empty) subject NP (i.e., the left | entity | concept in Figure 5.21) as
a head, and we require that maximal join aligned heads with heads, then we would
avoid considering this rule and in general rules which will never appear in a derivation
unless independently predicted.





Figure 5.21: Subject-relativised transitive construction
When we discuss headed semantic structures from now on we will use an in-line notation
which will mark head concepts with the symbol '©' and head concepts will look like
. Thus, the applicability semantics of the mr in Figure 5.7 is actually:this: © type
animate ^-(agnt)- © action —(obj)—> entity
The set of obligatory concepts in the applicability semantics is yet another mechanism
to constrain the paradigm so that the generator will not add arbitrary semantic infor¬
mation to the goal semantics. The set of obligatory concepts specifies which concepts
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in the applicability semantics have to be in the maximal projection after the applica¬
bility semantics is maximally joined with the input semantics, mrs for relative clauses
are again a case in point. If the generator has constructed a nominal phrase for a
concept person and considers whether additional information can be added to this
nominal group then a mr for a relative clause will be applicable because the head of
the relative clause semantics will also be the concept | entity | and the heads will align
in the matching. Yet, if the input semantics does not mention the concept | action
which the MR for a relative clause adds it would not be reasonable to consider that rule.
In order to block the application we introduce the mechanism of obligatory concepts.
The MR for a relative clause has in its applicability semantics a set of obligatory con¬
cepts which includes the concept action ]. The goal semantics will successfully join
the applicability semantics of the MR only if the goal semantics contains the action
Both headed annotations and obligatory concepts annotations directly address correctness-
they prevent using a mapping rule when it is not desirable to use one. The generator
is still complete in the sense that we do not miss valid derivations. These annotations
greatly improve efficiency by radically reducing ambiguity.
5.6 Lexical choice
We view lexical choice to be interleaved with the syntactic processing. This implies
that we do not expect our input to contain the lexical items specified in it.18 Our
method of performing lexical choice is an instance of the incremental consumption
approach. The main idea is that words can have complex internal semantic structure.
This allows one not to assume a perfect one-to-one correspondence between semantic
primitives and lexical items.19 The extent to which languages exploit this faculty of
packaging semantic information in words varies from language to language.
Lexical items are chosen in the process of considering a mapping rule after the ap¬
plicability semantics has matched the goal semantics. Then an appropriate word is
chosen which can anchor the construction. In lexicalised DTGs each tree is assumed to
18 As is the case with FUF and IDAS, for example.
19 This contrasts with work on currently one of the largest generation systems—gist [Not & Pianta 95],
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already have an anchor in place. We do not store the combined elementary trees with
their anchors as this will increase the size of the lexicon.20 The important point is that
the syntactic structure of mapping rules 'goes down' to a preterminal which provides
sufficient information about the kind of lexical item that can be used. Semantically
this preterminal is associated with a semantic concept which together with the input
semantics (InputSem) helps guide the search for a word. InputSem is needed in case
the lexical item introduces new semantic material. Thus our lexical chooser has as
inputs:
1. a feature structure (syntactic constraints);
2. a (head) concept (headed conceptual graph in the general case); and
3. the input semantics (InputSem).
The lexicon consists of tuples of the form:
{CGh, OCs, FS, LI)
where CGh is a headed conceptual graph; OCs are obligatory concepts (see Sec¬
tion 5.5.1); FS is a feature structure; LI is the lexical item (the base form of the word
that will appear in the sentence).
A lexical entry (CGh, OCs, FS, LI) is chosen if:
1. CGh and GoalSem match as headed conceptual graphs;
2. OCs in the maximal projection of the match of CGh and GoalSem-, and
3. The feature structure of the the goal unifies with FS—the feature structure of
the lexical entry.
The entries in the lexicon can be indexed on the semantics and elaborate schemes for
doing this in the context of conceptual graphs have been studied in [Ellis 95].
20 This is not done for parsing with DTGs either.
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A number of researchers have suggested that a non-hierarchical semantic formalism
with a definitional mechanism (like conceptual graphs) is particularly good for lexical
choice and the scenario that has been proposed is one where the initial semantics
InputSem is transformed by a number of contraction steps which replace subgraphs
by concepts that stand for them. A serious problem with such an approach is that
even if contractions are lexically licenced (i.e., there is a lexical item that expresses
the contracted subgraph) there is no guarantee that an arbitrary choice of contractions
would yield a sentence that combines these items. Thus completeness is lost. In
addition the subgraph covering problem is ATP-complete [Garey & Johnson 79].
5.6.1 Semantic look-up
In this section we present a method for finding lexical items assuming a certain indexing
on the semantic structures.21
Let us consider the word inflation. Here is an example of how the complex concept of
inflation can be defined using a neo-Davidsonian representation:
increase(E) & obj(E,P) k price(P) k manr(E,M)
continuous(M) & loc(E,C) k country(C)
The semantic predicates can be ordered lexicographically:
1. continuous(M), 2. country(C), 3. increase(E), 4. loc(E,C),
5. manr(E,M), 6. obj(E,P), 7. price(P)
Thus if the generator has a subgraph that it needs to express it can find an appropriate
lexical item (if there exists one) in logarithmic time. Though given a graph which can
be expressed with n predicates in a quantifier free formula the number of possible
subgraphs is 2n (not all of which will be valid subgraphs).
21 This method was suggested to us by Martin Kay in Bolzano 1993.
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Second predicate index
given the first one is continuous
^ price —inflation
Figure 5.22: Semantic look-up of lexical items
5.7 Language specific ordering of modifiers
Our semantic representations do not assume the order in which modifiers are applied to
be fully specified and where it isn't the generator uses language specific rules stating
the order in which classes of modifiers can appear. In the context of multilingual
generation for two different languages these modifier ordering rules can be different.
We define a partial ordering relation -<- between meaning classes corresponding to
adjectives. The knowledge about the (partial) ordering between the semantic classes






The meaning classes are part of the ontology; the additional mechanism we add is the
ordering relation. The relation is transitive: given two modifiers of classes size and
material the realisation of size has to precede the realisation of material (consider
big plastic box; also because size -<-* nationality old Scottish whisky is licenced but




In this section we provide a worked example which indicates the effect of varying
the distance between upper and lower semantic bounds given a fixed grammar, fixed
semantic input, and a small set of mapping rules. Both qualitative (which?) and
quantitative (how many?) effects on the set of available paraphrases should are covered.
OLD & FEM & RETIRED & PERSON: #
SITUATION:





SHEEP: # {*} MASC & HORSE
Figure 5.23: Input semantics for approximate generation example
Let us assume we are given input semantics semantics as shown in Figure 5.23. C\XC'2
denotes the join of two the two concepts C\ and C2- In order to exemplify lower and
upper semantic bounds let us also further assume that a concept is bounded above and
below unless otherwise stated and let's have the following statements about the type of
the concepts in the lower and upper semantics corresponding to concepts in the input.
Lower semantics (Lower-concept < Input-concept):
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OLD & FEM & RETIRED & PERSON & UNFRIENDLY < OLD & FEM & RETIRED & PERSON
FEM & SIBERIAN & TIGER < FEM & SIBERIAN &TIGER
(i.e., the generator is not allowed to further specialise this concept)
FEM & SHEEP: # {*}@2 < SHEEP: # {*}
SHIRE & MASC & HORSE < MASC & HORSE
Upper semantics (Input-concept < Upper-concept):
OLD & FEM & RETIRED & PERSON < OLD & PERSON
FEM & SIBERIAN & TIGER < TIGER
SHEEP: # {*} < SHEEP: # {*}
MASC & HORSE < HORSE





OLD & FEM & PERSON























Table 5.2: Example lexical mapping rules
We will view concepts like
<-(ATTR)-
SIBERIAN & TIGER as a short hand notation for graphs like
SIBERIAN © TIGER
22 The reason why we want to have more structure is to
be able to distribute/chunk the semantics appropriately when modifiers are used (cf.
Section 5.4 for an example of how we constructed derivations including how modifiers
are handled). Thus, the above graph can be expressed as:
22
© is the annotation for a head concept.







Let us consider what possible paraphrases can be generated. These are sentences whose
corresponding (shadow) semantics is within the lower and upper semantic bound. She
should explicitly note that there are additional constraints on lexical choice (e.g., style)
which we are deliberately ignoring here. In principle we could consider more complex
examples; all that needed is that the semantic constraints allow for multiple solutions.
Given the provided constraints the following are valid paraphrases (among others):
1. The old retired woman saw a Siberian tigress kill the sheep and a stallion.
2. The old woman saw a tiger kill the sheep and a horse.
3. The old lady saw a tigress kill the ewes and a stallion.
4. The pensioner saw a Siberian tigress kill the ewes and a stallion.
5. The old crone saw a Siberian tiger kill the two ewes and a horse.
The choices for realisation of the different constituents are relatively independent and
the number of possible paraphrases can be easily calculated:
old & fem & retired & person & unfriendly: # =>• the old retired, woman, the old
retired lady, the old woman, the old lady, the pensioner, the crone, the old crone, granny
(8 solutions)
see see, observe (2 solutions)
=>■ a tiger, a Siberian tiger, tigress, a Siberian tigress (4fem & siberian & tiger
solutions)
sheep: # {*} =>• the sheep, the two sheep, the ewes, the two ewes (4 solutions)
masc & horse =>■ a stallion, a horse, a shire horse, a shire stallion (4 solutions)
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Overall there are 8x2x4x4x4 = 210 = 1024 possibilities. This number is not small and
in the next two chapters we consider ways to efficiently compute alternative paraphrases
(Chapter 6) and produce better paraphrases first.
On the other hand the model will rule out sentences like: The person saw a tiger kill
the sheep and a black Shire stallion as in some parts this realisation overgeneralises the
input semantics and in other parts it overspecialises it.
5.9 Generation of follow-up sentences
After the generator has completed the previous stages it still might be possible that
there is still unexpressed semantics. It might be possible to realise the remaining
semantics in a follow-up sentence and our generator attempts to do so. In principle
natural languages are fairly flexible and can express complex ideas even in just a single
sentence. In a generation system, however, the choices that have already been taken
might not allow the incorporation of additional material (lexical gaps), or even if it
were possible to extend the existing sentence this would result in clumsy, sometimes
ambiguous constructions. In addition in a practical generation system it might not be
possible to realise certain generation goals not because the language does not allow
this but because the generation system lacks appropriate knowledge (rides) to express
sentences of higher sophistication.
a paper by John (meaning a paper written by John)
If one wants to add that the paper has been edited (by someone else) then the con¬
struction:
a paper that has been edited by John
is misleading. It is better to generate something along the lines of:
... a paper by John ... The paper has been edited.
As Michael Elhadad notes in [Elhadad 93, page 102] the overall number of choices
that the generator has to consider in generating an initial sentence and a follow-up
sentence might be less than the choices needed to produce a single large sentence
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on backtracking. Later in Chapter 6 we consider ways to improve this but from a
psycholinguistic point of view it is also desirable to have the functionality of generating
follow-up sentences. Currently the system has a simple module that does that — doing
it properly requires incorporating more complex algorithms for generation of anaphors.
There are at least two possible approaches to expressing follow-up sentences:
1. Build a new semantic representation for the follow-up sentence by a process of im¬
poverishing the current input semantics removing already expressed concepts but
keeping the necessary minimum so that all unexpressed concepts are connected.
2. Mark the part of the graph that has been expressed and submit the 'marked'
semantics as a new goal (the syntactic category being a sentence).
The second alternative is the one we have chosen. It offers the advantage that the gen¬
erator need not worry whether it has removed expressed concepts that might be needed
for triggering a more appropriate mapping rule. Both approaches need to distinguish
between expressed and non-expressed concepts. The generator needs to keep track of
additional data structures like local focus and global focus [Grosz & Sidner 86].
5.10 A derivation in our model
In this section we examine the logical relationship between semantic structures and
their possible counterpart syntactic structures. We first formally define some notions
about which we have talked informally in the preceding sections (mapping rules, linking
relation). Then we will describe the class of legal partial trees and the class of legal
complete trees. A derivation is defined in terms of partial and complete trees.
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Definition 5.5 (Mapping rule)
A mapping rule is a tuple MR = (CG, DTr, Link, Goals) where:
• CG is a conceptual graph (applicability semantics);
• DTr is cl-tree description (syntactic part of the mapping rule). The
nodes of the d-tree are typed feature structures;
• Link is a 2-place relation linking nodes in the d-tree to their semantic
head nodes in the applicability semantics:
Link C nodes(DTr) x concepts(CG) (Link is a partial function in
one direction Link : nodes(DTr) —> concepts(CG) );
• Goals is a list of frontier non-terminal nodes from the d-tree descrip¬
tion DTr all of which are linked to nodes in the applicability semantics
CG (i.e., V Nd £ Goals 3 (Nd, Concept) £ Link). Goals is the list
of internal generation goals.
A mapping rule for which Goals = empty (is an empty list) is called
lexical. Otherwise it is called non-lexical.
Definition 5.6 (Augmented DTG)
An augmented DTG is a four tuple G — (V,T, MRs, S), where V and T are
a finite set of non-terminal and terminal symbols, S £ V is a distinguished
non-terminal (starting symbol) and MRs is a finite set of mapping rules
whose syntactic structures are d-tree descriptions (whose non-terminal and
terminal nodes are elements ofV and T respectively).
Definition 5.7 (Legal partial structure)
A legal partial structure is:
1. a copy of a mapping rule, or
2. a structure which is the result of combining two legal partial structures
as described by schema one and two below.
The conceptual graph related to a legal partial structure is referred to as the
corresponding graph. In the case of copies of MRs this is a copy of the
applicability semantics.
A legal partial structure (whose syntactic part is a description of a d-tree)
might be converted to a structure whose syntactic part which is a d-tree in
which case the result will be referred to as a legal partial tree.
When describing the two schemata we will use the following notation for the anno¬
tations of the nodes — Syn/Sem where Syn will represent the syntactic label of the
node (a feature structure) and Sem will be the concept in the corresponding semantics
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to the structure which is associated with the node in question.23 Formally Syn/Sem
means that (Syn, Sem) £ Link.
Figure 5.24: Schema one: augmented subsertion
Schema one. Given a legal partial (complement) structure (G\, DTri, Linki, Goals\)
with a maximal projection node in the syntactic part, annotated with C/Hi, and an¬
other legal partial structure (G2, DTr2, Link2,Goals2) with a syntactic frontier node
annotated with X/H2, then it is possible to construct a new legal partial structure
(G, DTr, Link, Goals) for which:
• G is the maximal join of G\ and G2 where concepts Hi and H2 are identified;
• DTr is the result of the subsertion of description DTri into description DTr2;
• Link = Linki U Link2 bearing in mind that the syntactic nodes C and X have
been identified (unified) as well as the fact that semantic nodes have been joined
(as a result of the maximal join of Gi and G2)\
• Goals — (Goalsi U Goals2)\ {^f} (note that C and X have been identified).
If either of the first two conditions fails, so does the whole operation.
Figure 5.24 illustrates this schema. The tree t\2 represents the tree t2 with the com¬
ponent ti (which can be empty) integrated in it.
Schema two. Given a legal partial structure (Gi, DTri, Linki,Goalsi) with an in¬
ternal nonterminal node annotated with X/H1, and a legal partial structure
23 A similar notation was used for the SHDG algorithm.
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(G2, DTr2, Link2, Goals2) with a top node (maximal projection) annotated withM/H2,
it is possible to derive a new structure (G, DTr, Link, Goals) where M is sister-adjoined
at X if (i) X's SAC (sister-adjunction) constraints allow the sister-adjunction ofM and
(ii) G\ and G2 can be joined at concepts Hi and H2.
• The semantics of the corresponding structure G, is the maximal join of G1 and
G2 where concepts H\ and H2 are identified,
• DTr is the result of the sister-adjunction of description DTr2 into description
DTr1,
• Link = Linki U Link2 bearing in mind that nodes X and M have been identified
(semantic nodes have been joined during the maximal join of G\ and G2);
• Goals = Goalsi U Goals2.
Figure 5.25 illustrates this schema. H is the join of the concepts Hi and H2.
Definition 5.8 (Legal complete structure)
A legal complete structure is triple (CG, Tree, Link) derived from a legal
partial structure (CG, TreeDescr, Link, empty) (with an empty list of gen¬
eration goals) by converting the d-tree description TreeDescr into a d-tree
and then identifying (merging) the dominating and dominated nodes of the
d-links in the d-tree. The resulting syntactic structure no longer contains
d-edges and is the complete tree Tree. The following conditions must be
satisfied:
1. The syntactic labels of the nodes that are merged should be unifiable;
2. The two syntactic nodes Ni and N2 that are merged should have the
same head concept, i.e., (N\, Concepti) G Link A (N2, Concepts) G
Link —> Conceptj = Concepts.
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Please note that the trees of legal complete structures do not contain frontier non¬
terminals. This is because legal complete structures are derived from legal partial
structures with an empty list of generation goals. Thus, legal complete structures
cannot be used in subsertion operations as the structure that is being subserted into.24
Yet, it is possible to sister-adjoin a structure in a legal complete structure. In the
sister-adjunction case, however, it is not beneficial to think of the complete structure
as such. We will tend to avoid using combinations involving legal complete structures
and will reserve the term for the final product of the generator. The outputs that
we expect from the generator: syntactic tree, corresponding semantics (BuiltSem),
and the linking between syntactic nodes to semantic- nodes are exactly what a legal
complete partial structure is all about.
Definition 5.9 (Augmented DTG derivation)
An augmented DTG derivation is a sequence of applications of schema
one or schema two using any two legal partial structures and adding the
resulting structure to the set of current legal partial structures. The final
result must be a legal partial structure which can be turned into a legal
complete structure.
Initially a derivation may start by combining two legal partial structures which are
copies of generic MRS. Note that nothing requires that the initial generic MRs be
lexical!
Augmented DTG derivation is the most general notion of derivation. There can be a
number of different other notions of derivation which can be more intuitive. Here is
one such notion:
Definition 5.10 (Spine DTG derivation)
A spine DTG derivation is an augmented DTG derivation with the addi¬
tional requirement that one of the trees used in a combination operation be
the result of the previous combination.
We talk more about (special kinds of) spine DTG derivations in Section 5.10.1.
24 Though it is possible for a structure to be both a legal partial structure and a legal complete
structure. The structure is partial in the sense that it might be further augmented (by sister-
adjoining modification trees) and the structure is complete in the sense that it does not have explicit
requirements for other structures to be incorporated into it.
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In the protector generation system we use spine derivations and in addition re¬
quire that all subsertion operations are performed before any sister-adjunctions are
attempted.
Definition 5.11 (Combination-ordered DTG derivation)
A combination-ordered DTG derivation is an augmented DTG deriva¬
tion in which combinations of structures using subsertion for the syntactic
parts of the structures are carried-out before combinations based on sister-
adjunction.
These types of derivation are equivalent to augmented dtg derivation in the sense that
for every augmented dtg derivation there are spine dtg derivations and combination-
ordered dtg derivations yielding the same result. This follows from the fact that:
1. combining syntactic nodes using typed feature structure unification is order in¬
dependent (the final result does not depend on the order in which things were
combined), and
2. combining semantic structures using maximal join is likewise order independent.
It is interesting to point out that there are two syntactic operations (subsertion and
sister-adjunction) which correspond to only one operation on the semantic side—
maximal join.25
5.10.1 Top-down derivation
In this section we define top-down derivation, cast top-down derivation as a rewriting
system and discuss its properties; we also give an example of top-down derivation. The
general scenario will be taking an initial partial structure and refining it gradually until
we reach a structure which can be converted to a complete structure and the semantics
has been expressed. Top-down derivation differs from an augmented dtg derivation
where there is a set of legal partial structures and new structures are being added to
it26. Later in Section 5.10.2 when we define bottom-up derivation we will make use
25 Though current revisions of dtg are considering just one operation on the syntactic side too—
identifying two nodes in two tree descriptions.
26 In the sense that top-down derivation is a very special kind of augmented dtg derivation.
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of the more geneal notion of augmented DTG derivation which relies on sets of partial
structures.
Definition 5.12 (Top-down derivation)
A top-down derivation is a combination-ordered, spine DTG derivation
whose initial description is the generation goal and intermediate structures
are not substituted or sister-adjoined in other legal partial structures.
Put in plain words a top-down derivation starts off with the generation goal. Then an
initial mapping rule is chosen which provides the top-level syntactic structure for the
realisation. Each of the frontier non-terminals of this initial construction is expanded
in turn. In this way the complementation frame is built up in a top down manner.
Note that the top-down derivation implies that the derivation tree is built top-down
but not the actual derived tree. Because of the way extraction is handled, for example,
the derived tree would not grow in a top-down manner as it would in the context-free
grammar case. After the complementation stage there is a modification stage (thus the
derivation is combination ordered). In the modification step the unconsumed semantics
is consumed by using mapping rules which introduce different kinds of modifiers.
At first glance it might seem that combination-ordered, spine dtg derivation does not
constrain the derivation very much. Thus there are a lot of generation strategies that
fall in this class. That is of course true and the key point here is that the derivation is
required to (i) start off with the initial generation goal; and (ii) intermediate structures
are not allowed to be 'added to other new structures'. Both these conditions guarantee
that the derivation structure will grow top-down.
Schemata one and two can be used to define the derives relation (=>) in the following
manner (each schemata corresponding to each definition below). The definitions make
use of some notation which is explained in the paragraphs immediately after them:
Definition 5.13 (Directly derives)
1. Descr[\[] => [Descr U TrD] • {X/proj.node(TrD)}
2. DescrfX*] =>- Descr U ModTrD U idom(X*,root(ModTrD))
Clause 1 above corresponds to schema 1 and describes how a description can be rewrit¬
ten using subsertion. The clause states that a description Descr which has a substi-
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tution node XL can be rewritten as (derives) a new description which is the result of
subserting an elementary (complement) description TrD by equating XL with a possi¬
ble projection node from TrD (projjnode{TrD)). In the resulting description which
is the union of both descriptions (Descr and TrD) X is substituted uniformly for the
node proj-node(TrD).27 In our implementation we unify the substitution node XL and
the projection node of the complement structure proj jnodefTrD). The definition of
=f» does not impose specific requirements about which substitution node in Descr or
which of the projection nodes of TrD are picked. In protector we consider leftmost
substitution nodes first.
Clause 2 above corresponds to schema 2 and describes how a description can be rewrit¬
ten using sister-adjunction. The clause states that a description Descr which has a
modification node (X*)28 can be rewritten (derives) a new description which is the re¬
sult of sister-adjoining a (modification) description ModTrD by adding the constraint
that Xt immediately dominates the root Root of ModTrD: idom(X*, Root).
Schemas one and two have two descriptions on their lefthand-side (lhs) while the lhs
of =>- contains only one description. The second description is still there—we have just
written it on the other side of the sign.
Both clauses that we give above are the counterparts of "qA/3 aq/3 if A —*■ 7 is a
production in a cfg".
Having defined => we can define the relation derives in k steps (=)>) by the following
inductive definition:
Definition 5.14 (Derives in k steps)
1. 0 step derivations: VD.Z) D
2. 1 step derivations: Do D\ iff Dq =t> D\
3. k step derivations: Do 4> Dk iff D0 =£■ D\ and D\ =4> Dk
27 The notation Expr • {X/Y} for expressing that X is substituted for Y in expression Expr is often
used in theorem proving.
28 We use the * to annotate modification nodes by analogy with tags where foot nodes of auxiliary
trees were marked with a and these were the nodes in the auxiliary tree that are identified with
the node that is being modified.
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Definition 5.15 (Derives in zero or more steps)
Descr =$* D iff 3k > 0. Descr =4- D
160
Simply speaking is the reflexive, transitive closure of =>.
Top-down derivations are also combination-ordered ones so we can write a top-down
derivation in the following way:
Do =£■ D\ => ... =>• Dj ; Dj => ... => Dn
"
V ' " v '
complementation stage modification stage
5.10.1.1 Derivations, rewrite systems and termination
It was not a coincidence that in the preceding section we referred to the 'derives'
relation also as 'rewrites'. Indeed we can view derivations as a chain of rewritings of
expressions and thus view generation as a special case of a rewrite system.
Unlike most rewrite systems, in generation we want to allow one expression to be
rewritten in a number of possible final expressions (realisations), as opposed to having
a single normal form in which the initial expression will be rewritten.
Let us take a closer look at termination. We want starting from an initial expression
to be able to rewrite it into a final form in a finite number of steps. Here is clause 1
of the definition of =>- again:
Descr[X[] => [Descr U TrD}* {X/projjnode{TrD)}
A substitution node is by definition a non-terminal node at the frontier of a d-tree (or
a description of a d-tree). If a node is subserted into, it can no longer continue to be
a substitution node because it will inherit the child nodes of the projection node of
the root of the component that was substituted at the substitution node. (Note that
the fact that XJ. ceases to be a substitution node is not obvious from the notation!)
Thus a substitution node can be subserted into only once. On the other hand a single
substitution node is 'replaced' by all the substitution nodes of the d-tree that was
subserted (in terms of the overall number of substitution nodes before and after the
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subsertion). Yet, when lexical mapping rules are used the number of substitution
nodes is strictly decreasing (by one). The scenario is parallel to goal introduction in
PROLOG.
Let's examine clause 2 of the definition of =>
Descr[Y&\ =£> Descr U ModTrD U idom(Y*,root(ModTrD))
If we consider natural language examples involving the use of this rewrite rule, we find
that the modification node continues to be such after the rewriting. Even worse it
can be modified by the very same modification d-tree ModTrD:
1. a long, long story
2. a very, very civilised way [of handling the situation]
Arguably these phenomena are constrained, yet what will guarantee us termination
will be the resource-based notion of consuming the semantics. Note how our definition
of used only the syntactic side of mapping rules. We study the way the semantics
constrains the derivation in the next section.
5.10.1.2 The first step
What is the nature of the first operation that gets us from the initial description to
the first description? Is it in some way different from any of the other steps that are
made in a derivation?
Standardly in generation the initial goal is a statement "realise the following semantics
Sem as a syntactic structure (tree) whose top level category matches Category''''. In
our framework we can do that very easily by stipulating that the root of the initial
d-tree unifies with Category.
In the general case when we have a more elaborate description we require that the
initial description 'subsumes' the final tree (or even the last d-tree). Note that given
the generality of augmented DTG derivation it is not possible to impose additional
constraints on the first step. For example consider a case where the initial description
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describes the top of the final tree and the first step starts off by choosing a d-tree which
will be deeply embedded in the final derived tree.
In top-down derivation we can impose tighter constraints between the initial description
and the first d-tree—they have to match top-down.
5.10.1.3 Example of top-down derivation
We give an example of the top-down derivation for the sentence The fairy tenderly
kissed the little girl.29 We use indices to show at which step certain parts of the syntactic
structure were added to the current realisation. These should not be confused with
the numbers of complements that we used in Chapter 4.
The derivation starts off with the initial goal So- In the first derivation step an ini¬
tial skeleton mapping rule is chosen whose syntactic part is shown as the second tree
in Figure 5.26. The anchor for that mapping rule (and the corresponding d-tree de¬
scription) is kiss-ed. This particular mapping rule has two embedded generation goals
(one for generation of the subject and one for generation of the object). We use an
ordering function that chooses the left-most goal as the next goal to work on. In the
next (second) step a skeleton mapping rule (anchored by fairy) for the subject noun
phrase is chosen which has its own embedded goal to generate the determiner (which
happens in the third derivation step) and more structure is added to the current d-
tree description. Similarly the object noun phrase is generated in the fourth and fifth
steps. This concludes the complementation stage. The input semantics still contains
structure which is not covered corresponding to the modifiers tenderly and little. In
the modification stage the system chooses a mapping rule that covers some of the
unexpressed semantics and in this case it first realises tenderly as an adverb in the
sixth derivation step. Note how the modification (sister-adjunction) happens at the
bottom of the d-link (within a d-tree description). Afterwards in the seventh step lit¬
tle is realised as an adjective. At present in the modification stage the system chooses
mapping rules non-deterministically. The final partial syntactic structure (description)
needs to be converted into a complete structure by merging the top and bottom nodes
of d-links. The resulting tree is shown in Figure 5.27.
29 Due to space constraints (as to what we can put in a one page figure) we do not show the semantics.
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So So
tenderlyg kissedy Det4 N4 tenderlye kissedi Det4 N4
II I /A
ifles N4 the5 Adj7 N4
girl4 little^ girl4
Figure 5.26: Top-down derivation (d-trees viewed as descriptions)





Figure 5.27: Top-down derivation result (derived tree)
5.10.2 Bottom-up derivation
In this section we describe bottom-up derivation. By doing this we aim to show the
generality of our framework and to stress the declarative nature of the knowledge
sources used by the generator. Note that none of the current generation systems runs
in alternative modes and there are no studies that have concentrated on evaluation of
different generation strategies. We do not do this but the declarative specification of
derivation and the description of alternative strategies (top-down and bottom-up) is a
step in that direction.
Why is there a need to define bottom-up derivation given that we have defined what
an (augmented) DTG derivation is already? And why is it not possible to re-use the
top-down definition somehow?
Augmented DTG derivation is rather general and we want to know what constraints on
the processing will give a bottom-up regime. As for re-using the top-down definition of
derivation, it is possible to define bottom-up processing as coming up with a top-down
derivation in reverse.30 Unfortunately that doesn't really tell us how we can build
30 Such glossing over what bottom-up processing is is common in formal language theory:
... and if the substring is chosen correctly a each step, a rightmost derivation is traced
out in reverse. [Aho et al. 86, 195]
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generators that work forwards in a bottom-up regime.
Definition 5.16 (Bottom-up derivation)
A bottom-up derivation is an augmented DTG derivation for which the
initial set of partial legal structures is the set of mapping rules that match
the input semantics.
Initialisation. For all lexical mrs that match InputSem derive structures To corre¬
sponding to them.
G01..n
if Xn/Nn- is a MR
Figure 5.28: Schema one for bottom-up generation
Schema one. Given n syntactic (complement) structures with a top node (maximal
projection) annotated with Ci/Hi and corresponding semantics Gi it is possible to
construct a new syntactic structure as a result of a subserting all existing complement
structures into the syntactic part of an existing mr if: the applicability semantics of
mr can be maximally joined with InputSem, Gi can be maximally joined with the
corresponding goal semantics of mr.31 The semantics associated with the resulting
structure, Goi...n, is the join of the instantiated Go and Gi, ... , Gn.
Figure 5.28 illustrates this schema. The tree foi..n represents the tree to with the
components t\, ..., tn (which can be empty) integrated in it.
31 For the moment we do not allow MR to introduce extra goals which are outside of InputSem even
though these might be within LowerSem. Such goals would either have to be explored top-down or
they would require a mechanism of augmenting the Input semantics. The second option might lead
to unwanted interactions between structures based on the augmented semantics and other structures.
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Let % be the union of and the set of all combinations of complement structures
Ti, T2, ■.., Tn (such that Tk € for 1 < k < n) in an initially chosen mapping rule
Schema two. Given a structure with an internal nonterminal node annotated with
X/H\ with a corresponding graph G\ and a structure with a top node (maximal
projection) annotated with M/H2 and a corresponding graph G2, it is possible to
derive a new structure where M is sister-adjoined at X if (i) X's SAC (sister adjunction)
constraints allow the sister adjunction of M and (ii) G\ and Gi can be joined at
concepts H\ and Hi- The semantics of the corresponding structure, G, is the join of
G1 and G2 on concepts H\ and H2.
Figure 5.29 illustrates this schema. H is the join of the concepts H\ and H2.
In schema two if we combine structure T £ % with a modification structure M € 7j
(where i and j are the minimal such indices) then the resulting structure is in Tmax(ij)+1
Termination condition. Among the derived structures there is one with a top
syntactic category which unifies with the input syntactic goal and the associated graph
with this syntactic structure BuiltSem is between LowerSem and UpperSem.
We can express bottom-up generation in terms of rewriting of sets of legal partial
structures (which is what an augmented DTG derivation is) as follows:
Te%.
G __
Figure 5.29: Schema two for bottom-up generation
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Rewriting step corresponding to schema one:
{Descr°[X1i,...M], I*"1,...,I*"1, ...} =*
{Descr0 U Tf1 • {Xk/projjnode{Tk)}x<k<n, ... }
The superscripts are there to indicate from which T set of legal partial structures the
corresponding descriptions come from. In particular we require that Descr0 be from
the initial set of chosen mapping rules. As for the complement structures Tj-1,..., T^_1
we assume that z — 1 is the smallest index such that all Tl"1 € %-i(l < k < n). Note
that some Tj-1 could already be present in 7] where I < i — 1.
Rewriting step corresponding to schema two:
{Descrl[X*\, ModTrD^ ... } {Descr U ModTrD U idom(Y&,root(ModTrD)) ...}
It is worth pointing out that the presented bottom-up generation strategy is concep¬
tually very close to shift-reduce parsing for CFGs.
The notion of derivation is, by definition, a declarative one. It is not specific to
generation only but can be used to define what can be valid structures of parsing.
5.10.3 Derivation and generation
The notion of derivation we have defined so far describes the relationship between
syntactic structures (trees) and the semantic structures conveyed by them. But in our
generation framework we have the input semantics which can be slightly different from
what is actually conveyed. And how are the lower and upper semantic constraints
used? What is the relationship between built semantics and the input semantics?
What does applying a MR mean? We look at these and other questions in this section.
We will try to relate in a declarative fashion the inputs of the generator to its outputs.
This section contains a generic characterisation of generation—not an algorithm.
For our purposes we will need to define the notion of the combination of the input
semantics with the semantic contribution of MRS which we call the polluted input
semantics (PolLIn). This semantic structure is 'polluted' because MRS can introduce
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additional semantic material and because we interpret maximal join as a destructive
operation32.
Definition 5.17 (Polluted input semantics)
The polluted input semantics is the result of the maximal join of InputSem
with the applicability semantics of the MRS that have been successfully ap¬
plied up to a certain point in the derivation process.
The BuiltSem is built incrementally as the generation progresses. Initially it is the
empty conceptual graph. Because of what PolLIn is, it is always the case that:
Because InputSem and BuiltSem are generalisations of LowerSem (equations 5.1 and 5.2)
and the fact that PolLIn can be seen as the maximal join of InputSem and BuiltSem
it follows that:
Now we turn to what we mean by applying a mr from a semantic point of view.
Figure 5.30 complements the textual description. Suppose we have a mr in the database
which we call Generic Mapping Rule. The generator will need to create a copy or an
instance of the generic mapping rule. This is similar to what happens in languages
like prolog or lisp where at execution time it is copies of the actual definitions of
clauses or functions that are manipulated. This way the same MR can be used over and
over again in a derivation by using different instances of it. This is step one indicated
in Figure 5.30. The test of whether the mr can be applied is maximally joining the
copy of the mr's applicability semantics (.<45) with PolLIn (the initial value of PolLIn
is a copy of InputSem). In this process we, in general, will pollute both structures.
We do want information to propagate to A5 because we want the internal generation
goals to be instantiated before exploring them. On the other hand we want to keep
AS unpolluted so that we can register the contribution of the MR towards the meaning
32 In this respect we are close to the way unification is traditionally viewed in computational linguistics,
yet differ from all other implementations of maximal join for CGs in which the non-destructive
interpretation is used.
PolLIn < BuiltSem (5.7)
LowerSem < PolLIn (5.8)
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Figure 5.30: Applying mapping rules
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of the generated phrase (BuiltSem). In order to handle this an extra copy of the
applicability semantics is created AS' and the correspondences between the elements
of both applicability semantic structures are established. This correspondence will be
needed in determining how to combine AS with BuiltSem. This is step two indicated
in Figure 5.30. Step three consists of maximally joining AS' with PolLIn. Step four is
deciding how AS is going to be combined with BuiltSem. First of all let us note that
because of the nature of PolLIn (namely that it is the maximal join of InputSem and
BuiltSem) every element X (concept or relation) in BuiltSem must have a counterpart
in PolLIn. Formally we assume we have a total function:
BuiltSem) ~ ^PolLIn (5-9)
We then also have the isomorphism between AS and AS'—J. In step three we also
established the projection ir between the graph AS' and its counterpart after AS' is
maximally joined with PolLIn. Now we are in a position to specify how an element x
from AS is to be intergrated in BuiltSem.
jr
Given an x £ AS we can identify an x' £ AS' such that x <—> x'. The projection
7r uniquely identifies a y such that y = it(x'). We define the image of x after AS is
combined with BuiltSem to be a 2 such that:
1. if y £ PolLIn then x = z is added as additional element to BuiltSem with
B(z) = y.
2. if y £ PolLIn and B~l(y) is not defined, then x = z is added as additional
element to BuiltSem with B(z) = y.
3. if y £ PolLIn and B~x(y) is defined, and B~1(y) — z then x is joined with 2.
Please refer to Figure 5.30. This method of relating x to its image z after AS is com¬
bined with BuiltSem defines a valid maximal join between AS and BuiltSem because for
all X' joined with images of elements from BuiltSem the corresponding a:'es are joined
with the original elements in BuiltSem. Steps three and four can also be thought of as
being performed in parallel.
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The sequence of operations on AS and BuiltSem corresponds to a derivation in terms
of Section 5.10. Also note that BuiltSem can be a disconnected graph—nothing in the
discussion above relied on BuiltSem being a connected graph! This is important for
non-blackboard generation approaches like bottom-up generation.
5.10.3.1 Checking boundary constraints
We now look at the role of the boundary semantic constraints. We assume the existence
of two functions C and U defined as follows. £ maps every concept Cp0u_in in PolLIn
onto its corresponding concept in LowerSem, CLowerSem'-
£(Cpoll_In) — CLowerSem (5.10)
U maps every concept Cp0n jn in PolLIn onto its corresponding set of concepts in
UpperSem or, if the set is empty, U yields || T |}:
7Hr< 1 / CupperSem if Such exists , .U(CPMJr.) = | 0 otherwise (5-11)
We can think of £ and U as being given with the input to the generator. U never needs
to change while £ is updated when the applicability semantics of a MR adds additional
semantics to PolLIn.
Finally, we need to relate some elements from PolLIn to their originals in InputSem.
We will assume we have a partial function I:
CInputSem — T(Cp0/;_/n) (5.12)
Using B, £ and U it is possible to relate every element from BuiltSem to its counterpart
elements in LowerSem, InputSem and UpperSem:
0LowerSem — £( U((LBuiltSem ))
OInputSem — T{B(C)BuiltSern)f) (5.13)
CjJpperSem — N {J3(CBuiltSem))
We can now go back to constraint 5.4:
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CLowerSem S: CBuiltSem C: £'InputSemOtCInputSem Si CBuiltSem S CupperSem
At the end of the derivation this constraint has to hold. As far as processing is con¬
cerned this constraint can be checked at the end of the derivation. However, it might
happen that it is possible to determine that the constraint will fail much earlier in which
case the generator need not perform useless actions the results of which will have to be
abandoned at the end. The first thing to note in this respect is that CBuiltSem always
becomes more specialised during processing. Now let's consider the case when a copy
of the applicability semantics of a mr AS has been maximally joined with BuiltSem.
1. if a concept from BuiltSem CBuiltSem becomes overconstrained and CLowerSem S
CBuiltSem no longer holds, then the generator should fail immediately.
2. if a concept from BuiltSem CBuiltSem becomes more specific than Cinputsem then
constraint CBuiltSem S CinpUtSem no longer needs to be checked (because it will
always be true).
Nothing much can be said about Cinputsem < CsuiltSem < CuPPerSem half way
through the processing except perhaps that:
if CupperSem < CBuiltSem then CBuiltSem had better be referred to in one of the
generation goals because otherwise it might happen that nothing will further
instantiate it later. Alas, even if it is referred to in a generation goal, there is no
guarantee that it will be later instantiated enough so that CBuiltSem S CuPPerSem
will hold. So in general we cannot check this constraint until the end.
5.11 Implementation
We have developed a sentence generator called protector (approximate PROduction
of TExts from Conceptual graphs in a declaraTive FramewORk). Historically we
started with a prolog implementation which used Tree-Adjoining Grammar (tag)
[Nicolov et al. 95]. Our early work was based on ideas of head-driven parsing and
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Gertjan van Noord's implementation of tags [vanNoord 93, page 136]. A new pro¬
gramming language life [Ai't-Kaci & Podelski 93] (Logic Inheritance Functions and
Equations) appeared shortly which had features making it easier for the linguist to
describe the mapping rules. D-Tree Grammars formalism was published in ACL'95
[Rambow et al. 95a] and we quickly appreciated their advantages for generation, dtg's
closeness to tag meant we had to simplify the tag system. As the development of life
subsided after DEC closed its research labs, and in particular the lack of a compiler for
life, we revised our earlier prolog generator.
5.11.1 Feature structures encoding
The nodes in the d-trees are labelled by feature structures. So are the preterminal
nodes in the lexicon. For efficient processing we use automatic term encoding of the
feature structures [Mellish 92] which is transparent for the end user. The idea is to
transform the feature structures first into terms and then do the unification on the
terms. Unification of terms is much more efficient in prolog. When we need the
feature structures they can be recovered from the term by appropriate decoding. Fig¬
ure 5.31 (from [Mellish 92, p.192]) gives a commutative diagram exemplifying the idea.
Descriptions encode Terms
di, d2 r(di), r(d2)
& unify
d\ & d2 <decode r(di) & r(d2)
Figure 5.31: Feature structure encoding
In our case the user writes descriptions like np( [case:nom,per:3,num:sg] ) which are
converted into np(sg,3,nom,_, _). Such an encoding is possible because the feature
structures have a finite number of attribute paths and can be converted to terms with
fixed arity. The system needs to know the geometry of the feature structure for a given
category. Consider the case of an NP (Figure 5.32):
Strictly speaking we only need the names and embedding of attributes. The range of at¬








per: {l, 2, 3}
^nominative, accusative j
it, there
Figure 5.32: Geometry of a noun phrase
From the information about the feature structures the system automatically compiles
a feature table for for each category (Figure 5.33).
'/. np(NUM,PER,CASE,EXPL,PRO)
np( ) <-> np( , , ,. , )■ */. 1
np(NUM, : agr/num : NUM. */. 2
np(_,PER, : agr/per :PER. */. 3
np(_,_,CASE,_,_) : case :CASE. */. 4
np(_,_,_,EXPL,_) : expl :EXPL. 5
/—s 1 1 1 1 □ : pro : PRO. '/. 6
np(NUM,PER,_,_,_) : agr :agr(NUM,PER). */. 7
Figure 5.33: Feature table for an NP
In line one the np(_) <->np. the arity of the NP encoding is fixed. The
left hand side structure matches what the user uses np( [case :nom,per: 3 ,num: sg] ).
Line 2-6 relate a complete attribute path to an argument position in the encoding. The
flat encoding might suggest that we are loosing the internal structure of the original
feature structure. While not present in the term encoding this information is retriev¬
able. Otherwise the decoding stage in the commutative diagram would not hold. It
is also possible to get the value of a non-atomic attribute path. This is shown in fine
7. Subject-verb agreement will refer to the agreement feature (as expected) and not
individually to all leaf features. These innocent descriptions are actual prolog clauses
and can be executed to either (1) instantiate a feature or (2) find its value.
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The assignment of positions to attribute paths is decided empirically on the basis of a
grammar and a test corpus of example semantic structures that are generated. As the
system proceeds failures of unification are investigated and all clashing atribute paths
are recorded. Note this is a "slow" mode of operation as normally unification checks the
arguments in their consecutive order and the unification fails as soon as one clashing
pair of arguments are found. In doing this additional booking we find attribute paths
with high counters of clashing. These are paths with high discriminating power and
they are assigned an earlier argument position in the encoding.
For an empirical evaluation of the technique we have used as well as comparison to
alternative methods see [Schoter 93].
entity
ai&&2 ai&c &i&a2 b2$za2
Figure 5.34: Initial type hierarchy
5.11.2 Term encoding of the conceptual hierarchy
We also use term encodings for types from the type hierarchy. Term unification calcu¬
lates the join of two types. Our approach is based on encoding scheme of Chris Mellish
[Mellish 88].
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We illustrate the technique by showing an example type hierarchy (Figure 5.34) and
the term space that it induces (Figure 5.35). These are the original examples used in
the description of the technique [Mellish 88, p.49].
f (0
Figure 5.35: Type encodings
Incompatible types (e.g., and 02) are encoded as terms which do not unify
(f (0,0,0,_, 1) and f(0,_, 1,1,1)). The encodings of compatible types (e.g., a\ and
62) do unify (f (0,0,0,_, 1) and f (0,0,X,X, 1)) and the result is the encoding of their
greatest lower bound (ai&&2 with encoding f (0,0,0,0,1)). Note the use of shared
variables in the terms.
5.11.3 Mapping rules
The linguistic knowledge in PROTECTOR is represented in the mapping rules (gram¬
mar) and semantic lexicon. Mapping rules state the relationship between semantics and
syntax. Mapping rules are tuples ( Type, Name, Ex, ASem, DT, Goals, Consumed )
where:
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Type is the type of the mapping rule: whether the rule is a modification rule or not
and if yes whether it is a pre- or post-modifier.
Name is a name (unique identifier) of the mapping rule used to refer to it (e.g., for
debugging purposes).
Ex gives an example of the constructions described by the mapping rule.
ASem is the applicability semantics; a match with it would licence the application of
the mapping rule.
DT is a d-tree giving the syntactic part of the construction; nodes in the tree are
marked with their corresponding semantic handles.
Goals is a list of internal generation goals.
Consumed is part of the applicability semantics which is consumed by the rule.
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Figure 5.36: Mapping rule in prolog
Figure 5.36 shows the intransitive mapping rule as it is written in the linguistic knowl¬
edge base. Regarding the d-trees recall from Figure 4.30 (see page 107) the repesenta-
tions for d-trees that we used. Two differences are aparent: (1) the mapping rules do
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not mention the index (Idx) of the d-tree but (2) in the feature labelling the mapping
rules also refer to the handles of concepts in the applicability semantics. The index is
automatically introduced in a compilation step. Relating syntactic nodes to parts of
the applicabilty semantics is the very nature of mapping rules. The maximal projec¬
tions (a field in the d-tree representation) and the internal generation goals are lists
with numbers which refer to elements in the labelling list.
Mapping rules compiler. Mapping rules are initially preprocessed into an internal
representation. During this compilation:
1. The concept types in the applicability semantics is term encoded.
2. The nodes in the d-tree are given the same variable index as an argument.
3. The feature structure labels of nodes in the d-tree are also term encoded.
4. The elements of the maximal projection and generation goals lists are replaced
by their counterparts in the feature labels list.
Mapping rules can have associated conditions which are often of the kind of checks on
the referent fields of concepts (e.g., a mapping rule for a proper name will be used if
the referent of the concept is a proper name). In the compilation these conditions are
put in the body of the Horn clause that is generated. The compilation is transparent
to the user.
5.11.4 Morphological generator
PROTECTOR implements English morphology in a module which takes a feature struc¬
ture with a preterminal category and information about the morphological stem and
returns the inflected form.
NUM: sg
AGR:





The internal representations that protector uses differ from what the user enters in
the linguistic knowledge base (grammar and lexicon). Thus, in cases when the system
does not come up with the desired derivation, it is difficult to use prolog's internal
tracing to step through the generation process.
We have developed a specialised tracer which pretty prints the internal representations
in a form familiar to the user. The tracer, of course, concentrates on the generation
aspects of the process and does not go into details of prolog's inner workings. The
tracer can be switched off. During running time there is a small penalty at each trace
point to check whether it is on or not. We will see example of the out of the system
tracer in the next section. protector keeps a record of the interactions with the






























Figure 5.37: Trees in text form
girl
5.11.6 Output formats
protector has a graphical interface. We have already seen examples of the graphical
displays of trees that it produces in Figure 5.8 on page 129.
For debugging purposes trees are often displayed in ASCII form (see Figure 5.37).
protector can export trees in two kinds of DTg}X notation using the packages qtree. sty
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and ecltree.sty. The latter can combine dislay of feature structures using the
avm.sty package. An example of the output of the qtree.sty package is shown in
Figure 5.38.
S
the Adj P N
little girl
Figure 5.38: Tree output with qtree.sty
The display facilities of protector have been used as part of the D-Tree Grammar
development environment and parsers in the LexSys project at the university of Sussex
[Carroll et al. 98].
We are incorporating converters allowing exporting in SGML format and in schemes
for annotation for speech generation [Black & Taylor 97]. In fact speech components
require strictly less constituent information than we produce.
5.12 Linguistic coverage
The syntactic coverage of the generator is influenced by the xtag system (the first
version of protector in fact used tags [Nicolov et al. 95]). By using DTGs we can
use most of the analysis of xtag while the generation algorithm is simpler. We are in
a position to express subparts of the input semantics as different syntactic categories
as appropriate for the current generation goal (e.g., VPs and nominalisations). The
syntactic coverage of protector includes:
1. intransitive verbs: John runs
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2. transitive verbs: The system generated the text
3. ditransitive verbs: John gave flowers to Mary
4. idioms: John kicked the bucket
5. topicalisation: Mary John likes
6. verb particles: Mary calmed down
7. passive: The text was generated by the system
8. sentential complements: John thinks Peter swims well
9. control constructions: John wants to run away
10. relative clauses: the professor that John admires
11. nominalisations: the destruction of the city by the barbarians.
Adding more mapping rules to cover desired constructions is straight-forward. When
the number of mapping rules becomes large, maintaing the linguistic knowledge base
will be an issue. We are considering inheritance techniques to capture generalisations
as used in the linguistic knowledge based on classification approaches.
5.13 Discussion
The hierarchy of conceptual relations is also a multiple inheritance hierarchy. Presently
we use a set of conceptual relations which is comparable to other generation systems
(Somer's grid, fuf, Verbmobil, kpml). There are proposals for organising conceptual
relations in hierarchies both in linguistics (Dowty's entailments of roles [Dowty 91]) and
artificial intelligence (Knott's methodology for hierarchical organisation of coherence
relations [Knott 96]) and we are in a position to benefit from such developments in a
most direct way.
Our generation system is in a sense domain independent in that the generation mecha¬
nisms do not depend on the particular ontology being used and if in different application
domains it is better to use different ontologies that is possible. Of course the ontology
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is reflected in the grammar in the form of the semantic parts of mapping rules and a
change in the ontology used for the input semantics needs to be reflected there too.
Yet, as the syntactic coverage and the semantic ontology are continually growing in
most applications it might be better to consider a mapping of the output structure
of, for example a reasoning component, to the input structures of protector. Such
an approach is pursued in the gist generation system [Consortium 96] where three
different surface generators for three different languages are being used.
In principle it is possible to have only an upper and a lower semantic bound. Yet,
in such a model it is difficult to state that a certain type is preferred unless both the
upper and lower bound are made equal to this type. However, this severely restricts the
flexibility of the system. In particular, if there is no way for the generator to express
the input by using a concept at that given level of specificity, the generator will fail.
By providing as inputs an upper and a lower bound plus an additional type from the
input semantics we are in a position to state that the generator is allowed to deviate
from the type of the input semantics within the range specified by the upper and lower
bounds but derivations which use concepts whose types are closer to the one in the
input semantics will be preferred. We take up the issue of preferring one derivation
over another in the Chapter 7. A lexical choice model for nouns that allows deviation
from the input has been considered in [Reiter 91]. He is only concerned with choosing
individual open class words (nouns) while our model covers uniformly both syntactic
and lexical decisions.
During generation it is necessary to find appropriate mapping rules. However, at
each stage a number of rules might be applicable and the consequences of choosing
a particular mapping rule might be far-reaching and not known in advance. Due to
possible interactions between some rules the generator may have to explore different
allowable sequences of choices before actually being able to produce a sentence. Thus,
generation is in essence a search problem. In order to guide the search a number
of heuristics can be used. In [Nogier & Zock 92] the number of matching nodes has
been used to rate different matches, which is similar to finding maximal reductions in
[Iordanskaja & et al. 91]. Considering other aspects like restricting the type and refer¬
ent labels of concepts can also be exploited. Alternatively a notion of semantic distance
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[Foo et al. 89] might be employed. In protector we use a much more sophisticated
notion of what it is for a conceptual graph to match better the initial semantics than
another graph. This captures the intuition that the generator should try to express as
much as possible from the input while adding as little as possible extra material.
Augmenting the input semantics with information from the applicability semantics of
mapping rules is an instance of providing language specific defaults to an incomplete
input. Alternative default mechanisms in nlg are discussed in [Harbusch et al. 94].
In constructing the rules for mapping semantics (argument structures) to syntax (con¬
stituent structures) we have used a notion of thematic ordering or prominence of the
conceptual relations (valence roles). The thematic prominence is defined as the order
relation:
agent < beneficiary < experiencer/goal < instrument < patient/theme < locative
The generator attempts to consume the conceptual relations in that order (as a by
product of how the mapping rules are organised and not due to a special mechanism).
This allows for more syntactic information to be gathered as early as possible so that
the derivation process is constrained maximally. Another notion that can guide the
choice of initial mapping rules can be the notion of covering more salient aspects of
the input structure first. There are some proposals in the literature on visual salience,
e.g., [McDonald & Conklin 82] yet having these would mean putting back hierarchical
information into our input and we want to keep the two issues separate. Further¬
more a good cognitive study of what salience actually means and how it is used is a
prerequisite in order for generation systems to be able to benefit from it.
Our approach can be considered incremental to the extent that it might be possible to
allow for the input semantics to be augmented during the generation process. By aug¬
menting we mean adding additional information and not overriding previously stated
input. We do not look at non-monotonic mechanisms for undoing already generated
output which is what is required in order to handle 'change-of-mind' alterations to the
input. In scenarios where timeouts are used (e.g., modelling human performance, or
simulation of certain disabilities) our approach can be used very successfully because
we start looking first for a skeletal structure. If interruptions occur then we are more
likely to have a structure that can be converted to a complete tree.
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In the Essential Arguments Algorithm Strzalkowski reorders the goals so that more
instantiated goals will be explored first (by prolog) [Strzalkowski & Martinovic 92].
Surface order is preserved by threading difference lists. Shieber, however, has presented
arguments that this cannot be done in general. Due to the extended domain of locality
of DTGs we can generate the elements from the internal generation goals in the order
in which they will be uttered. Yet, the anchor of the construction might not happen
to be the first constituent of the mr tree. Yet, once the anchor is chosen the order in
which its arguments are generated is not an issue.
Our generator is not coherent or complete (i.e., it can produce sentences with more
general/specific semantics than the input semantics). We try to generate sentences
whose semantics is as close as possible to the input in the sense that they introduce
little extra material and leave uncovered a small part of the input semantics. We keep
track of more structures as the generation proceeds and are in a position to make
finer distinctions than was done in previous research. The generator never produces
sentences with semantics which is more specific than the lower semantic bound which
gives some degree of coherence. Our generation technique provides flexibility to address
cases where the entire input cannot be expressed in a single sentence by first generating
a "best match" sentence and allowing the remaining semantics to be generated in a
follow-up sentence.
We use a notion of headed conceptual graphs, i.e., graphs that have a certain node
chosen as the semantic head. The initial semantics need not be marked for its se¬
mantic head. This allows the generator to choose an appropriate (for the natural
language) perspective. The notion of semantic heads and their connectivity is a way
of introducing a hierarchical view on the semantic structure which is dependent on the
language. When matching two conceptual graphs we require that their heads be the
same. This reduces the search space and speeds up the generation process. Headed
conceptual graphs have also been considered in the conceptual graphs literature as
means of speeding up the maximal join of two conceptual graphs when it is clear what
the top-level concepts are [Fall 95].
Imperfect match between the input semantics and the applicability seantics of map¬
ping rules is considered in the japangloss mt system [Knight & Hatzivassiloglou 95]:
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"The feature :rest is our mechanism for allowing partial matching between rules and
semantic inputs. Any input features that are not matched by the selected rule are
collected in :rest and recursively matched against other grammar rules."
Our adoption of a parallel correspondence architecture is not unlike similar approaches
in linguistics—e.g., the lfg theory [Bresnan 82], cognitive science—Jackendoff's theory
of the language faculty [Jackendoff 95], and phonology where mapping between parallel
structures is the framework of choice for most researchers.
Our approach can be seen as a generalisation of semantic head-driven generation
[Shieber et al. 90]—we deal with a non-hierarchical input and non-concatenative gram¬
mars. The use of lexicalized dtg means that the algorithm in effect looks first for a
syntactic head. This aspect is similar to syntax-driven generation [Konig 94],
Potentially the information in the mapping rules can be used by a natural language
understanding system too. However, parsing algorithms for the particular linguistic
theory that we employ (dtg) have a complexity of 0(n4k+3) where n is the number
of words in the input string and k is the total number of d-edges in the elementary
trees [Rambow et al. 95b]. This is a serious overhead and we have not tried to use the
mapping rules in reverse for the task of understanding.33 In the grammar fragment
that we are using we do not have more than 2 d-edges in elementary structures.
The algorithm has to be checked against more linguistic data and we intend to do more
work on additional control mechanisms and also using alternative generation strategies
using knowledge sources free from control information.
5.14 Conclusions
We have presented a technique for sentence generation from conceptual graphs. The
use of a non-hierarchical representation for the semantics and approximate semantic
matching increases the paraphrasing power of the generator (i.e., more sentences can
be produced) and enables the production of sentences with radically different syntac¬
tic structure due to alternative ways of grouping concepts into words. In generation
33 At present we are working on robust parsing and we are pursuing a head-driven approach.
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from hierarchically structured representations this can be done only by performing
transformations on the input semantics because the input already contains certain
language commitments. This is particularly useful for multilingual generation and in
practical generators which are given input from non-linguistic applications. The use
of a syntactic theory (D-Tree Grammars) allows for the production of linguistically
motivated syntactic structures which will pay off in terms of better coverage of the
language and overall maintainability of the generator. The syntactic theory also af¬
fects the processing—we have augmented the syntactic operations to account for the
integration of the semantics. As a result of the way the semantics is 'consumed', our
generator is not constrained to produce sentences with semantics either more specific
or more general than the input semantics. We have deliberately aimed at a generation
architecture which guarantees that the sentence's semantics covers as much as possible
from the input semantics and leaves out as little as possible. The generation archi¬
tecture makes explicit the decisions that have to be taken and allows for experiments
with different generation strategies using the same declarative knowledge sources.
Increased paraphrasing power means that generators can produce more alternatives/
paraphrases for a given semantic input. This has two important ramifications:
1. A generator with higher paraphrasing power is more likely be able to express
successfully a given semantics than a rigid generator.
2. Such a generator can then choose among a bigger range of constructions one (or a
number) which satisfies certain (non-semantic) conditions. Of course the choices
the generator makes during generating a sentence and those which constrain the
form of the output (stylistic, pragmatic choices) can be interleaved.
SUMMARY
© Mapping rules state how semantic information can be expressed linguistically.
0 Mapping rules are declarative and can be used with different strategies.
© Derivations are described for generation too.
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0 Approximate semantic matching allows the generator to express less/more informa¬
tion. Paraphrases need not have the same semantics as the input. protector uses
a more general notion of completeness and coherence.
© Generation can be viewed as a rewriting system.
0 Lexical choice and syntactic choice is interleaved in protector.
0 Top-down generation is a goal-driven process.
The generator works well but when a certain path of the search space is to be aban¬
doned or more paraphrases are needed (i.e., when backtracking occurs) some work is
duplicated. In the next chapter we will look at ways to explore memoing techniques
which avoid this duplication.
Chapter 6
Chart-Based Generation
"As I knew, or thought I knew, what was right and wrong,
I did not see why I might not always
do the one and avoid the other.
But I soon found I had undertaken
a task of more difficulty that I had imagined."
—Benjamin Franklin
In this thesis we have considered a more general view of generation which leads to an
even worse search space than usual. Hence it is especially important to address search
control. This chapter goes deeper in complicating the generation model—we look at
the use of memoization techniques for generation. One of the best currently known
techniques for parsing which uses memoization is chart parsing. We briefly survey this
technique and show that a chart can also be used for generation. The idea of using a
chart in generation has been suggested in previous research and we look at the existing
proposals. These proposals use an indexing on the string positions just as in parsing.
However, using the same mechanisms for generation does not offer substantial advan¬
tages because in generation the string positions of individual words are not known
in advance. We define a new notion of chart generation which uses indexing on the
semantic structures.1 The new formulation is first illustrated for grammars using a
1 We developed the memoization technique following a discussion with Martin Kay in July 1995
at ELSNET's summer school when he made the observation that we will be duplicating work on
backtracking. Kay also told us about the approach by Haruno et al. which attempts to fix the
indexing on string positions (we review this approach in Section 6.2.2). Consequently Kay published
a paper on Chart Generation which is close to our approach yet the use of CFG and the assumption
of using complete structures leads to gross inefficiency in the case of modifiers. We discuss this is
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context-free backbone and then for non-concatenative grammars, protector imple¬
ments a top-down chart strategy. Our formulation provides a very easy way to define
an array of alternative processing strategies. To this end we introduce agenda-based
control for chart generators and different generation strategies can be seen as different
ways of exploring the agenda. This view of looking at generation suggests that some
aspects of the generation process can be done differently and we discuss the space of
chart generators. Having a system that allows for easy definition of different generation
strategies provides for the eventual possibility of comparing different algorithms based
on the uniform processing mechanism of the agenda-based control for chart generation.
Overview
We start by motivating memoization techniques and the use of charts in Section 6.1.
Then in Section 6.2 we develop the model for chart generation: we first introduce
some terminology (Section 6.2.1) in the area of tabular methods for parsing as we
are going to use very similar techniques; then we review the existing approaches to
tabular and chart-like techniques (Section 6.2.2); then we provide a new formulation
(Section 6.2.3) initially for grammars using a context-free skeleton (Section 6.2.3.2)
which makes the jump smaller to the heart of the chapter—memoization generation
techniques for non-concatenative grammars (Section 6.2.4). We discuss specific aspects
of handling DTGs in Section 6.2.4.1 and how we can recover the needed syntactic
structures in Section 6.2.4.2. We go through a detailed example (Section 6.2.5). Agenda
based processing is postponed till the next chapter. We conclude with a discussion of
the tabular approach (Section 6.3).
6.1 Motivation: doing the work once
In this section we discuss the use of memoization techniques in generation. The idea of
memoization is very simple: Storing the results of complex computations might speed
other computations that use these results later on2. Using memoization techniques is
Section 6.3.2.
2 The term memoization was coined by Donald Michie to refer to the process by which a function is
made to automatically remember the results of previous computations. We will use memoization
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justified in cases when:
• The results of previous computations are likely to be needed in the future.
• It is 'cheaper' to retrieve the old value than to compute it again.
Memoization is relevant to generation approaches based on backtracking because it may
happen that computations in branches of the search space that have been abandoned
have to be recomputed. In Section 1.6 we discuss non-deterministic generation models
and focus on the causes of failure. At the end of the section we show an example of a
lexical gap in which the generator has no way of knowing that it might reach a dead
end and thus will need to reconsider previous decisions. We will see that the results of
previous computations will be needed later on and that it can be cheaper to retrieve
them than compute them from scratch.
6.1.1 Examples of local failures in generation: Lexical gaps
In this section we examine closer the reasons for failures in generation. Our purpose
is twofold:
1. to motivate a non-deterministic mode of processing, and
2. to show that even in unsuccessful branches of the generation search space gener¬




alexander "<agnt )- attack obj town: #
Figure 6.1: Alexander attacked the town. The attack was fullscale.
We now introduce lexical gaps through an example. Suppose we have the semantics in
Figure 6.1 which we want to generate as a sentence (S). This structure is interesting
because at the onset of generation there are at least two mapping rules that match the
input (see Figure 6.2) each corresponding to the sentences:
slightly more generally.
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(6.1)
*Alexander attacked the town 'full-scalely'.
Alexander launched a full-scale attack on the town.
Choosing the first mapping rule in Figure 6.2 and continuing the generation process
from there leads to failure—we cannot successfully express the concept FULL SCALE
as an adverb (ADV).3 Yet, the generator does not know that in advance so it 'falls in the
trap'. Note that even under a very fine grained notion of what input structures look like
(i.e., one where topicalised structures would be distinguished) the input structures of
the declarative sentence and the light verb counterpart are very unlikely to be different.





animate ^Cagnt)— action entity
NPO
NP1
launch an attack on
Figure 6.2: Top level mapping rules
Let us examine closer the search space that the generator explores (see Figure 6.4).
The generator choose the transitive mapping rule and generates the skeletal structure
Alexander attacked the town by following the internal generation goals of the initial
3 Here we assume that we want to generate all of the input semantics.
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mapping (we have marked the frontier nonterminal (goal) nodes in bold). Then in
phase two the generator attempts to consume the remaining semantics. This is done
in the following way: a mapping rule is chosen (non-deterministically) which consumes
some of the remaining semantics and the generator tries to integrate the structure of
the mapping rule in the current (global) structure that it builds.4 Generation will
terminate successfully if we can consume all the input. In our case the generation
will fail because there is no mapping rule (not only in the linguistic knowledge base of
the generator but worse of all in the English language) that would allow us to express
the remaining semantics as a structure that we can intergrate to the current global
structure. We want to express the concept full-scale but cannot.




lille <agnt )- beat -( obj > nantes
Figure 6.3: Lille defeated Nantes. The victory was (well) deserved
(6.2) French: * Lille a battu Nantes meritemment.
(6.3) German: Lille hat Nantes verdient geschlagen.
MP + Aux + MP + Adverb + Verb
The concept deserved cannot be expressed as an Adv in French but it is possible to
do so in German.5 In English similarly there is a lexical gap:
(6.6) ? Lille (* well) deservedly defeated Nantes.
(6.7) Lille achieved a (well) deserved victory over Nantes.
4 More details about the generation model are given in the previous chapter (5).
5 In French one can incorporate the information in a NP:
(6.4) le merite de la victoire de Lille sur Nantes ...
(6.5) la victoire meritee de Lille sur Nantes . ..
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Figure 6.4: The search space for the example
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Returning to the search space of example 6.1 we observe that the current global struc¬
ture before the failure was detected (numbered 3 where the numbers correspond to the
chronological order in which the search space is explored) contains sub-structures that
appear in the final result (structure 103). In particular two of the NPs in that structure
are exactly the same as those in the end (103). Unfortunately backtracking algorithms
when they reach a dead-end 'undo' all computations until the previous choice point.
In our example the generator would have to undo (forget) about all the structures it
had built all the way up to the point when it chose the wrong mapping rule. This was
the first choice that was made so practically every computation is lost. All the work
that went into building the two NPs has to be duplicated.
6.1.2 Memoization
In order to avoid redoing computations we consider a kind of memoization technique.
The generator keeps the results of previous computations and whenever the generator
needs to redo the same computations it simply looks up the results. In the lexical gap
example the two NPs that were generated in the skeletal structure of the first mapping
rule appear in the final structure (103). Had we somehow kept them we could use
them when we needed them again for the final result. In order to make these ideas
more concrete we need to address the following questions:
1. What do computations and their results look like?
2. How are results of previous computations kept?
3. When are two computations the same?
We look into these in the next section (6.2) where we consider one particular kind of
memoization based on a data structure — a chart — which is used as the memory of
previous computations.
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6.2 Chart generation from non-hierarchical structures
This section provides a new formulation of chart-based generation for systems that take
non-hierarchically structured semantic representations. We formulate chart generation
from a semantic point of view and look at the use of declaratively stated mapping rules
relating the semantic and the syntactic structures. We consider context free grammars
as well as non-concatenative grammars in the family of Tree-Adjoining Grammars
(Lexicalised D-Tree Grammars).
We first briefly summarise the idea of chart parsing in Section 6.2.1 in order to introduce
terminology which we will use extensively later. A second reason for us to look at chart
parsing is because the initial attempts to use charts for generation were very similar to
the parsing techniques. We then survey existing proposals for using charts in generation
(Section 6.2). In Section 6.2.3 we formulate chart generation for context-free grammars
whose nodes are annotated with semantic information represented in a non-hierarchical
formalism and we give an example of generating a sentence in Section 6.2.3.2. In
Section 6.2.4 we offer the details for chart generation using DTGs.
6.2.1 The notion of a chart
Active charts are a data structure which is at the heart of a generalisation of a parsing
algorithm for context free grammars initially proposed by Jay Earley in the early 1970s
[Earley 70]. Chart parsing was introduced in Computational Linguistics by Martin Kay
[Kay 80].6 The details of this section are based on an earlier version of [Ritchie 97].
Abstractly a chart is a data structure which contains information about
partial and completed analyses of substrings of the input sentence. Sub¬
strings of the input sentence are identified by position numbers.7
6 Introductions to chart parsing can be found in [Thompson & Ritchie 84, Gazdar & Mellish 89,
Covington 94],
She likes Paris
7 Here is an example of a sentence with the string positions: TIT
0 12 3
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Definition 6.18 (Dotted rule)
Given a CFG G of the form (hx, Vjv, S, P), a dotted rule based on G is
r —* l\ • l2 where r —*• I £ P and l\ and l2 are substrings of I such that
hh = I- Where either l\ or l2 is empty, they are omitted from the expres¬
sion.
Definition 6.19 (Chart)
Given a CFG G of the form (Vj, Vpj, S, P), and a sequence of terminal
symbols a\a2 .. ,an £ Vf, a chart based on a\a2 ■ ■ .an and using G is a set
C of triples (i,j,r) which meets the following conditions:
1. for every (i,j,r) £ Cit holds that 0 < i < j < n and r is a dotted rule
based on G.
2. for every ai £ {ai, a2,..., an}, and for every rule of the form
L —► a{ £ P, there is an element (i — 1, i, L —>■ a,- • ) £ C.
The final stipulation in this definition corresponds to something that would
be treated as the initialisation phase of a procedural construction of a chart
for a sentence.
Each element of a chart is referred to as an edge (since charts are often de¬
picted as directed graphs); an edge of the form (i,j, c —»• C\... ct_i • a .. .Ck)
is referred to as an active edge, and an edge of the form (i, j, c —*■ Ci... Ck • )
is an inactive edge. Informally, edges represent constituents found so far by
the parser, or rules which have been introduced to the parsing process. The
"dot" in a dotted rule denotes progress through the right hand side of the
rule, indicating which required constituents have been found so far, and the
first two components of the edge indicate the region of the string concerned.
Inactive edges represent complete constituents which have been found by
the parser and active edges indicate partial constituents which require fur¬
ther constituents to become whole. An active edge (i,i,c->- • c\...Ck)
is referred to as an empty active edge; it represents a constituent none of
which has been found yet, but for which a suitable rule has been introduced
into the chart.
The central idea of active chart parsing (sometimes known as the funda¬
mental rule8) is that wherever there is an adjacent compatible pair of an
active and an inactive edge, a further edge should also be in the chart to
represent the combined information of these two edges. The notion of "com¬
patibility" required here is that the inactive edge represents a constituent
of category c, and the active edge requires a constituent of the type c as
the next part of the right hand side of its dotted rule. Also, the right end
(second component) of the active edge and the left end (first component)
of the inactive edge must coincide.
8 The term fundamental rule is due to Henry Thompson. The fundamental rule is also referred to as
the multiplication rule.
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Definition 6.20 (Fully resolved chart)
A chart C is fully resolved if for every pair of edges
(i,j, c —> c\ ... cm_i • cm ... cn) (where m < n) and (j, k, cm —» a » ) (for
some a € Vfj U Vr), there is also an edge (i,k,c —► c\ .. .cm ♦ cm+\ ... cn)
(if m < n) or (i,k,c —>■ c\ .. ,cn • ) (if n = m).
A chart parser is driven by two principles: one is that of edge combination,
as given immediately above, and the other is the introduction of rules into
the chart. The latter is normally done in one of two ways, either bottom-up
or top-down.
Bottom-up rule introduction can be glossed informally as "if there is a
complete constituent matching the first category on the RHS of a rule, then
an edge for that rule must be present at the start of that constituent":
Definition 6.21 (Bottom-up explored chart)
A chart C is bottom-up explored if for every inactive edge (i,j,Ci —> a • )
there is also an edge (i,i,c-+ • C\ ... cn) for every rule in the grammar of
the form c C\.. .cn.
This should perhaps be known as left-corner explored.
Top-down rule introduction can be glossed informally as "if there is an edge
seeking a particular category, there must be, at the same position, edges
for every rule which could expand that category":
Definition 6.22 (Top-down explored chart)
A chart C is top-down explored if for every edge of the form
(i,j, c —> Ci ... cm • cm+1 ...cn) there is also an edge (j, j, cm+1 ->• a) for
every rule in the grammar of the form cm+i —»■ a. Also, there is an (empty
active) edge (0, 0, S —> * a) for every rule of the form S —► a.
VP ->VNP«PP
NP -> PN •
Figure 6.5: Fundamental rule for chart parsing
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6.2.1.1 Chart properties, strategies and algorithms
So far we have talked about properties of charts (e.g., top-down explored). This is
perhaps the highest level of abstraction at which we can state what charts are with¬
out reference to idiosyncratic details of a particular implementation. Once we know
what is it that we want to model (i.e., the properties or behaviour of charts) we can
start devising algorithms that meet these criteria. We will be more specific about
implementation details regarding generation in Section 6.2.5.
6.2.2 Approaches to chart generation
The active chart technique has also been used for generation [Masahiko & Matsumoto 93,
Haruno et al. 93]. We present a brief rational reconstruction of the approach.9 In
contrast to parsing in generation we need to associate semantics with its possible re¬
alisations and thus the categories of our rules will be more complex. We assume they
have the form Syn/Sem where Syn is the syntactic category of the expression and
Sem is the semantics. The format of rules becomes:
CatjSem —> c\/S\,..., cnjSn
In the following we will represent 'dotted' rules by explicitly labelling the syntac¬
tic constituents which have not been realised with '?'. The reason for that is that
while in chart parsing the dot • separates the syntactic constituents that have been
found/expanded (in a left to right fashion!) from those that haven't, in generation it
is often preferable to expand certain constituents before others which need not neces¬
sarily precede them in the final string.10 Here a chart will consist not only of edges
but also of forward links. Links are used in order to express the fact that two edges
are adjacent. The semantic head11 will be marked by #.
In the following we first present the rules for a bottom-up chart generation. Then
we state the conditions for top-down processing. Active edges are drawn above the
9 We use the notation we have introduced so far and do not give an example in Japanese.
10 Often in implementations one orders the constituents in the order in which it would be best to
expand them and the linear order of the surface string is determined by other means (e.g., by using
the technique of difference lists in Prolog.
11 As in the SHDG algorithm which we reviewed in Chapter 2 the semantic head is a (complex) category
in the LHS of a CFG grammar rule whose semantics is identical to the semantics of the RHS (mother).
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vertices using a solid line; inactive (complete) edges are drawn below the edges with a
dashed line. Also the edges that are 'added'12 (i.e., the edges that are on the RHS of
the implication in the statement of the schemata) are given in the figures in italics.
Definition 6.23 (Dynamic pivot introduction)
For every edge (i,j,c —> Ci/Si... Ick/Sk ■ ■ .cn/Sn) in the chart C (where
Ck is the first non-expanded constituent) and all rules of the form:
a/S —> word such that S and Sk are unifiable13 there is an inactive edge
(w, w\a/S —» word) and a forward link (j, w) in C.
See Figure 6.6.




Figure 6.6: Dynamic pivot introduction
Definition 6.24 (Head-corner prediction)
For every inactive edge (i,j,c/S—>a) in the chart C and all
rules of the form fi—^c\/S\... fick/Sk ■ ■ .cn/Sn where # marks
the semantic head and S and Sk are unifiable there is an edge





Figure 6.7: Head-corner prediction
12 If the edges are already in the chart there is no need for them to be included again.
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Definition 6.25 (Fundamental rule)
For every active edge (i,j, c —> c\/S\ ... Ick/Sk • • .cn/Sn) and an inactive
edge (w,k,a if there is a forward link (j,w) and Ck/S is unifiable
with a then there is an edge {i, k,c-+ ci/S\... a ... cn/Sn) in C.
See Figure 6.8.
/3 > c\ IS\... ol ... cn /Sn
Figure 6.8: Fundamental rule
We show what the behaviour of the algorithm is using the simple grammar in Figure 6.9.
(1) s/LF —* np/X, #vp(X,Y)/LF. (4) v(X,Y)/likes(X,Y) —» likes.
(2) vp(X,Y)/LF —> #v(X,Y)/LF, np/Y. (5) v(Y,X)/likes(X,Y) —»■ pleases.
(3) np/j —¥ john. (6) np/m —> mary.
Figure 6.9: Example grammar (SynCat/Sem —> ... #head ...)
Figure 6.10 shows the state of the chart using the grammar in Figure 6.9. The input
generation goal is s/likes (j ,m). Only edges used for the derivation of John likes Mary
are shown.14
The first inactive edge is introduced from grammar rule (4). Head-corner prediction
leads to the creation of active edge 2 using grammar rule (2). Dynamic pivot introduc¬
tion acting on active edge 2 introduces inactive edge 3 using grammar rule (6) and puts
a forward link (Ll) from the end of edge 2 to the beginning of edge 3. The fundamental
rule puts together edges 2 and 3 connected with link Ll and creates inactive edge 4.
Inactive edge 4 (due to head-corner prediction) leads to active edge 5. Active edge 5
(due to dynamic pivot introduction) leads to the creation of inactive edge 6 and link L3
connecting the end of edge 5 and the beginning of edge 6. The fundamental rule acting
on active edge 5 and inactive edge 6 gives inactive edge 7 which is the final result.
14 Another realisation of the same semantics is also possible—Mary pleases John.
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5: s/ljm ->■ ?np/j, vp(j,m)/ljm
7: s/ljm -+ np/j, vp(j,m)/ljm
Figure 6.10: State of the chart, ljm abbreviates likes(john,mary)
The conditions for exploring the chart in a top-down manner are:
Procedure l': For every active edge (i,j, c —»■ C\/S\ ... Ick/Sk ■ • -Cn/Sn)
in C (where Ck is the first non-expanded constituent) and all rules of the
form: a/S —» ax ... an such that Sk and S are unifiable, there is an empty
active edge (x, x, a —> a\ ... an) and a forward link (j, x).
See Figure 6.11.
a/S -> al... an
c -> cl ... ?ck/Sk ... cn
-=»-
1 j x
Figure 6.11: Constraints for top-down regime
However, the interpretation of edges is not very intuitive in this framework. While
in parsing active edges express possible completions of a string of words a similar
analogy for the presented approach cannot be made. We propose an alternative chart
generation specification in Section 6.2.3.
Adjacent edges cannot be placed in a linear sequence.
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6.2.3 The new formulation
In the following we present chart generation from non-hierarchical input. We believe
the new formulation is simpler, more intuitive and allows for direct connections to
work on parsing (which is why we introduced chart parsing earlier in Section 6.2.1).
We formulate chart generation for CFGs and give an illustrative example. This section
serves as a gradual introduction to the more important one on chart generation with
non-concatenative grammars (Section 6.2.4).
We consider augmented context-free grammar rules where each node specifies what its
semantics is. Each graph appearing in the rules has a' single node ("the semantic head
concept") which acts as a root. The CFG rule:
cat ■ C'j ... ■.
now becomes:
cat/Graph — Head —»■ c\/G\ — H%,..., cn/Gn — Hn.
All graphs Gi on the righthand side should be subgraphs of Graph. A semantic head
daughter is a righthand side constituent whose head concept for its semantics is identi¬
cal to the head concept of the left hand side constituent (this notion of a head daughter
here is different from the one employed in [Shieber et al. 90] where the head daughter
must have the same semantics as the mother).
If the generator uses the notion of approximate generation what constitutes success
becomes different from the requirement that the generator must consume all of the
semantics. We will address this later.
As later we consider non-concatenative grammars (dtgs) we will not use the notion of
one level productions as they are used for context-free grammars. We will talk about
the top level syntactic category and the leaf non-terminal constituents of an elementary
structure (d-tree).
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Definition 6.26 (Edges)
Edges are tuples (Sem, Head, Struc,Goals) where:
1. Sem is how much of the initial Sem Graph is covered by the edge;
2. Head is the head concept of Sem;
3. Struc is the syntactic structure annotated with semantic information;
4. Goals is a list of remaining (generation) goals which are triples in the
format SynCat/G - H.
5. There must be a mapping rule Sem — Head <=> Synt in the grammar
which is used to create the edge.
Inactive edges are edges with an empty list of remaining goals:
(Sem, Head, Syn, {})
The linear notion 'to refer to a portion of the input (i,j)' is now replaced with a
subgraph Si of the Input Semantics. The dot • which was used to separate the
covered/expanded constituents from those expected to be covered is replaced with the
notion of the remaining (generation) goals.
Initialisation: For every subgraph S of the InputSem which matches closely the se¬
mantics Sem of a mapping rule R with no internal generation goals
Cat/Sem - Head -*[word] the edge (S,Head,R,{}) is in the chart C.
Fundamental Rule: If the chart C contains an active edge
(Semi, Headi, Rulei, {Syn\/Sem\ — Head\) U Goals),
and an inactive edge
(Sem2, Head2, Rule2, {}),
s.t. Sem( matches Sem2 and Syn[ is unifiable with the mother node of Rule2, then
there is in the chart C an edge (5emiU Sem2, Head\, Rule[, Goals) where Rule[ might
be a more instantiated version of Rulei.
Abstractly the fundamental rule is saying the very same thing as the fundamental rule
for CFG parsing: If there is an edge that needs something and there is an edge that
provides it, then the system can make progress on the first structure.
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6.2.3.1 Principles of rule introduction
Top-down: For every goal Cat/Sem—Head in the remaining generation goals of any
edge there is an edge in C (Seme, Head, R, Goals) if there is a rule R':
Cat'/Sem' — Head —»■ Goals and the mother syntactic category of the syntactic struc¬
ture of the rule Cat' unified with Cat results in the mapping rule R' being possibly
more instantiated R and the semantics of the generation goal Sem matches the seman¬
tics of the rule Sem' and Sem' covers Seme from the InputSem (by itself, not jointly
with Sem).
Top-down initialisation: For every mapping rule R: s/Sem — H RHS s.t. Sem
matches the Input Semantics there is in the chart C an edge (Sem', H, Synt, RHS).
The above is equivalent to having the initial (0, 0, s —► • c\ .. .cn) edges in top-down
chart parsing.
Bottom-up: An edge (Sem, Head, Rule, {}) is in the chart C if there is a rule Rule
cat/S — Head —> RHS and there are inactive edges corresponding to all of its non-
expanded constituents in RHS (Semi, Hi, Synti, {}) where
n
Sem = (S l^J Semi) fl InputSem
i=1
The equivalent to the left-corner bottom-up strategy is (now a head corner one):
Head-corner: For every inactive edge
(Sem, Head, Struc, {})
there is also an edge (Sem), Head, Ri, RHSjGoalsi\(Cat/Sem—Head)) for all rules Rf.
Cati/Semi — Head —> ... (Cat/Sem — Head)... which share the same semantic head
Head and whose internal generation goals (RHS) are Goalsi. Sem\ = Sem{0InputSem.
These definitions for cfg chart generation might seem somewhat abstract and we give
an illustrative example in the next section.
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6.2.3.2 Example for CFGs
In this section we give an example of how a sentence (Honest men sleep soundly)
is generated using a chart which is explored top-down. The grammar is shown in
Figure 6.12.
s/| animate]«-(agnt)- © act
vp/ © act -{MANr)->| manner]
vp/| animate |<-(aGNT)- o act






np/ 0 animate vp/| animate |^-(agnt}- © act
vp/ © act , adv/ © manner
v/ 0 act






Figure 6.12: Example grammar with non-hierarchical semantics.
Concepts written like ©CONCEPT: REF are the head concepts of graphs (i.e., 0 marks
the head). A state of the chart is shown in Figure 6.13. In order to be consistent with
the adopted conventions in chart parsing we draw active edges above the subgraph that
they cover. Inactive edges are similarly shown below the subgraph that they cover.
Generation goals are visualised as non-terminal syntactic nodes linked to the head
semantic concept of the subgraph they cover (the subgraph covered by the generation
goal is not shown). Edges are numbered in the order in which they were entered into
the chart.
Table 6.1 gives the order in which edges are introduced into the chart and the reason
why they were put in it. As can be seen from the table the interactions of an edge are
considered immediately.
This example is carefully chosen to illustrate the aspect of chart generation. The
more examples are considered, it becomes quickly apparent, that it is very hard to use
visualisation approaches which have active edges above and inactive below the parts of
the semantics they represent. This is because we no longer have the one dimensional
index positions as in parsing but the two dimensional headed subgraph notion which
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NP VP
HONEST MEN SLEEP SOUNDLY
Figure 6.13: Top-down chart generation.
Edge Rule Type Principle
1 AP —> [honest]. inactive Initialisation
2 N —>■ [men]. ?? 55
3 V —> [sleep]. 55 55
4 ADV —> [soundly]. 55 55
5 S —> NP, VP. active Top-down initialisation
6 NP -* AP, NP. 55 Top-down introduction on NP in 5
7 NP -> N. 55 Top-down introduction on NP in 5
8 NP -f N. inactive Fundamental rule: 7 + 2
9 NP -+ AP, NP. 55 Fundamental rule: 6 + (1 + 8)
10 VP -+ VP, ADV. active Top-down introduction on VP in 5
11 VP -> V. 55 Top-down introduction on VP in 5
12 VP -> V. inactive Fundamental rule: 11 + 3
13 5 IVP, FP. 55 Fundamental rule: 5 + (8 + 12)
14 S -► NP, VP. 55 Fundamental rule: 5 + (9 + 12)
15 VP -► FP, APF 55 Fundamental rule: 10 + (12 + 4)
16 5 NP, VP. 55 Fundamental rule: 5 + (8 + 15)
17 S -> IVP, FP. 55 Fundamental rule: 5 + (9 + 15)
Table 6.1: Example order in which rules are introduced into the chart
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is used to index edges.
One method of presenting the semantically indexed chart is to have (as in the case
of parsing) a two dimensional array where along the row we have the head concepts
and along the columns we have the sets of active and inactive edges indexed by the
particular head concept on the left. Table 6.2 gives a flavour of how the semantic chart
looks. The structure of the individual items is: Cat;ndea;/[Cat(idx), ...], i.e., a category
with a subcategorisation list. Elements on the subcat list are gradually consumed (a
la hpsg-style) until none are required. The index in Cat index is needed in case the
constituent's head index is not the one for the row in which the item is placed (cf.
items 5,6 and 10). Inactive edges have the format: Cat/[].
Vertex Active Inactive
h 6 npTO/[ap(h),np(m)] 1 ap/[]
m 6' np/[np(m)] 2 n/[]
7 np/[n(m)] 8 np/0
5 ss/[np(m),vp(s)] 9 np/[]
s 5' s/[vp(s)] 3 v/Q
10' vp/[vp(s)] 12 vp/0
11 vp/[v(s)] 15 vp/0
13,14,16,17 s/0
so 10 vps/[vp(s),adv(so)] 4 adv/0
Table 6.2: The semantic chart
Active edge 5 combines with inactive edge 9 and according to the fundamental rule
gives rise to 5'.15 We, thus, combine items in the same row and place the items in a
row for which the next element on the subcategorisation list will be indexed on. If the
subcat list is exhausted then we use the index of the category in order to decide where
to place the new item. We will not dwell more on the visualisation of the semantic
chart here.16
15 In the previous chart we combined 5 simultaneously with 9 and 15 so as not to clutter the picture.
Here we need to do things in 'slow motion' in order to illustrate the fundamental rule.
16 This formulation of the semantic chart was briefly presented by M. Kay at ESSLLI'97 (one slide).
We have been a bit liberal with the SUBCAT lists, i.e., we did not use s/[np(agnt),np(ptnt)], in order
to have more parallels between the chart in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.13.
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6.2.4 Chart generation for DTGs
In chart parsing we had dotted rules which recorded the progress that that parser
had made with a CFG rule from left to right. In fact what we were interested in was
what constituents remained to be parsed (for recognition). This is straightforward to
modify for the case of DTGs. Instead of CFG productions we have d-trees and instead
of remaining constituents to the right we can have a set of remaining constituents to
be generated. Because we are interested in generation we are no longer tied to the
adjacency constraints for parsing.
Here edges will contain similar information as in the case for CFGs:
Definition 6.27 (DTG Edges)
Edges are tuples (Sem, Head, MR, Goals) where:
1. Sem is how much of the initial semantics (InputSem) is covered by
the edge;
2. Head is the head concept of Sem;
3. MR is a mapping rule (i.e., a syntactic structure (d-tree) annotated
with semantic information);
4. Goals is a list of remaining (generation) goals which are triples in the
format SynCat/G — H.
The abstract notion of an edge and its use is almost identical to the CFG case. The
differences lie in the fact that the syntactic-semantic structures are now d-trees and in
order to combine two structures we again will be interested in the root nodes of the
structures and also in the other projection nodes which might happen to be internal.
The projection nodes are the nodes that are identified with the complementation nodes
during subsertion (see Section 4.3.2).
6.2.4.1 Inference rules
Initialisation:
For every subgraph S of the input semantics InputSem which matches closely a lexical
mapping rule MR (i.e., a rule with no internal generation goals) (Sem, Head, MR, {})
is in the chart C. Head must be in InputSem and Sem is the maximal projection of
the applicability semantics of MR and InputSem.
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Strictly speaking the initialisation stage is not necessary for top-down processing. Yet,
in a truly lexicalised grammar this stage will give all possible mapping rules that will
need to be considered (of course allowing for non-lexical but lexicalised! rules). What
we have in mind above is the equivalent of setting up the preterminal categories in
parsing.
We consider two stages of processing (performed in sequence): (i) skeleton building,
and (ii) covering the remaining semantics (cf. Section 5.3) and the fundamental rules
for these stages differ slightly:
Fundamental Rule (complementation stage):
If the chart C contains an active edge (Si, Head, MR, {Cat}/S[ - Hi} U Goals), and
an inactive edge (5*2, H2, MR2, {}), s.t. S[ matches £2 (joining Hi and H2) and
Cat} is unifiable with syn(projjnode(MR2)),17 then there is in C an edge (Si U
5*2, Head, MR', Goals) where MR' might be more instantiated than MR due to the
unification of the syntactic nodes and the maximal join between the semantic struc¬
tures.
Fundamental Rule (modification stage):
If the chart C contains a modifying inactive edge (S, H, MR, {}) and a modified edge
(active or inactive) (Si, Hi, MR\, Goals) s.t. MRi contains a node N with semantic
annotation Sn — Hjy (graph-head) and sister adjunction constraint (LR, Syn^) and
S — H matches Sn — H^, MR is consistent with Synpj, then there is in C an edge
(5i US, Hi, MR}, Goals). Again MR' is possibly the more instantiated version of MRi
due to the matchings on the syntactic and semantic sides.
Top-down initialisation:
For every mapping rule MR whose applicability semantics is Sem — H (graph-head)
s.t. Sem matches the input semantics InputSem there is in the chart C an edge
(Sem', H, MR, Goals) where Goals is the set of internal generation goals of MR (the
leaf non-terminal nodes of MR with their linkage to the semantics).
Top-down prediction (complementation stage):
17 syn(proj-node(MR2)) refers to the syntactic part of one of the maximal projection nodes of the
d-tree of mapping rule MR2 ■
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For every goal Cat/Sem — Head in the remaining generation goals of any edge there
is an edge in the chart C (Seme, Head', MR', Goals) if there is a mapping rule MR
with applicability semantics Sem2 — Head2 (graph-head) and Head and Head2 can
be joined resulting in Head', Cat unifies with syn(projjnode(MR)), Sem matches
Sem2 and Sem2 covers Seme from the input semantics InputSem (by itself, not jointly
with Sem). Again MR' is possibly the more instantiated version of MR\ due to the
matchings on the syntactic and semantic sides.
Bottom-up prediction:
An edge {Sem, Head, MR!, {}) is in the chart C if there is a mapping rule MR with ap¬
plicability semantics S—Head (graph-head) and there are inactive edges corresponding
to all of its non-expanded constituents (Semi, Hi, MRi, {}) where
n
Sem = (S [J Semi) fl Input Semantics.
i=1
The bottom-up prediction is very similar indeed to head corner bottom-up parsing
[vanNoord 93].
The details of our implementation of the chart generation are based on an implemen¬
tation of a CFG chart parser by Chris Mellish [Mellish 95].
Prediction The edge that is being added is active (it has a non-empty set of gener¬
ation goals), but there is no edge for it to combine with already in the chart. In this
case the required edges are predicted, by entering an initial active edge for each way
they can be built.
Scanning The edge that is being entered is active, and there are edges with which
it can combine. For each of these edges the fundamental rule is applied, giving rise to
further edges.
Completion The edge that is being entered is complete. For each of the active edges
that it can combine with, the fundamental rule is applied, giving rise to further edges.
We consider agenda-based processing in the next chapter.
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6.2.4.2 Recovering sentence structure
We use a technique for encoding a generation forest (which is similar to a parse forest).
Edges are annotated with information about which other edges lead to their creation
and how. Derivations are enumerated top-down by first locating an edge that consumes
all the input semantics (or in the approximate generation case a sufficient part of it).
Then the links to the 'creators' (similar to the list of daughters in the parsing forests
for cfg grammars) of the edge are recursively followed and their d-trees are recovered.
Once these are computed the two d-trees involved in the creation of the first edge that
was considered are put together giving rise to the final d-tree. This d-tree (description
of a tree) is converted to a tree by closing off all d-links.
In recursively exploring the creators of edges, not all descriptions in all edges are taken
into account. Intermediate and inactive edges do not contribute structural material.
Only lexical edges and edges that have been introduced by top-down prediction or
modification do. The actual type of the edge is expressed in the 'creators' field. In cases
where the edge was put in the chart because of two other edges we also keep the nodes
in the descriptions of the trees corresponding to these edges that will be identified when
the two descriptions are put together. This information was computed anyway while
deciding wether the two edges can combine. The information is indeed recoverable but
having these node explicitly represented allows for very efficient enumeration of the
derivations. We will see examples of the annotations that go in the 'creators' field and
actual recovering of generated trees in the next section.
6.2.5 Example
In this section we show an example of the trace of the generation of the sentence
Alexander launched a full-scale attack on Athens.




will be written as Cat(attr1 :val!, attr2:val2)
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In the follwoing we will be visualising edges by showing their:
• identifier (Id field);
• the parts of the input semantics they consume (Cnsmd field);
• the list ofmaximal projections (MaxPs field), each element is a triple of syntactic
node, feature structure and semantic handle;
• d-tree (Syn field). We will display the trees graphically. We will need to identify
some nodes by their name (and not just their labels.
• list of internal generation goals (Goals field). This is a list of elements in the
same format as in the MaxPs field. An empty Goals list means that the edge is
an inactive one.
• information about why the edge is in the chart (Created field).
twain["nicolas/protector] protector
»> PROTECTOR loaded «<








manr(a,f) ] % [FULL.SCALE]
The goal is to realise the above semantics as a sentence (S). The first edge that is added
in the chart is a transitive construction. It is chosen in the top-down initialisation (the
value of the Created field is [top-down]) because it has an applicability semantics
which matches the input semantics above, and the maximal projection and root of its
syntactic part unifies with our syntactic goal.
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npO(l) -> np v np <- npl(l)
I
v (1)




This is an active edge. It needs to fill in the preterminal position (node v(l)), and to
generate its subject (node npO(l)) and object (node npl(l)). The nodes of the tree
(not their lables) (npl(l), v(l), npO(l), etc.) have an index which in this case is the
same as the identifier of the edge (Id). These are not always the same. They can differ
when a new edge (edge identifier is increased) is usig the d-tree of a previous edge but
just reducing the number of elements on the Goals list.
Edge 1 predicts that it needs a tree that can be subserted at node v(l), i.e., a tree
with root/maximal projection v(vform:fin) and semantics with a head handle a (the
concept attack ). A structure that satisfies these requrements is a lexical definition
which is entered in the chart.
### Prediction for edge ... : 1










In contrast to the top-down generation we do not combine the two structures together.
Edge 2 simply says that it realises the concept 0 attack . It also says in the Created
field that its syntax can be incorporated with the syntactic structure in edge 1 at node
v(l). The actual incorporation happens in the phase of enumerating the derivation
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structures.
Edge 2 is an inactive edge and can combine with any other edge looking for it. Having
been predicted by edge 1 it is natural that they can combine resulting in edge 3 which
is like edge 1 but with one less generation goal. Also note how the consumed semantics
includes the semantics of both 'creator' edges.
### Completions for edge . . . : 2













Edge 3 is also an edge where we have examples of the identifier of the edge and the
index of the nodes in the d-tree being different. Edge 3 represents an elementary
structure as defined in the mathematical framework of D-Tree grammars — the lexical
anchor is in place. Edge 3 (just like edge 1) still needs these two NPs for the subject
and object of the construction. So it predicts the first.
Edge 4 is interesting because its consumed semantics is empty. In a way it is there just
to add some syntactic structure.
### Prediction for edge ... : 3
### Entering edge predict:3/np0(l)
Id : 4
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Edge 5 is introduced because our current goal matches a lexical definition.
### Prediction for edge ... : 4










Edge 6 represents returning to the vacuous edge 4 and making it inactive.
### Completions for edge . . . : 5










Note that while the linguistic knowledge base (grammar) does contain other mapping
rules for NP they do not apply because they are not semantically licensed. The referent
of the concept PERSON: Alexander |, i.e., the name Alexander can only license the
proper name construction. Here we see the the conditions associated with mapping
rule put to use. Now that we know how to generate at least one subject for edge 3
we can concentrate on generating the object NP: edge 7 is like edge 3 but has one
generation goal less and it also has consumed more of the input semantics.
### Completions for edge . . . : 6











npO(l) -> np attacks np <- npl(l)
Goals : [npl(1):np(case:nom):t]
Created: [complete:3/np0(l):6]
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Edges 8-10 represent generating the object NP are identical to
### Prediction for edge ... : 7










### Prediction for edge ... : 8










### Completions for edge . . . : 9










Thus far, we know how to generate all complements of the original construction that
we found. So this construction can be made into an inactive edge.
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edges 4-6.
### Completions for edge . . . : 10
### Entering edge complete:7/npl(1):10
Id : 11
Cnsmd: a:[town(t, 'Athens'),commander(c,'Alexander'),attack(a,_),
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If we were working in scenarios with time-pressure (time-outs) the system could allow
interruption at this stage and if need be it can quickly recover a skeletal structure like:
Alexander attacks Athens.
As an alternative ot the very first mapping rule we chose we could consider an aler-
native which involves a light verb (launch an attack). Edge 12 is predicted from the
initialisation.




























While structurally different from the d-tree in edge 1, edge 12 is still going to look
for the same complements: a nominative NP with a handle c (commander) and a
accusative NP with handle t (town). These have already been found previously and all
we need to do is update the Created fields to reflect that the NP edges are also needed
by the new alternative construction. Here is the update for the edge corresponding to
the subject N P:
### Prediction for edge ... : 12
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Edge 13 reflects the fact that we know how to deal with the subject.

















np0(7) -> np launches an attack on np <-npl(7)
Goals : [npl(7):np(case:acc):t]
Created: [complete:12/np0(7):4]
Edge 13 will predict we will be looking for the object N P which we already know how to
find. So we update the corresponding edge to include the information that its structure
will be used by the current edge (13).
### Prediction for edge ... : 13










Now we have all that was needed for the alternative top-level construction: we add an
inactive edge.
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Edge 13 reflects the fact that we know how to deal with the subject.


















np0(7) -> np launches an attack on np <-npl(7)
Goals : [npl(7):np(case:acc):t]
Created: [complete:12/npO(7):4]
Edge 13 will predict we will be looking for the object N P which we already know how to
find. So we update the corresponding edge to include the information that its structure
will be used by the current edge (13).
### Prediction for edge ... : 13
### Updating edge 8: predict:13/npl(7)
Id : 8








Now we have all that was needed for the alternative top-level construction: we add an
inactive edge.
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+ + + +
det nbar p |
I n | |
np launches an attack on np
Goals : []
Created: [complete:13/npl(7):10]
This concludes the top-down phase when initial mapping rules are chosen and their
complements are explored (but not combined) recursively. In phase 2 the system
augments, extends existing edges by combining them with modification constructions
which are semantically licensed.
### PHASE 2: incorporating modifiers ################################












For explanatory purposes the mapping rule 011 which edge 15 is based, has been made
more specific that it really is. In particular the lexical anchor full-scale has already
been specified in the mapping rule rather than having it being generated through an
internal generation goal. Figure 6.14 what the modification mapping rule.
Note that the mapping rule in Figure 6.14 does not consume the 0 attack concept
(it is not in the Cnsmd field of edge 15).
The inactive modification edge 15 can combine with the inactive skeletal edge 14 pro¬
ducing edge 16 which covers all of the semantics.
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Figure 6.14: Adjectival construction










| + + + +
| det nbar p |
I I n I |
I I I I I
np launches an attack on np
Goals : []
Created: [mod(pre):14/nbar(7):15/nbar(8)]
The Created field of edge 16 specifies that when the d-trees corresponding to edge 14
and edge 15 are put together (using sister adjunction) nodes nbar(7) and nbar(8)
will be identified.
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Solutions : 1
Time : 540msec
Generation time: 28msec =19+9
Mapping rules . . : 8
Edges : 16
The example took 540 msec to be generated (including the display of the tracing
information). If the system tracer is switched off the example is generated in 28 msec!
19 msec of these were spent generating the chart and 9 msec enumerating the derivation
and converting the tree description into a tree.
PROPOSITION:
Figure 6.15: Input semantics for the Mitterrand example
6.2.6 How to express/impress
In this section we present some of the structures (including partial results) that are
produced during the generation of the semantics shown in Figure 6.15. This example is
from [Zock 90] where it is discussed from a psycholinguistic perpective. (...) represents
syntactically incomplete sentences.
• Mitterrand nationalizes the banks.
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The nationalization of the banks by Mitterrand (...)
The banks are nationalized by Mitterrand.
The banks, nationalized by Mitterrand (...)
The nationalization decided by Mitterrand (...)
The nationalization is decided by Mitterrand.
Mitterrand decides to nationalize the banks.
Mitterrand decides on the nationalization of the banks.
The decision of Mitterrand to nationalize the banks (...)
The nationalization of the banks decided by Mitterrand (...)
The nationalization of the banks is decided by Mitterrand.
The banks, nationalized by Mitterrand, (...)
The press publishes the decision of Mitterrand.
The press publishes Mitterrand's decision.
The press's publication of Mitterrand's decision (...)
The publication by the press of Mitterrand's decision (...)
The publication by the press that Mitterrand decides (...)
The decision of Mitterrand, published by the press (...)
The decision of Mitterrand is published by the press.
The decision on the nationalization by Mitterrand is published by the press.
The nationalization decided by Mitterrand is published by the press.
The press publishes that Mitterrand decides to nationalize the banks.
The press publishes Mitterrand's decision to nationalize the banks.
The publication of Mitterrand's decision to nationalize the banks (...)
The decision of Mitterrand to nationalize the banks is published by the press.
The decision made by Mitterrand to nationalize the banks is published by the
press.
Mitterrand decides to nationalize the banks.
Mitterrand decides on the nationalization of the banks.
Mitterrand's decision to nationalize the banks is published by the press.
The nationalization of the banks decided by Mitterrand is published by the press.
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• The nationalization of the banks that Mitterrand decides is published by the
press.
• Mitterrand's nationalization of the banks (...)
• The banks are nationalized by Mitterrand.
• The banks nationalized by Mitterrand.
6.3 Discussion
At the beginning of this chapter we observed that one of the reasons for backtracking
was the existence of lexical and syntactic gaps. But why are there lexical and syntactic
gaps? In a computational setting in the context of multilingual generation this is due
to the fact that in the interlingua18 any distinction which can be made by any of the
languages involved must be represented and disambiguated. Most of the generation
systems consider a limited subset of the language (the grammatical knowledge of even
the largest generation systems is very small compared to the real language). In a well
constrained domain it is easier to avoid such pitfalls. Interestingly enough, it is again
due to the same reason (insufficient coverage) that generators are likely to encounter
dead ends like in examples 6.2-6.5. We are not concerned in this thesis with the
question of why gaps exist in the language per se.
When one has a model where any change in the syntax implies a change in the se¬
mantics, the difference/motivation for non-determinism in the variation produced is
much reduced. Our stance is that it is very hard (if not impossible) to describe ev¬
ery syntactic variation without starting to introduce semantic features directly related
(perfectly aligned) to these syntactic choices (in effect this is the approach taken by
Systemic Grammar) and in a large number of engineering applications the input would
not be as specific as required for NLG. Underspecified input is still not an argument for
non-deterministic models of processing. It is possible to augment the input with appro¬
priate defaults, which would then be expressible by a generation system [O'Donnell 96].
If the current augmented input specification cannot be expressed for one reason or an¬
other the original input could be augmented differently and this could be fed into the
18 That is if one is using an interlingual representation. A multilingual grammar does not necessarily
commit to an interlingua.
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generator afresh. This is the notion of re-generation to which we referred earlier (see
page 18). In this thesis we consider the augmenting of the original input on a need be
basis and control it by the upper and lower semantic bounds.
6.3.1 The space of chart generators
In describing chart generation we have been making reference to some parameters
whose different instantiations give rise to the following space of chart generators:
ways of exploring the chart: bottom-up, top-down, head-driven.
order of generating constituents: left to right, right to left, any, parallel. This is
related to bidirectional chart parsing [Steel & DeRoeck 87, Mellish et al. 94].
semantic covering: complete and coherent vs. approximate matching.
6.3.2 Kay's complexity argument for CFGs
2"
A structure (say an NP) with n modifiers would lead to Y2 ^ items in the chart only
»'=o
one of which is acceptable (the NP with all the n modifiers) an observation made by
M. Kay in [Kay 96]. This is a serious problem for CFG chart generation because one
2n
doesn't want the other ]T) i! — 1 edges to start interacting with other edges in the chart.
»=o
For our framework this is not a problem as we consider the syntactic structures to be
partial. In fact in the first stage we don't even consider modifiers. We start elaborating
on modifiers after the skeletal structure has been built. Due to the extensions we have
added to DTGs regarding the order of modifiers we don't have to decide on the order
of modifiers for the items in the chart (all that happens when we read off (recover)
the generated sentence). Although the complexity for our case is lower we still have
multiple edges rooted at the distinguished category which may not cover all the input.
The computation terminates because there are a finite number of initial edges that can
be put in the chart and each interaction of edges strictly consumes more semantics and
leads to an edge that covers a subgraph of the input semantics and there are a finite
number of such subgraphs.
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In [Norvig 91] Norvig considers automatic memoization for CFG parsing. One can
consider doing the same for generation (in fact Norvig's method is general enough
to handle any memoization). However, the table search can be extremely expensive
computationally so much so that it dominates the computation. Undoubtedly it is
quicker to recompute the answers to very simple goals than it is to construct and
maintain the tables (charts) needed to memoize their solutions. But unfortunately
very little is known about the trade-offs involved in memoization versus recomputation
in the general case.19
Chart generation has received some attention in the past [Shieber 88, Haruno et al. 93,
Pianesi 93, Gerdemann & Hinrichs 95, Kay 96, Nicolov et al. 97]. We believe there
is a lot more to be gained from considering parallels between parsing and generation
in the area of using memoization techniques. This thesis is a modest contribution in
that direction and undoubtedly more research will be done in this area in the future.
In the language learning literature it has been noted that learners reuse (what we would
call) successfully generated constituents in false starts and when they encounter a dead¬
end and need to replan the structure of the sentence [Ellis 94, Ellis 97, Skehan 98].
It would be interesting to see if there are any connections that can be made between
second language learners' performance and memoization-based strategies. This aspect
has not received much attention in the generation literature.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have explained the inefficiencies of backtracking generators. We
have motivated the use of memoization-based generation and have presented chart-
based generation for non-concatenative grammars.
The fact that well-formed constituents discovered on one branch of the search space
are lost if that branch eventually fails and may subsequently be recomputed leads to
great inefficiency. We presented an example (Alexander launched a full-scale attack
on the town) whose generation required backtracking due to a lexical gap. All the
19 For some initial ideas in parsing see [vanNoord 97], Yet again how that transfers to generation is
still an open issue.
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work of generating constituents prior to noticing the lexical gap will be repeated in the
subsequent attempt to use the X launched an attack on Y construction. Because the
results of an unsuccessful search are not stored they must be recomputed. The failure
to store well-formed structures leads to a complexity of generation that is exponential
in the size of the input semantics and for large semantics the penalty in wasted time
is unacceptable.
There are direct parallels to this problem in parsing and we have considered the solu¬
tion adopted there—the use of a well-formed substring table or a chart to store fully
parsed constituents. We briefly looked at what charts are and how they are used in
parsing. We did a rational reconstruction of an early attempt to use charts in gen¬
eration which was still trying to use vertices in a similar fashion as string positions
are used in parsing. We presented an alternative semantic-indexed chart generation
technique initially for CFGs (and gave a reasonably detailed example) and later we
extended the model by considering non-concatenative grammars (dtgs). The seman¬
tic chart associated information with portions of the input semantics. We developed
equivalents of dotted rules and specified what edges in the context of generation mean.
We formulated the combination rules for DTG chart generation and revisited the ex¬
ample Alexander launched a full-scale attack on the the town this time showing step
by step what computations take place.
SUMMARY
© Chart generation avoids duplication of work. It is similar to chart parsing but guided
by the semantics.
© Chart generation can be coupled with non-concatenative grammars too in a much
simpler way than the counterpart techniques in parsing.
© Chart generation is not necessarily only bottom-up. Alternative generation strate¬
gies can be considered by using different principles for introducing items in the chart.
The generation algorithm can give multiple solutions for a given input semantics. But
what do we do with these? In some application domains we might want to prefer some
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paraphrases over others or even better try to generate the best one(s) first. Indeed,
even with a chart a search for all solutions is likely to be prohibitively slow in almost
all cases. With the chart we have eliminated some redunduncy from the search space,
but we still have the original space, bigger than the one for conventional generation.




" 'Rule Forty-two. All persons
more than a mile high to leave the court.' ...
'Well, I shan't go,' said Alice; 'Besides
that's not a regular rule: you just invented it now.'
'It's the oldest rule in the book,' said the King.
'Then it ought to be Number One,' said Alice."
■—Lewis Carroll
The way we have defined our generation model implies a certain search space. For
example, given an input semantics a number of paraphrases (solutions) will be valid
and the generator has to 'find' them (by exploring the search space). In the previous
chapter we looked at the search space and identified that there were redundancies in
it. We had a solution which converted our search space from a tree into a graph. This
technique saved us work, yet we are still left with the same number of solutions we
had to find (i.e., we did not sacrifice completeness). Because we have relaxed some
assumptions (semantic completeness and coherence) we have a much larger search
space than current generation systems. The bigger search space means we have more
alternatives to explore and (what was our goal) more solutions (paraphrases). However,
some sentences might be preferable to others and it is desirable for the generator to
be able to produce these earlier. Thus, we want to have a generation system whose
behaviour we can tune. In linguistics this is known as the issue of performance; in
automated reasoning/logic programming as control. And the kind of behaviour we
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want is such that the generator finds 'better' sentences earlier. This is a scenario
which is common in Al and often comes under rubrics like best-first search (in the
case where there is one best solution) or more generally preference-based processing.
In previous research the focus has been more on building generators with increased
paraphrasing capabilities—the issue of choosing alternative realisations has received
little attention. This chapter is about:
«
1. What does it mean for a (partial) realisation to be better than another? and
2. How can we incorporate notions of 'betterness' in the generation process?
The different paraphrases will differ in a number of dimensions. We assume these
differences can be captured on the representational level, i.e., that the representations of
the paraphrases can be different. We first discuss how sentences can be evaluated (off¬
line). A number of criteria might be used: semantic, syntactic, etc. When considering
semantic criteria the role of the input semantics is highlighted: valid sentences for
our generation model are those whose corresponding semantics is constrained by the
lower and upper semantic bounds and the input semantics in the manner described in
Section 5.1.3 but now we look into ways of defining a 'better' sentence in terms of one
whose corresponding semantics also deviates less from the input semantics. One way
this can be done is to devise a measure of a semantic distance between two conceptual
graphs and compare each generated sentence's semantics with the input semantics. We
review a number of previously used techniques to perform this task but none of these
seem to give satisfactory results in our case. We propose a new way of comparing two
conceptual graphs corresponding to generated paraphrases with respect to the input
semantics.
We also suggest a number of syntactic criteria for preferring one sentence over another.
The general state of the art in this field doesn't have much to offer and we necessarily
have to be more speculative.
We look at ways for integrating preferences into the generation process. To this end we
investigate the use of an agenda with the processing (memoization) model developed
in the previous chapter so that a best-first search can be performed.
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In the discussion we consider some alternatives to the preference approach we have
presented—namely, a classification model of the mapping rules that map the semantics
onto the syntax. This classification model is based on the generalisation/subsumption
hierarchy over the semantic structures. We also mention an approach for compiling
syntactic patterns as it crucially depends on good techniques for performing preference
generation.
Overview
We first motivate preference-based generation in Section 7.1. Structures in generation
can be evaluated according to different criteria and we mention some in Section 7.2.
Section 7.3 is devoted to developing a comparison model between the corresponding
semantics of two paraphrases with respect to the input semantics. We justify the need
for syntactic comparison in Section 7.4. We develop an integrated model for using
preferences and the chart technique in Section 7.5. We discuss alternatives to some of
the mechanisms in Section 7.6.
7.1 Motivation
It might not be obvious at all that the issue of having generators produce paraphrases in
a preferred order is relevant. After all two of the main generation approaches (Systemic
generation and Classification) use deterministic approaches and produce a single result.
However, the issue of the large number of paraphrases that humans produce has not
passed unnoticed in the literature. Here we reproduce couple of examples in support
of the claim that a single semantics can indeed be expressed in numerous ways.
The first example is from [Mel'cuk 88]. The following sentence:
The Food and Drug Administration has seriously cautioned expectant mothers to avoid
one of life's simple pleasures: a cup of coffee (Newsweek, Sep. 15, 1980).
The same sentence can be expressed also as:
Pregnant women have been earnestly warned by the FDA against drinking coffee, one
of the small pleasures of life.
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The underlying meaning of the sentence consists of roughly eight fragments, each of
which is represented by a column in Table 7.1.
caution
warn
forewarn pregnant women to avoid
serious(ly) counsel expectant mothers to abstain from
earnest(ly) put on guard mothers-to-be avoid
FDA stern(ly) address a caution during pregnancy women should
strong(ly) issue a warning while expecting a baby ladies abstain
make public a caution should not
a warning not to
1 4 9 7 6
coffee
drinking
indulge in consuming coffee
cup of coffee
one of
something that is one of
constitutes
small pleasures life's
simple joys of life
6 3 8
Table 7.1: Periphrastic variants of sentences
Each column contains (nearly) synonymous expressions that convey the corresponding
"piece" of meaning; the number under a column indicates the number of expressions
or variants in it. Any variant from one column combines with almost any variant from
another column, for instance:
The FDA has addressed a stern caution to ladies to the effect that while expecting a
baby they should abstain from coffee, something that is one of life's small joys.
The FDA has made public a strong warning addressed to mothers-to-be: they should
not indulge in consuming coffee, one of the simple pleasures of life.
This allows us to multiply the number of variants in each column:
1x4x9x7x6x6x3x8 = 217, 728 paraphrases
True, some of these paraphrases will probably not satisfy selectional restrictions or
other co-occurrence constraints. However, it is possible to think of even more variants
for each semantic chunk. Thus we have quite a few paraphrases for the initial meaning.
Arguments making the same point are presented in [Ohmann 71, pages xxxi-xxxii].
"Put before 25 speakers a fairly simple drawing, ask them to describe in a sentence the
situation it portrays, and they will easily come up with examples as:
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1. A bear is occupying a telephone booth, while a tourist impatiently waits in line.
2. A man who was driving along the road has stopped and is waiting impatiently for
a grizzly bear to finish using the public phone.
3. A traveler waits impatiently as a bear chatters gaily in a highway phone booth.
Almost certainly, each of the 25 sentences will be different from one another, yet each
will adequately describe the drawing ... An analysis by computer shows that the
25 sentences about the bear in the telephone booth yield the material for 9.8 billion
sentences, all describing just one situation."
So the point is that humans can come up with many paraphrases for a given meaning in
a certain situation. The better the generation systems that we have the more of these
sentences should be produced by generators. Yet, it is unlikely all of these sentences
will satisfy our pragmatic goals equally well. Otherwise if they cannot be distinguished
a natural question that arises is: why are they in the language in the first place? If
some paraphrases are better than others and if the number of paraphrases is really large
then it is interesting to consider techniques that will ensure that the better paraphrases
will be produced first.
7.2 Choosing between paraphrases in generation
Several criteria can be used to judge alternative paraphrases:
1. semantic: semantic distance between the input semantics and corresponding se¬
mantics of the generated sentences
2. lexical: how parts of the semantics correspond to words (the semantic packaging
of information); the distance between the semantics of individual lexical items
and the part of the input semantics they 'cover', salience of the lexical items:
dog vs. vertebrate vs. animal [Reiter 91], [Sowa 93].
3. syntactic: often there are alternative syntactic ways of expressing the same mean¬
ing. But some of these can be ambiguous, rather unwieldy, convoluted, unclear,
etc.
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4. stylistic: in different contexts that could mean using more (or less) varied syn¬
tactic structures; avoiding repetition; etc.
5. intonational: surface structures that have the same syntactic structures and the
same corresponding semantics might be pronounced differently. Often different
ways of pronouncing sentences yield different semantics but there are cases when
they don't or it is not clear what these differences are.
In this chapter we will not look at the latter two issues—we just merely note them for
completeness of the discussion. Obviously the above dimensions are interleaved and
there are intricate interactions between them [Halliday 94].
7.3 Semantic aspects of choosing between paraphrases
In this section we focus on semantic aspects of choosing one paraphrase over another.
We assume a generator that has a certain degree of flexibility in allowing the semantics
of the different paraphrases to vary from the input semantics and also be different
among themselves. We address how two semantic representations can be compared.
Our proposal is specific to semantic representations cast in terms of conceptual graphs
although most if not all of the framework applies to other representation formalisms
as well.
In Section 7.3.1 we discuss possible approaches for finding the most similar semantic
representation. We briefly review the existing work on comparing conceptual graphs
in Section 7.3.2. Then we discuss the notion of what it is for a representation to be
a better match to the input semantics in Section 7.3.3. We present our proposal in
Section 7.3.4. This is followed by a discussion of some open issues (in Section 7.3.5)
and an investigation of some properties of our relation (in Section 7.3.6).
7.3.1 Finding the most similar semantic representation
Given a representation for the input semantics the problem of finding the most similar
semantic representation from the list of the semantic representations of the generated
paraphrases can be approached at least in two ways:
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1. Constructing a similarity (or distance) metric which can be used to determine
the similarity between the input semantics and the semantics corresponding to
the alternative paraphrases. Then (semantically) the best paraphrase will be
the one whose semantics will have the maximum similarity (minimum distance)
with the input semantics. We review similarity metrics for conceptual graphs in
Section 7.3.2
2. Constructing a relation <g which holds between two semantic representations g\
and <72 (gi <g 92) iff the <72 is a better match for the input semantics G than <71.
It is desirable for the above relation <g to be:
1. transitive: g1 <G g2 k g2 <g 93 => 9i <g 93
2. irreflexive: g\ </Lg 9i
3. asymmetric: gx <G g2 => 92 {.G 9i
The transitivity, irreflexivity and asymmetry properties make the relation <q a strict
partial order. Naturally it would be nice to have the order be total (linear) but it is not
always clear whether two semantic representations could be comparable in a principled
way. Thus, the best match(es) can be defined as the maximal elements of the partial
order.1 All of what we have said about the relation <q stems from the nature of our
task and not from an operational model that is assumed.
A similarity metric between the input semantics and the semantics of a paraphrase
— similar ity(G, BuiltHem) which gives a numerical value of how close the match
between the two representations is, naturally suggests an ordering relation defined
as:
9i <G 92 iff similarity(G, gi) < similarity(G, g2)
The relation <iG holds if the semantic representation g2 matches G better than g\. If
similarity(G,g1) = similarity(G, g2) then whether <71 <\g 92 is undefined. Thus, the
1 A maximal element for a partial order <g is an x s.t. fly : x <a y
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first approach is more restrictive (because it implies the second). We think that in
the domain of semantic representations for an NL system it is difficult to construct a
measure that will reflect the nuances of differences between two semantic representa¬
tions. In a way, for the purposes of comparing the semantics of paraphrases, having
such a measure is more than what is needed: what similarity (semantic distance) 5
or 7 means is not clear. We believe that it is easier to compare two semantic repre¬
sentations against the input semantics and come up with a judgement which one is
a better match of the input semantics. This is exactly the nature of our proposal in
Section 7.3.4. Before that we discuss existing approaches for comparing two conceptual
graphs.
7.3.2 Existing approaches for comparing graphs
A number of techniques have been proposed in the conceptual graphs literature that
deal with matching of conceptual graphs and we briefly review and evaluate them.
Some of the techniques address how different graphs are (semantic distance measures),
other techniques are concerned with how close the graphs are (similarity measures). It
is straightforward to relate the two types of approaches by the following rule of thumb:
The more the semantic distance between graphs is, the less similar they are.
The earliest attempts of defining the semantic distance between conceptual graphs
are documented in [Garner et al. 87, Foo et al. 89]. The semantic distance between
conceptual graphs is defined in the following way:
Given two concepts C\ and C2 the semantic distance between the concepts (sdc) is:
sdc{Ci,C2)
sdc(C\,C) + sdc(C2-,C) where C is a concept s.t.
type(C) = lub(type(Ci),type(C2))
00 if lub{type(C\),type{C2)) = T
The semantic distance between two graphs G\ and G2 is defined as the sum of the
semantic distance between corresponding pairs of concepts in the two graphs:
sdG(G1,G2) = J2sdc(Ci,C2)
where C\ and C2 are corresponding concepts in the maximal projection of G\ and
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G-2- If the graphs G\ and G2 are incompatible (cannot be joined) then sda{G\,G2)
is undefined. It is confusing that in the explanation of the metric in [Foo et al. 89]
concepts whose types are sister nodes in the type lattice are given a distance 1 rather
than 2. This approach only considers the concepts in the maximal projection. The
amount of extra material in each graph is ignored.
Delugach addresses the notion of semantic distance in a more abstract (and less oper¬
ational) way [Delugach 92], He provides links from psychological studies and notions
in philosophy. He notes that in practice the comparison of two objects is dependent
on the order in which they are presented. Thus, similar ity(G\,G2) need not be the
same as similarity(G2,Gl). Furthermore, whether-one is interested in the similarity
or difference between objects is likely to bias the results to the extent that the sim¬
ilarity cannot be seen as the opposite of the difference. The importance of context
is stressed and some schemes are suggested that include taking into consideration the
neighbouring concepts and assigning weights to concepts.
Yang et al. discuss the similarity between two CGs in the context of retrieving infor¬
mation [Yang et al. 92]. A query graph is matched against a database of previously
stored graphs. The user can specify the degree of matching (in percentages) and thus
filter out graphs that have less in common with the query. The similarity between two
CGs is defined in terms of their common nodes:
_ . , . Number of matching concepts
Degree of matching = — ; -
Number of concepts in query graph
Another parameter of the matching procedure is the degree of inheritance which is a
numerical value specifying the number of levels the types of corresponding concepts in
the retrieved graph could differ. This restricts the retrieved graph to be either a gener¬
alisation or a specialisation of the query graph—situations where the retrieved graph
generalises one concept but specialises another are disallowed. The above approach is
computationally efficient but it fails to make an important distinction between retrieved
graphs which introduce a different amount of extra material to the query graph.
An implementation of a weighted technique is presented in [Puder et al. 95]. In this
work, which regards an open distributed environment as service market, a conceptual
graph representing a requested service is matched against other conceptual graphs that
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represent offered services. The main idea is that concepts and relations are assigned
weights and the quality of the match between graphs is characterised by a value com¬
puted on the basis of the weights. As is often the case with weight-techniques , coming
up with a principled way of assigning weights is difficult. Here again increasing the
size of one of the graphs has no influence on the similarity (this is even stipulated as
requirement M2 of the matching model).
The best attempt at formalising the notion of closeness of two conceptual graphs in
a general way is the proposal by Poole and Campbell. In [Poole & Campbell 95] an
algorithm is presented that determines the similarity between two graphs based on a
(user-definable) measure of information content called 'interest'. The 'interest' of a
graph is defined as a function that returns a numeric value for the amount of useful
information contained in the graph. The similarity between graphs reflects the shared
information:
■ •, ■ ^ \ interest(G)
SZTHllCLTltyy(jf\^(ji2) max(interest(Gi), interest(G2))
where G is the generalisation of G\ and G2 which maximises the interest function.
The fact that the interest function can be defined in different ways allows for high
flexibility. In particular it is shown how by varying the interest function surface,
structural and thematic similarities can be achieved. However, it is extremely difficult
to have a good 'interest' function in our domain because the 'interest' of nodes is a
static and monotonic notion (i.e., the graphs are considered in isolation from any other
graph). It also hard to consider the graph G as we cannot always guarantee that it will
be between the lower and upper semantic constraints that we impose on corresponding
semantics of valid derivations.
7.3.3 Minimal requirements: the intuitive notion of similarity
In order to justify our design decisions we look at some desirable properties of what it
is to be a better match to the input semantics.
Informally a graph G1 will be considered a better match of the input semantics IniSem
than another graph G2 if G1 misses less detail from IniSem (covers more of it) and
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introduces less information than G2.
Obviously if we have generalisation chains: G1 < G2 < IniSem or IniSem < G2 < G1
then G2 is a better match than G1. The interesting cases occur when Gl and G2 cannot
be compared on the generalisation partial order.
Methodologically we will look at individual (local) aspects of difference between graphs
(particular differences provided all other things are equal) and then try to combine
individual differences to get the overall comparison.
Cases of deviation from the input semantics will include:
• generalising:
- generalising the type of a concept or relation;
- omitting a concept or relation;
• specialising:
- specialising the type of a concept or relation;
- introducing an additional concept or relation.
The above assumptions differ from previous research in that we compare two graphs
against each other with respect to a third graph. Thus it is possible to have egi <g eg2
and c#2 <g> c9i f°r different (reference) conceptual graphs G and G'. Also we do not
construct a numerical measure but a relation.
7.3.4 Our proposal
We impose an important condition on the semantics of the generated paraphrases—
namely that they be different (BuiltJSerrii ^ Built-Serrij for i 7^ j). This is not
a restrictive assumption because if two paraphrases have the same semantics, which
paraphrase is a better rendition of the input semantics will be judged according to the
other criteria mentioned in Section 7.2.
Let IniSem be the initial semantics; G\ and Gi—the semantic representations corre¬
sponding to two paraphrases.
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Definition 7.28 (Semantically closer to IniSem graph)
G\ <IniSem G2 iff S = S\ + 5'2_3 + S4 + 5"5_6 > 0
where Si, 5"2_3, S4, Ss_q (which correspond to partial comparisons between G\ and G2
in the labelled areas in Figure 7.1) are defined as follows:
G2
IniSem
Figure 7.1: Comparing two graphs against the initial semantics
Si Let C\ and C2 be corresponding concepts in
concepts(max.proj(/niSem, (?i)) fl concepts{max^proj(IniSem, G2))
(see area 1 in Figure 7.1).
S\ — ) ( VJe irjht (CfniSern ) X ( <Hst(CIniSermC\) dist(CIniSem: Gf) )
where the weight of a concept in the input semantics—weight{C) is meant to
reflect the importance of this concept in conveying the message. There could only







Figure 7.2: Distance between corresponding concepts
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The function dist is a measure for the distance between two corresponding con¬
cepts:
dist(CiniSem,Ci) = k X (the difference in levels between type{Cinisem) and
type(Ci))
where
k = J K tvMCi)
\ 1 otherwise
The difference in levels between two types is defined as the length of the shortest
path(s) in the lattice between them (see Figure 7.2—Ct- can be either a general¬
isation or a specialisation of C).
2_3 Additional individual coverings of the initial semantics by the two graphs (areas
2 and 3 in Figure 7.1):
^2_3 — ) ) Weight(CIniSem) d'i.SI(C[yuSem. A])
^ ) Weight(CIniSem) disi(CIniSern •> C2)
4 Common information added (area 4 in Figure 7.1):
Let C\ and C2 are corresponding concepts in concepts(maxjproj(Gi,G2)) but
not in
concepts(maxjproj(IniSem, G1)) fl concepts(maxjproj(IniSem, G2)).
Let Cl be the corresponding concept to C\ and C2 in the lower semantic bound
{LowerSem).
S4 = J2(dist(CL,C2) - dist{CL,C1))
The idea is that the concepts in graph G2 should be more general than their
counterparts in G\.
5_6 Extra material added individually by G\ and G2 (areas 5 and 6 in Figure 7.1):
S5_q = the number of concepts in the subgraph of G\ in area 5 — the number of
concepts in the subgraph of G2 in area 6
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S5J0 is crude. It can be refined using the counterpart concepts in the lower semantic
bound. If all Si, 62_3, 5*4, 5*5_6 are positive then G2 matches better the input semantics
G than G\. The sum S will then also be positive. However, if the overall sum S is
positive little can be said about the individual sums. They can be given different
weights as in:
45i + 35*2 j3 + 25*4 + S$_q
7.3.5 Open questions
We have defined one approach for comparing two graphs against a third. In comparing
two concepts we considered only their types. More sophisticated schemes will need to
consider the referent field as well. None of the existing approaches addresses that. Yet
we often find conceptual graphs in the referent field of PROPOSITIONS. We can try and
define dist{ proposition: gl |, [proposition: g2 ) = dist{Gl,G2) . This would
require having a function dist : CG X CG —* real which we were trying to avoid. One
way to go about this problem is to stipulate that dist(Gl,G2) = S where S is the sum
we defined earlier.
The scheme we presented above requires that the input semantics is annotated with
what concepts are obligatory and what concepts are optional. In addition in order to
calculate the sum S we would need to have the weights for obligatory and optional
concepts. At the moment we do not have a methodology for coming up with these
weights in a principled way. In fact one need not consider a black and white distinction
only. There can be more than two types of 'obligatoriness' of expression. Notions like
salience also become relevant. Likewise the ratio of the penalties for specialisation and
generalisation is a parameter that requires a lot of experiments. We use a number less
than one because intuitively if we introduce more detail than specified in the input
semantics this seems to be less of a problem than missing information (generalising).2
2 Some people are known to introduce more detail without this being necessary contributing to the
main point.
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7.3.6 Properties of our relation
In this section we make some simple observations regarding the relation <q defined
in Section 7.3.4.
Irreflexive: CG <g CG is false for all conceptual graphs CG.
Proof: Because Gi and Gi are the same we only have the sums Si and S4 which
are both 0. Thus 5" = 0 and the condition in Definition 28 does not hold. □
Asymmetric: G\ <g G2 implies that G2 <g G\ is false.
Proof: From G\ <q G2 by Definition 28, it follows that S > 0. If we considering
G*2 <g G\ the sum that we would have to form will turn out to be -S which is
negative. Thus G2 <g G\ cannot hold. □
Greatest element: The graph G is the greatest element for the relation <q- Given
a graph G and a graph G\, the relation G\ <g G always holds.
Proof: The negative elements in the sums Si and 52_3 will be zero—thus the
sums will be positive. The sum S4 will not be formed because there would not
be area 4. Area 6 would not exist, hence S5_6 will be positive. Thus, the overall
sum S will be positive. □
Specialisation/Generalisation chains: Given three graphs Gi, G2 and G which
form a specialisation (or generalisation) chain—G1 < G2 < G (or G1 > G2 > G)
the following relation holds: Gi <g G2
Proof: Si > 0 because the distance between corresponding concepts in Gi and
G is greater than for G2 and G. S2_3 would not exist because G2 is properly
contained in G1 (see Figure 7.3). S4 will be positive because G2 is a generalisation
of Gi- Ss_6 is positive because the counterpart of area 6 doesn't exist. Thus,
S = Si + S2j3 + S4 + S5J5 > 0 and Gi <G G2. □
On transitivity: the relation <g is not in general transitive. From Gi <g G2 it
follows that the corresponding sum S is positive:
S — 5'i T S2J3 + <5*4 + <5*5_6 > 0
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Figure 7.3: G\ <g Gi when G\ < G<i < G
From G2 <g Gs follows that a similar sum S' is positive:
S' = S[ + >$2J3 + ^4 + ^5Jo > 0
The above two statements do not allow us to infer that the corresponding sum
of graphs G\ and G3 (S") is positive too. We might want to consider a definition
for the sum S in Definition 28 that requires all subsums 6*1, S2j3, S4 and S5_6
to be positive. Even with such a stronger definition we cannot state that for the
individual subsums the following inequations hold: Si < < 6"", etc. (5" being
the corresponding subsum for G\ and G3) because the sums in general can be
formed over different corresponding concepts.
There is a special case when the relation <q is transitive. This is when all the
graphs cover exactly the same portion from the graph G (area 123 in Figure 7.4)
and when they all share exactly the same common parts (outside of G)—area
123' in Figure 7.4. In that case the relation is a strict (strong) order.
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The relation <g defined in Section 7.3.4 is not in general a partial strict order.
It is irreflexive and asymmetric yet not always transitive.
7.4 A sketch for syntactic preference
In this section we turn to syntactic preferences. We note that among paraphrases that
differ syntactically it might be desirable that some paraphrases are generated earlier
than others. We briefly mention a couple of grammatical constructions which though
grammatical are not recommended if there are other ways to express the same meaning.
Our purpose is not to be exhaustive,3 but to motivate that mechanisms for comparing
paraphrases syntactically are needed in preference-based generation.
Heavy NPs: There is no exact definition of what heavy NPs are. Informally these
are NPs with a lot of lexical material (i.e., quite long). The reason why they matter
is they can influence the preferences among constructions and even worse rule out
the acceptability of some constructions which are perfectly normal with small NPs.
Heaviness plays an important role in modifier attachment as shown in Table 7.2.
John sold it today. * John sold today it.
John sold the newspapers today. ?/* John sold today the newspapers.
John sold his rusty socket-wrench set today. John sold today his rusty socket-wrench set.
? John sold his collection of old newspapers John sold today his collection of old
from before the Civil War today. newspapers from before the Civil War.
Table 7.2: Heaviness and word order
Light adverbials (e.g., single word adverbials) tend to appear before heavy arguments
(and likewise heavy adverbials tend to appear after them).
It's not a good idea for heavy NPs to split verb-particle constructions:
(7.1) I rang her up
(7.2) I rang my friend from Edinburgh up
(7.3) ? I rang my friend who comes from Edinburgh up
(7.4) * I rang the girl I met at that party in East Slope where Mike was making such a fool
of himself over that gigly blond in the fishnet stockings up
(7.5) * I rang up her
Center embedding: These are constructions which have a lot of nesting of con¬
stituents in the middle of the sentence (cf. Figure 7.5). Sentence 7.6 is a simple example
3 After all, giving prescriptive guidelines as to what constructions are preferred (in different circum¬
stances) is the field of (Second) Language Learning (2LL).
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which can be paraphrased using the declarative transitive construction with a relative
clause (Sentence 7.7):
(7.6) The dog the cat the mouse ate chased.
(7.7) The dog chased the cat which ate the mouse.
Sentence 7.8 is a more complicated (artificially constructed) example (its syntactic
structure is presented in Figure 7.5). 7.8 is fairly hard to understand (if at all). Even
its paraphrase 7.9 is hard to comprehend.
(7.8) The book the professor the students who are doing well like recommended is good.





Figure 7.5: Syntactic structure for sentence 7.8
Here is an actual naturally occurring example (we use different fonts to mark the
different clauses):
(7.10) The money which the members of staff who take coffee in the coffee room
placed in the saucer on Monday has been stolen.
Sentential subjects: These are sentences in which the subject is itsself a sentence.
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(7.11) That Nixon is a crook is obvious.
(7.12) It is obvious that Nixon is a crook.
The second construction (it-extraposition) is the more natural one. In fact the first
construction is only used by people that have had higher education (Larry Trask p.c.).
Such preferences can be achieved by imposing a linear order on the mapping rules for
the constructions:
is obvious Com pi S
I
that
Split infinitives: This is a grammatical construction in which the particle to and
verbal part of an infinitive (e.g., love) are split by an adverbial phrase (to madly love,
to really and truly love) or other word(s). Here is a famous example:
(7.13) to boldly split infinitives where no man has split before
There is a noticeable reluctance to split infinitives in written English [Burchfield 96,
page 737]:
(7.14) ... there will be a further disposition seriously to underestimate the strength ... of
the United States.
(7.15) He was never ashamed publicly to bear witness.
How can we account for these preferences? One approach is to impose an ordering
on the sister-adjunction constraints (SACs, see Section 4.3.6). So for VP2 we could
have the sister-adjunction constraint (right,AdvP) precede (left,AdvP). Yet, if the NP
is heavy then a post modifier for VP2 is not possible (and in some cases it might not
be possible to avoid split infinitives in order to avoid ambiguity):
(7.16) She decided to gradually get rid of the teddy bears she has been collecting over the
last twenty or so years.
She decided gradually to get rid of the teddy bears is ambiguous (it is not clear
whether the decision was gradual or the getting rid of the teddy bears). Thus, due to




AdvP2 V NP AdvP3
love Mary
Figure 7.6: Fraction of a d-tree with adverbial modifier positions
the incremental nature of the way we handle modification the notion of heaviness of
an NP might require a re-ordering of structures if we add material to them. We will
return to these issues in the discussion (Section 7.6).
7.5 Best-first generation: incorporating preferences
In this section we look at ways of incorporating the ideas of preferring (partial) struc¬
tures on the basis of the semantic, and syntactic criteria we have discussed above.
Firstly we need a more complicated generation strategy that would allow for speci¬
fication of the preferences. In chart parsing a common technique for implementing
flexible control is to introduce a data structure called an agenda which will contain the
"pending" edges that we would like to add to the chart. Instead of putting an edge in
the chart when we have constructed it (by completing) or determined that it is useful
(in the prediction step), we add it to the agenda. By imposing a certain discipline on
how edges are added to the agenda and how they are removed from the agenda we can
get different flavours of processing.4 We can use the same idea in generation to gain
more control over the order in which edges are entered into the chart and implement
the preferences as considering 'better' edges earlier.
4 For a comprehensive discussion of the use of an agenda in parsing see [Gazdar & Mellish 89, page
206ff],
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7.5.1 Agenda-based control
In this subsection we talk about a generation strategy which uses an agenda. We will
consider a top-down strategy though it should be obvious that other strategies are
easily implementable, more so than in other places in this thesis.
add edges to the agenda
Figure 7.7: Agenda-based control
Generation starts off by initializing the agenda. We can consider what possible mapping
rules match the input semantics and create the corresponding edges. Instead of putting
them directly in the chart we can put them on the agenda.5 Then we can take an edge
whose syntactic structure is rooted at S and put it in the chart. Having a new edge
in the chart might result in possible interactions with other edges in the chart (due to
the fundamental rule) or we can predict active edges corresponding to the generation
goals of the original edge. We gather all such new edges and again instead of putting
them immediately in the chart we add them to the agenda. We will assume the agenda
maintains a reasonable order of the edges that are there that corresponds to our notion
of 'betterness'. Thus we want to take the next best edge to add to the chart. Taking
edges from the agenda and putting them in the chart results in new edges that are
created and that are added to the agenda. Thus we get the cyclic process in Figure 7.7.
The invariants at the end of each cycle are:
• none of the interactions between an edge on the agenda and other edges have
been explored.
5 Immediately after this chart parsers with ail agenda need to consider initial top-down prediction
edges (0, 0, S —* • a). We don't need to worry about these as we use a lexicalised grammar.
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• all possible interactions between an edge in the chart and other edges in the chart
have been reflected either as edges in the chart or on the agenda.
We have stated more precisely the top-level algorithm for chart generation with an
agenda in Figure 7.8
Procedure chart -gen -with -agenda(Sem : cg.graph);
global:
Chart: look-up table indexed on semantics;













Figure 7.8: Algorithm for chart generation with an agenda
The procedure initialize-agenda produces an initial Agenda. In cfg parsing the initial
agenda will contain inactive lexical edges for every input word.6 In dtg generation we
have considered three approaches:
1. We could select all mapping rules that match the input semantics InputSem.
Because our grammar is lexicalised we can have mapping rules that have inter¬
nal generation goals or mapping rules that don't. Then the remainder of the
generation process is trying to figure out how these can be put together.
2. One can split the lexicalised grammar into a collection of trees and words and in
the initialisation stage find the words and then worry about what trees can be
anchored by what words.
6 In fact in top-down chart parsing with an agenda these edges are directly put in the chart as they
lead to no interactions between themselves.
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3. The initial agenda can be kept empty. Later if lexical items are predicted they
can be looked up in the word databases (assuming a separation of the trees and
lexical items). This is not as bad as blind top-down parsing because at every
stage mapping rules are going to be licenced by a match with the semantics.
The procedure start-active creates the initial active edges that will get the process
going. For every mapping rule that matches the input semantics and whose syntactic
structure is rooted at the distinguished symbol (usually S) add a corresponding edge
to the agenda (initial top-down prediction).
The procedure remove-edge takes the next 'best' edge from the Agenda (i.e., the
Agendanow contains one edge less). We will discuss the agenda at length in the next
section. For now we want to get a quick overall idea of how things work at a more
abstract level.
The procedure put-edgeJn-chart puts the edge in the semantically indexed chart.
The crucial thing happens when procedure new-edges considers the interaction between
the newly added Edge and the other edges in the Chart. New edges that result from
possible interactions are in NewEdges.
Finally, procedure add-edgesJo-agenda adds the NewEdges created in the previous
procedure to the Agenda.
The process continues until there are no more edges in the Agenda.
At the end we look in the chart to see if we have a well-formed sentence that we have
generated. This is the job of the procedure announce-result. We look for edges whose
syntactic structure is rooted at an S and that do not have unexplored generation goals
and have consumed the input semantics (or have a best approximate semantics match to
the input semantics). Sometimes the above model of reporting the successful derivation
is not very good (especially when time is of essence). The reason for that is that we do
all the work and only then report the generated sentences. Some of these sentences are
generated quite early on in the process. The best sentences are created first (except
that some incomplete variants of the best sentence necessarily come before that). One
way to address this issue is to put a check on the procedure put-edgeJn-chart that
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would verify if the edge is an adequate solution. Here the expensive part is checking
that the semantics of the generated sentence is close to the input semantics. However,
if we were interested in exact generation we could map (partial) semantic structure
onto bit vectors and use these to determine whether a semantic structure is the same
as the input semantics. This operation is rather quick.
So far, so good, except we have been rather general about what adding an edge to the
Agenda and taking the next 'best' edge mean. We do this in the next subsection.
7.5.2 The structure of the agenda
Suppose, for the sake of concreteness, we have one initial top-down prediction for a
sentence which we have taken from the agenda and have put in the chart. Let this edge
have three internal generation goals (e.g., a ditransitive construction) and let's consider
what happens halfway through adding edges to the agenda for the last complement.
The observation we want to make is that there is no point whatsoever comparing this
edge to any of the edges for the other complements. Because the issue of whether it
should precede them or not depends on which complement we would like to expand
first and not on how well this particular edge compares to edges for other complements.
This is because the other edges have a different semantic head. So we want to compare
edges with the same semantic head only. We want to have some structure in the
agenda—each individual section should be indexed on different semantic concepts.
Within an individual section it might happen that we can have edges with different
top level categories (for DTGs maximal projection nodes, i.e., the nodes that can be
substituted in a subsertion operation; see Section 4.3.2). For example we might want to
express a complicated piece of semantics as an S or a complex nominalisation phrase—
an N P. Again comparing an edge for an S and one for an N P makes no sense as they are
not competing between themselves (for any generated sentence we could not replace
one with the other).
Finally, the edges that we will want to compare we can put in a priority queue.
If we have a new edge we have to find its queue first (indexed on the semantic head
and the syntactic category) and then add it to the priority queue. Adding an edge to
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a queue could result in it being not just at the end of the queue but possibly further
to the front if it has a higher priority (i.e., is a 'better' edge than some of the existing
ones). That is why we need a priority queue.
Now let's consider how we can get edges out of the agenda. In the case for parsing if
we wanted to have top-down strategy (depth-first search) we would have a stack for
the agenda. As we discussed above we are tied to such a structure for the agenda due
to the nature of the generation task. Yet, we can still have a top-down strategy if we
kept a separate control structure that would tell us from which section to take the next
'best' edge. This control structure is organised as a stack of elements consisting of
the primary and secondary keys (semantic head and syntactic category) of edges. The
important thing to note is that the control structure does not specify which edge to
pull but which priority queue to consider next. The control structure is built according
to how elements are added to the chart (assuming top-down strategy). When we take
edges from the agenda it is not the same edges that we take but the 'best' edge in
the particular queue. The number of elements in the control stack is the same as the
number of edges on the agenda.
The organisation of the agenda is fairly intuitive, yet considerably more complicated





Figure 7.9: Structure of the agenda
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7.5.3 Notes on implementation: priority queues and heaps
In the organisation of the agenda we use a stack (for the control structure) and priority
queues for individual subsections (indexed on semantic head and then on category of
the maximal projection node).
A stack is a data structure which can be thought of like a pile where it is convenient
to remove the top object on the pile or add a new one above the top. Stacks are well
described in the literature (e.g., [Aho et al. 83, page 53ff]).
A priority queue is data structure for maintaining a set of elements, each with an
associated value called a key. A priority queue supports the following operations:
Create(P<3) creates an empty priority queue PQ.
Insert(P<2, e) inserts the element e in the priority queue (set) PQ.
Maximum(PQ) returns the element of S with the largest key.
Extract_Max(P<3) removes and returns the element of PQ with the largest key.
We use a heap to implement a priority queue. A heap is a well-known data struc¬
ture and good descriptions of heaps and how they can be used to implement priority
queues can be found in [Cormen et al. 90, page 149] [Helman & Veroff 86, page 468]
[Manber 89, page 68]. A heap can be thought of as a binary tree whose nodes contain
an element and a key. The key of each node is greater than or equal to the key of any
of its daughters. Heaps are a very good data structure to implement priority queues
because they support inserting and removing an element from a priority queue on a
set of size n in logarithmic time (OQlgn)).
7.6 Discussion
Our initial starting point for semantic comparison was the approach by Nogier and
Zock in which they count the number of concepts in the maximal projection when
they match (maximally join) the input semantics with the semantics of lexical items
[Nogier & Zock 92], In that approach there is no separate knowledge base which reflects
the state of affairs and a maximal join which results in a specialisation of the input
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semantics is not allowed.7
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In the context of mt a preference approach is considered in [Wu & Palmer 94], Wu
and Palmer's similarity measure allows for correct lexical choice to be achieved even
when there is no exact lexical match (semantically) from the source language to the
target language.
The Core Language Engine [Alshawi 92] system also considers rating the para¬
phrases generated with the semantic head-driven algorithm. The method used there
is quite different. It is based on statistical preferences. Simple word n-gram models
are used to select between alternative sentences generated from the same quasi-logical
form (QLF). The overall probabilities are taken, then they are normalised for length,
and the sentence with the highest score is choosen. On a limited domain the ini¬
tial experiments that have been conducted worked surprisingly well (Stephen Pulman,
pc.). Use of statistical biases to select from alternatives in generation is reported in
[Knight & Hatzivassiloglou 95]. Such statistical approaches naturally allow for han¬
dling adjacent collocations without explicitly representing such knowledge in the gen¬
erator.8
Comparing representations and finding a best match is a recurring problem in AI and
similar scenarios (to mention just a few) include:
• CASE-based reasoning: given a case base of previous situations, retrieve the case
most similar to a new situation [Kolodner 93];
• Classifying new objects: given a hierarchical structuring of the domain of objects
and a new object, find the most specific class that the object is an instance of
[Reiter &; Mellish 92].
In natural language generation, however, the input semantics is new and so is the list
7 See also [Kukich 88] for fluency problems in NLG.
8 Rather worryingly the authors advocate statistical filtering as an opportunity to simplify the gram¬
mar allowing it to overgenerate (e.g., get agreement wrong). They argue that they aparent ingram-
maticalhty disappears after the statistical filter is applied. We strongly appose this view. Encoding
linguistic generalisations is what NLG (and NLA) is all about. Replacing a linguistic constraint which
is easily represented and cuts down on the size of the search space with what in effect is a black
box is not a good idea. The symbolic and statistical approaches should be used in a complementary
fashion.
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of generated sentences with their corresponding semantics. Thus, it is not possible to
resort to complicated indexing mechanisms to preprocess (off-line) the list of elements
among which we are searching as is standardly done in information retrieval.
It might seem that if at every level of the search space we choose the best available al¬
ternative (local, hill climbing, best-first search) we might reach the optimal paraphrase.
Unfortunately, as we saw in the syntactic preferences concerning heavy noun phrases,
we might start off a sentence with a better construction and then as we gradually add
material to an N P it might become heavy enough so as to make a previous choice (say
of a sentential construction) not be optimal.
The preference-based approach is computationally not cheap. Can we devise techniques
that would allow us to perform some kind of off-line precompilation? Compilation for
NLG has been discussed in [Patten et al. 92] but in a very different setting.
7.6.1 Alternative to semantic closeness: Classifying the input
7.6.1.1 Hierarchy of mapping rules
In this section we examine the ramifications of using the generalisation hierarchy of
the semantic part of the mapping rules. In order to have the generator produce more
appropriate sentences earlier we consider using a generalisation hierarchy of the se¬
mantic structures of the relation semantics-*syntax building on work on the use of
classification in generation [Mellish 91].
The semantics in the mapping rules (which we consider to be CGs) define a gener¬
alisation hierarchy. We take this hierarchy and instead of having only a CG at each
node of the lattice we have a mapping rule. We call this structure a hierarchy of
mapping rules and it can be computed off-line. In fact compiled hierarchical retrieval
of conceptual graphs is one of the strengths of the semantic formalism that we use
[Ellis 95]. The generation algorithm will be different from the current algorithm used
in e.g., IDAS (because of the way we handle modification).9 Such an approach can be
seen as a special instance of classification generation where the semantic structures
9 Going in depth in the precise details of what the generation algorithm could be is beyond the scope
of the discussion here.
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Figure 7.10: Hierarchy of mapping rules
are more complex than the II classes and likewise the syntactic structures, on their
side, are more complex than the CFG rules that have been used so far in classification
generation.
Again there are a lot of parallels between preference-based nlg and parsing. Preference-
based processing for parsing is an area that has occupied psycholinguists a lot. More
recently there has been a revived interest in statistical parsing which is again an in¬
stance of a preference-based approach. Other areas ofAI which are based on preference
processing include approximate reasoning and fuzzy systems, and some of the mecha¬
nism used in them might as well be applicable to preference-based nlg.
7.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we studied preference techniques for generation. We motivated the need
for preference processing based on the fact that there are a lot of paraphrases for a given
input. We looked at ways to compare generated structures from a semantic point of
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view. We defined an approach which compared two conceptual graphs in the context of
the input semantics (and the lower and upper semantic bounds). The mechanisms that
we developed are more general and can be applied to other formalisms than conceptual
graphs too. We also briefly looked at cases where syntactic preferences are needed. We
showed an approach where preferences can be incorporated in the processing model
by using an agenda which contains edges/structures that the generator is about to
consider. The structure of the agenda is more complex than any existing proposals
and we used an additional control structure to guide the use of the agenda. We related
preference-based generation to the classification approach and to compiling syntactic
preferences.
There are various ways in which the current work can be extended. The agenda-based
control that we have defined for chart generators allows for different generation strate¬
gies to be related through a different way of exploring the agenda. This is similar to
the way search techniques are presented only with a variation of the order unprocessed
goals are considered using an agenda of the unprocessed goals. The generation frame¬
work that is built can be viewed as a general test-bed for experimenting with possible
generation strategies.
SUMMARY
© In our model of semantic comparison we compare two conceptual graphs (applica¬
bility semantics of different mapping rules or the corresponding semantics of para¬
phrases) with respect to a third (input semantics).
© Syntactic comparison happens after semantic comparison.
© Agenda-based control allows for preference-based generation and for relating differ¬
ent generation strategies through a uniform processing mechanism.
© Generated structures can be evaluated and better structures can be processed earlier—
this implements (local) preference-based generation.




In this chapter we revisit the original motivation for our research and examine to what
extent we have accomplished the goals we have set ourselves. We discuss limitations
of our approach and directions for future work (divided into short-term and long-term
enhancements).
In sentence generation there are a number of standard assumptions that we believe
need to be challenged. These are:
1. the hierarchical nature of the input to generators;
2. the exact specification of what should be conveyed.
In this thesis we have looked at the following aspects:
1. Use of non-hierarchical structures as input to generators. This allows us to inves¬
tigate a more general version of the sentence generation problem where one is not
pre-committed to a choice of the syntactically prominent elements in the initial
semantics. Existing generation approaches often assume a hierarchical structure
on the input semantic representation which is not justified independently of the
language.
2. Use of 'upper' and 'lower' bounds on the semantic input which express the least
and the most that should be conveyed. This allows for more flexibility in expres¬
sion and mirrors better what happens in real text production by humans.
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In addition we have also looked at:
3. Use of linguistically motivated syntactic structures. The previous studies in the
conceptual graphs tradition (and for that matter some smaller scale generation
systems) do not rely on proper linguistic theories and thus fail to capture gener¬
alisations which leads to problems when attempting to expand such systems.
4. Declarative specification of the relation between meaning and form. We use a
declarative framework for encoding the mapping relation between semantic and
syntactic structures.
5. Choice between alternative paraphrases on semantic and syntactic grounds. The
standardly assumed constraints on the semantics of the output (completeness and
coherence) are more restrictive than necessary and intuitively good realisations
can be ruled out. We provide more flexible mechanisms.
6. Generation strategies and mechanisms for controlling the search. The generation
task is in essence a search task. The search space in the context of generation is
very big. In addition our assumption of non-hierarchical input makes the problem
even worse. Some generators use a top-down backtracking strategy (e.g., fuf
[Elhadad 93], shdg [Shieber et al. 90]) and throw away all useful computation
they might have performed in the course of exploring an unsuccessful branch of
the search space.
7. Lexical choice is considered as an integral part of the surface generation prob¬
lem. We do allow for subgraphs to be expressed by a single word (packaging of
information).
We have addressed the above issues by developing a practical generation system with
the following characteristics:
1. The input to the system is a conceptual graph, i.e., a non-hierarchical repre¬
sentation. The formalism of conceptual graphs stems from semantic networks.
Conceptual graphs offer the advantage that the formalism has well defined de¬
duction mechanisms.
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2. The generator uses a notion of 'upper' and 'lower' semantic structures. The 'up¬
per' semantics subsumes the input semantics which in turn subsumes the 'lower'
semantics. If for some reason the generator is forced to further specialise the se¬
mantic type of an element in the input semantics the new semantic type should
not be more specific than the type of the corresponding element in the 'lower'
semantics. Conversely, if the generator generalises a concept from the input se¬
mantics the new concept should be more specific than the counterpart concept
in the 'upper' semantics. Thus the semantics of the generated sentence (which
we assume is not always identical to the input semantics) should be subsumed by
the 'upper' semantics and it should subsume the 'lower' semantics. Such func¬
tionality is particularly useful if generation systems are to be used in real world
applications where large knowledge bases (not necessarily created with linguis¬
tic purposes in mind) do exist and the sentence planning component relies on
them to produce the semantic input for the surface realisation module. Thus,
the links between the elements in the knowledge base and the elements in the
input semantics can be established trivially.
3. The output of the generator is a linguistically motivated syntactic structure. We
make use of the formalism of Lexicalised D-Tree Grammars which stem from work
on Tree-Adjoining Grammars. Two important properties of D-Tree Grammars
make them particularly suitable for generation:
• Extended Domain of Locality: DTGs have a larger domain of locality than
context-free grammars and linguistic formalisms based on them (such as
Lexical Functional Grammars and Head-Driven Phrase Structure Gram¬
mars). Thus, the dependencies between a verb and all of its arguments can
be stated (locally) in one construction.
• There is a close match between the operations on the syntactic structures
(subsertion-insertion and sister-adjunction) and the operations of comple¬
mentation and modification on the semantic structures. This simplifies the
mapping between syntax and semantics and also leads to a simpler genera¬
tion architecture.
By using a well-established syntactic theory and framework we have a system
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which:
• captures language generalisations (parsimony);
• allows for new constructions to be added easily (extensibility); and
• is relatively simple to debug (maintenance).1
4. We have devised a formalism in which to encode in a declarative way the mapping
between semantic structures expressed in terms of conceptual graphs and the
(minimal) syntactic structures expressed in terms of (lexicalised) dtg trees. Such
declarative mapping of conceptual graphs to linguistically motivated syntactic
structures had not been done before. Because the dtg elementary structures have
an Extended Domain of Locality within which dependencies are localised, the
semantic counterparts of elementary syntactic structures are meaningful semantic
units.
5. Generators often can produce a number of different paraphrases. We have de¬
veloped a framework to compare which of the paraphrases will be closest to the
initial semantics. Our generation model allows for paraphrases to express less
(or more) information than specified in the input semantics. Such omissions
(additions) should be minimal.
6. We have developed algorithms (generation strategies) which use declarative map¬
ping rules and produce syntactic paraphrases for a given semantic input. In our
generation model we use operations similar to subsertion-insertion and sister-
adjunction. The standard dtg operations have been extended to take into ac¬
count the combination of semantic structures. In order to control the search in
the generation process we have developed special heuristics (indexing of rules,
etc.). We have explicitly demonstrated the declarative nature of the mapping
rules by exploring a number of different generation strategies: top-down gener¬
ation strategy and a chart-based generation technique. The latter potentially
allows for a whole array of generation methodologies to be explored using the
same linguistic knowledge. The main advantage of using the chart technique is
1 The compiler for mapping rules provides syntactic sugaring which hides unnecesary detail from the
developer.
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to avoid re-computing useful results which have been generated in the course of
exploring an unsuccessful branch of the search space.
7. Our generator does not assume that its input already contains information about
which content words will be used. Lexical choice is performed by the generator.
By combining two powerful frameworks - that of Conceptual Graphs and D-Tree Gram¬
mars, we have developed a generation framework which allows for the linguistic realisa¬
tion problem to be viewed in a more general setting. In developing the syntactic part of
mapping rules we have followed the tag analyses of the xtag system [Doran et al. 94],
New mapping rules can further be added to the generator. The generation system is
implemented in life and has a graphical tree displayer and a character-based interface
for interacting with it.
8.1 Evaluation
nlg systems are hard to evaluate because:
1. they have different starting assumptions (for example what the input should
contain and in what form);
2. they have different goals regarding what output they produce and how this output
is used;
3. they use different architectures for managing the resources, different implemen¬
tation platforms, etc.
We have tested protector on a corpus of a few hundred examples and the system is
robust and very quick (cf. the trace we showed in Section 6.2.5). We intend to do the
following further experiments with our system:
1. showing the variety of syntactic constructions that the system can generate;
2. for a given input showing the paraphrases that the system can produce;
3. comparing non-memoization and memoization techniques:
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(a) Calculating overhead ofmemoization for sentences that do not involve back¬
tracking;
(b) Calculating speed-up for sentences that involve backtracking (e.g., sentences
with lexical gaps);
(c) Calculating speed-up for generation of alternative paraphrases.
8.2 Limitations
Our approach is in essence a simple mapping from semantic structures to syntactic ones.
While such an approach has advantages it also has limitations when the fuller range
of tasks to be performed in a generation system (in the broad sense) are considered.
In this section we discuss limitations of our approach some of which can be readily
addressed and we touch upon how in the section on further work.
1. mapping rules are not distinguished on the basis of functional information (i.e.,
differences in communicative effects are not accounted for). Only the content of
the utterance is given as input (although salience of concepts plays a role in the
semantic comparison);
2. lack of heuristics for choosing/preferring an initial syntactic head among the set
of possible ones;
3. the listener is not taken into account;
4. no account for context information;
5. in our system we have looked more at lexical packaging and less so at quantifi-
cational structures;
6. collocations are not accounted for. The use of a lexicalised grammar (dtg)
and the fact that we generate syntactic heads first puts us in a good position to
treat collocations (most collocations are relations between the syntactic head and
the complements/modifiers). This requires more sophistication in the process of
choosing lexical items;




This section is devoted to possible extensions of the work. The system is viewed
as a general test-bed for experimenting with possible generation strategies. Taking
additional knowledge sources into account during generation is discussed.
8.3.1 Short-term improvements
The new sister-adjunction: Recent changes to the DTG formalism involve changing
the sister-adjunction operation and the modification trees so that the modifica¬
tion tree projects up to the category that it modifies. The new sister-adjunction
operation merges (unifies) the root of the modification tree with the node in
the other tree that is being modified (see Figure 8.1). Thus the sister ad¬
junction constraints (SACs) can be stated as features and modification trees can
be ruled out by failure of unification. Our generation work provides additional
motivation for introducing the new root of the modification trees, namely that
the applicability semantics for modification mapping rules have a head concept
which is not covered (consumed) by the construction and which is not linked to
any syntactic node. This concept was used in finding where to attach (sister-
adjoin) the modification tree of the mapping rule. Operations like the new
sister-adjunction have been used in generation previously. Segment Grammar
(sg) [Kempen 87a, Kempen h Hoenkamp 87] which assumes as basic structures
(called segments) minimal trees consisting of a mother node (root) and a single
daughter (called foot) uses a combination operation which merges two nodes of
two segments (or derived structures). When the foot of a segment si is merged
with the root of a segment 52 we have the standard substitution. When the roots
of two segments are merged we have what amounts to the new sister adjunction









Figure 8.2: Previous use of sister-adjunction in segment grammar
(see Figure 8.2). Segment Grammar was used as the basis of the IPF generation
system [De Smedt 90, page 169].
Adding given-new, focus-topic information: This could be handled either by adding
additional fields to the mapping rules or using the existing mechanisms for encod¬
ing such information in the applicability 'semantics' (which will no longer have
only semantic character). The former approach is more elegant.
Extending the grammar coverage: As it stands our generation system can be eas¬
ily extended to incorporate more mapping rules covering more syntactic construc¬
tions.
Building supporting tools: Our goal in building the generation system was not to
spend much effort on interface issues (as they are not central to the research
contributions of this thesis). The system does have facilities for graphical display
of the syntactic structure and more supporting utilities are being built.2 Building
a specialised mapping rules editor that can be used by the linguist will greatly
enhance the usability of the system. There are new tools becoming available both
for displaying conceptual graphs and syntactic trees and we intend to concentrate
2 PROTECTOR-95 has a graphical display based on SICStus Prolog's 2.9 graphics manager which is
no longer supported in SICStus v.3 and higher. The current system uses life's own graphical
libraries. We had made small experiments with Tcl/Tk though future development will be based
on the emerging Java graphical toolkit.
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on integrating existing resources rather than developing new ones from scratch.
8.3.2 Longer-term improvements
Follow-up sentences: None of the existing generation systems tackle the problem of
generating follow-up sentences as a consequence of the assumption that the input
is of a clause size and can be expressed as a single (though maybe complex) sen¬
tence. Sometimes generators can start off following a branch of the search space
leading to a sub-optimal solution which does not allow the incorporation of all
the semantic material in a sentence (this is a very likely scenario in left-to-right
generation). Instead of backtracking which has the risks of not being able to
reuse constituents that have been generated a generator could finish the current
sentence, and replan the next sentence by carrying over unexpressed semantic
information. The notion of constructing follow-up sentences was suggested in
[Nogier & Zock 92], One approach to constructing the conceptual input for the
follow-up sentence would be to take the current input semantics, and remove all
concepts that have been expressed but the ones that preserve connectivity be¬
tween unexpressed ones. In order to avoid repetitions in the latter sentence(s) the
generator will need to deal with anaphoric references and elliptical constructions
which will account for the concepts expressed in the previous sentence. Generat¬
ing follow-up sentences is another way to increase the paraphrasing power of the
generator. Levelt's discussion for planning the conceptual input in the context
of a dialogue is also relevant here [Levelt 89].
Move-a generation: The idea is that the generator only generates a basic structure
(i.e., what Transformational Grammarians would call deep structure) and then
(purely syntactic) lexical rules are used to derive other paraphrases from this.
This idea is based on the observation that tree families in a DTG grammar have
very similar trees in the sense the syntactic function of individual constituents is
the same across many of the trees in a family and only the structural organisation
is different. For example, NP constituents in sentential trees have the same case
(see Figure 8.3). In the presently biggest DTG grammar there are about 50 ba¬
sic trees (families) which have about 1800 trees together. Computationally it is
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Figure 8.3: Trees from the V_NP_PP_to family
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muck cheaper to derive a paraphrase syntactically as opposed to going through a
heavy full-blown generation. Yet, mechanisms like making the derivational rules
that derive structures from the base tree sensitive to constraints like topic/focus
are needed in order for the generator to distinguish the applicability of differ¬
ent syntactic structures. Such an approach might be useful in Computer-Aided
Language Learning (call).
Compiling syntactic patterns: Compiling syntactic patterns is a pre-compilation
technique3 which can benefit from a good preference-based approach to genera¬
tion. The main idea is to combine mapping rules into bigger mapping rules and
operate with these. This can be justified from-a psycholinguistic perspective and
also from engineering considerations [Zock 97]. Good candidates for combination
are mapping rules that are always or 'often'4 used together. Thus, this approach
looks at optimisation above the sentence level. Compiling syntactic patterns de¬
pends radically on good preference-based techniques for the following reason: If
we do preserve completeness5 we will not change the size of the search space
but the shape of the search space will be changed. It will be flatter and at each
stage there will be more alternatives. Thus it is crucial for a generator using
this approach to be able to identify good partial structures quickly. Note that
in choosing a syntactic framework with enlarged domain of locality we already
have some of that syntactic pattern compilation built in. The overall approach
can be seen as an extension of the counterpart of the technique for compiling a
tag grammar from an hpsg grammar [Kasper et al. 95].
Compiling large hpsg grammars to dtg format: There have been initial attempts
to do a conversion from hpsg to tag [Kasper et al. 95]. Researchers involved in
this hpsg to ltag compilation project see dtg as being more suitable than ltag
as the target formalism of their compilation algorithm.
3 which could be combined with the hierarchy of mapping rules.
4 It is clear what the meaning of rules used always together is. As for defining rules used frequently
together we need to consider a domain, a task and sizable collection of generation goals.
5 Similar approaches in parsing give up completeness, i.e., they undergenerate and gain good perfor¬
mance improvements sacrificing coverage of a small percentage of the corpus data.
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Incremental generation: Even as it stands our generator offers benefits for incre¬
mental processing. Tlie generator first finds a skeletal syntactic structure (phase
1) which is augmented later on in phase 2. In principle, if interrupted in phase 2
the generator would have a reasonable syntactic structure to return. Except for
generators that have been built with incremental processing as their main objec¬
tive this is not the case for the mainstream approaches to surface realisation.
Multilinguality: Both the use of a non-hierarchical semantic representation formal¬
ism and D-Tree Grammars with their uniform treatment of the operations on
the syntactic and semantic side make our framework particularly well suited for
multilingual generation.6
Exploring parallelism: There is a vast body of work within the area of Logic Pro¬
gramming which has studied parallel processing and a lot of these techniques are
applicable to nlp and generation in particular. For instance, we could: (1) ex¬
plore all possible applicable mapping rules simultaneously (OR-parallelism); (2)
having chosen a mapping rule which has a lexicalised elementary syntactic struc¬
ture generate in parallel all constituents (in case of interdependencies between
siblings we need to synchronise the processes).
User modelling: Incorporating a model of the user would be a valuable addition
to protector. The lexical resources and the syntactic constructions need to
annotated with features specifying for what kind of users they are applicable.
Checking these can easily be incorporated in the generation process.
Large scale generation: In comparison to the biggest nlg systems' protector
remains a relatively small one. There are a number of issues that will arise when
attempting to scale protector:
• speed of matching
• indexing of rules
6 Owen Rambow has investigated treatments of German phenomena in DTG and presented this work
at the TAG+4 workshop in Philadelphia, Aug'98. For the predecessor of DTG, TAG, there exist large
grammars for French [Abeille 91] and German [Harbusch et al. 91].




• maintaining lexical resources
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To sum up we developed a generation framework which addresses issues that have
not been studied previously. Many of the ideas in this thesis are gradually becom¬
ing the focus of more and more work in the generation community. More people are
considering generation from non-hierarchical structures (though sometimes not having
concrete motivation to do so); more people are considering declarative architectures
for generation, even techniques for converting parsing grammars into formats suitable
for generation are being studied; deviations from the input semantics are also consid¬
ered (e.g., negotiation architecture for mt); more people are looking at memoization
techniques (though on all occasions researchers' motivation has been to efficiently pro¬
duce all paraphrases and the issue that such mechanisms are important even for single
sentence generation has passed unnoticed); preference-based generation is also an area
receiving more attention.
A major effort behind this research was also to integrate the semantic and syntactic
processing that allows consideration of alternative processing strategies for generation.
The uniform treatment of the syntactic operations on the semantic side within our
syntactic framework allows for the vast body of parsing techniques to be re-interpreted
from a generation perspective.
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Appendix A
Generation Systems
In this appendix we list different generation systems that have been built over the years.
Our list is largely based on [Adorni & Zock 96] with some additions and represents the
most comprehensive collection of built generators up to date.
Name Year Language Generator Description
Yngve 1961 English random generation with a
generative grammar
Klein 1965 English story generator
Weizenbaum 1966 English ELIZA simulation of a dialog
with a psychotherapist
Harper et al. 1969 English random paragraph genera-
ration
Friedman 1969 English testbed for transformatio¬
nal grammar
Winograd 1972 English SHRDLU description of a micro-
world (cubes, blocks)
Simmons & Slocum 1972 English sentence generation by
using an ATN
Carbonell et al. 1973 English SCHOLAR natural language interface
for teaching geography
Wong 1975 English sentence generation from a
semantic network
Goldman 1975 English BABEL paraphrase generation &
lexical choice on the basis
of abstract representations
Clippinger 1977 English ERMA simulation of performance
errors (dialog with a psy¬
chiatrist)
Cohen 1978 English OSCAR speech act planning and
planning of the message




Lehnert 1979 English QUALM goal sensitive elaboration
of a response
Mc Donald 1980 English MUMBLE surface generator
Meehan 1980 English TALESPIN planning and generation of
fables
Weiner 1980 English BLAH generation of explanations
concerning income taxes
Carroll 1980 English CALL system for teaching
English
Moghrabi 1980 French generation of cooking recipes
Bates & Ingria 1981 English ILIAD CALL system for transforma¬
tional grammar
Mann & Moore 1981 English KDS generation of paragraphs
Kempen & Hoenkamp 1982 Dutch IPG incremental sentence product.
Mann & Matthiessen 1983 English PENMAN systemics sentence generator
Kukich 1983 English ANA generation of stock market
reports
Swartout 1983 English XPLAIN explanation of the results
of an expert system
Granville 1983 English PAUL generation of coherent texts
Wahlster et al. 1983 German HAM-ANS determination of the adequate
level of a response
Mauldin 1984 English KAFKA sentence generation from a
semantic network
Sigurd 1984 Swedish COMMEN generation of scene descrip¬
TATOR tions
Buchberger & Horacek 1984 German VIE-GEN sentence generation from a
semantic network
Appelt 1985 English KAMP modeling of the user's beliefs
and goals
McKeown 1985 English TEXT use of schemata for determi¬
ning content &; text structure
Danlos 1985 French use of discourse grammar
Simonin 1985 French text plan optimization
Contant 1985 French FRANA French version of ANA
McCoy 1985 English ROMPER correction and anticipation
of wrong inferences
Boyer et al. 1985 French generation of paraphrases
Rosner 1986 German SEMSYN summaries about the labor
market
Pollack 1986 English SPIRIT determination of the adequacy
of information
Kehl 1986 German GEOTEXT description of geometrical
configurations
Kronfeld 1986 English BERTRAND generation of definite
descriptions
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Patten 1986 English SLANG use of systemic grammars
for NLG
Kittredge et al. 1986 English RAREAS generation of weather
forecast reports
Novak 1987 German NAOS generation of coherent
scene descriptions
Conklin 1987 English GENARO description of pictures
Jacobs 1987 English KING help system for UNIX
Kukich 1987 English connectionist-based
sentence generation
Jameson 1987 English IMP tailoring content by taking
the user into account
de Finney et al. 1987 French PARDA generation of arguments
Mellish 1987 English text generation from plans
Andre et al. 1987 German SOCCER generation of soccer reports
Nirenburg 1987 English DIOGENES generation for machine-
translation
Ishizaki 1988 Japanese generation of reports about
terrorist crimes
Busemann 1988 German SUTRA surface generator of HAM-
ANS dialog system
Houghton & Pearson 1988 English DORIS planning dialogues (vocal
output)
Gabriel 1988 English YH simulation of conscious
processes of writing
Jacobs 1988 English PHRED multilingual generator
Hovy 1988 English PAULINE pragmatically motivated
text planning
Paris 1988 English TAILOR tailoring the text to the
user's knowledge
Iordanskaja et al. 1988 English GOSSIP implementation of the
meaning-text theory,
paraphrase generation




Finkler et al. 1989 German POPEL-HOW incremental sentence
generation
Pemberton 1989 English GESTER story generation
Maybury 1989 English GENNY use of RST relations for
producing coherent texts
Jablonski et al. 1990 German NUGGET text generation from a
linguistic basis
Bourbeau et al. 1990 English
French
FOG mutlilingual generation of
weather forecast reports
Gailly 1990 French HERMES processing of quantifier
scoping
Cawsey 1990 English EDGE plan-based generation of
explanatory discourse
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Dale 1990 English EPICURE generation of cooking
recipes
de Smedt 1990 Dutch IPF parallel-incremental
sentence generation
Meteer 1990 English SPOKESMAN producing texts by revising
Mitkov 1990 Bulgarian GECO production of geometri¬
cal descriptions
Fawcett et al. 1990 English GENESYS with NIGEL the largest
grammar of English
McKeown et al. 1990 English COMET generation of explanations
(multimodal output)
Kreyss & Novak 1990 German PIT text planning
Namer 1990 French generation of summaries
of Verdi's operas
Reithinger 1990 German POPEL;WHAT incremental sentence
generation
Moore et al. 1990 English EES generation of explanations
Zukerman 1991 English WISHFUL content planning for teaching
algebra
Nogier 1991 French SYLAE sentence generation from
conceptual graphs
Zock 1991 French SWIM CALL system for learning
to speak French
Patten et al. 1992 English ANITA NL interface for a travel agent
Ward 1992 English FIG connectionist generator
Smadja & McKeown 1992 English COOK use of collocation for genera¬
ting stock market reports
Kantrowitz & Bates 1992 English GLINDA narration and intercharacter
communication
Rubinoff 1992 English IGEN Weather forecast generation
van der Linden 1992 English IMAGENE instructions for operating
telephones
Fawcett et al. 1992 English COMMUNAL generation with systemic
functional grammar
Roesner & Stede 1992 German TECHDOC multilingual instructions for
automobile maintenance
Reiter et al 1992 English IDAS generation of on-line help
documentation
Inui et al. 1992 Japanese WEIVER revision-based architecture
Elliadad 1992 English FUF implementation of Functional
Unification Grammar
Carenini et al. 1993 Italian ALFRESCO NL interface to a videodisc of
frescoes and monuments
Robin 1993 English STREAK revision-based generation
of summaries
Walilster et al. 1993 German WIP multimodal generation, ins¬
tructions for technical products
McKeown et al. 1994 English PLANDOC summary generation
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Cadlwell & Korelsky 1994 English EXCLASS generation of job descriptions
Cline 1994 English KALOS Knowledge-based generation
with revision
Jokinen 1994 English CDM generation of explanatory
dialogues
O'Donnell 1994 English WAG systemics sentence generator
Huang 1994 English PROVERB natural language proofs
Scott, Paris et al. 1995 E/Ger/It DRAFTER multilingual instructions
Andre 1995 German PREPLAN plan-based multimedia
generation
Bateman & Teich 1995 English KOMET multilingual generation with
systemic functional grammar
Buchanan et al. 1995 English MIGRAINE reactive patient explanations
Cawsey et al. 1995 English PIGLIT personalised patient explanation
Gagnon & Lapalme 1995 French PRETEXTE generation of temporal
expressions
Kosseim 1995 French SPIN planning of instructional
Nicolov, Mellish & 1995 English Protector
texts
approximate generation
Ritchie from conceptual graphs
Scott et al. 1996 E/Ger/It GIST Generating Instructional Text
Coch 1996 Fr/E/Sp AlethGen multi-paragraph toolbox
Fasciano & Lapalme 1996 English PostGraphe generation of statistical
graphics and text
Milosavljevic & Dale 1996 English PEBA-II encyclopedia descriptions
Gromova, Mellish & 1996 Russian GeneRus classification-based generation






ATN, see augmented transition networks
48
AVM (attribute-value matrix) 35
CALL, see computer-aided language learn¬
ing 3, 268
CFG, see context-free grammar 74
COMMUNAL 30
CSET, see constituents set 34, 35
DB-MAT 49
DRAFTER 30
drt, see Discourse Representation The¬
ory 57
dtg, see D-Tree Grammar 92
















LTAG, see Lexicalised Tree-Adjoining Gram¬
mar 82
mrs, see Minimal Recursion Semantics
47
MR, see mapping rule 123
MTT, see Meaning-Text Theory 48
MT, see machine translation 9
MulTex 30
mumble 78
nlg, see natural language generation 1
nlu, see natural language understand¬
ing 1
patr-ii 84
pattern (attribute) 34, 35
penman 30
protector 17, 78, 92, 105, 111, 112,
115, 117, 122, 130, 157, 159,
172, 176, 180, 182, 183, 187,
189, 262
proteus 30
SeSyn (Semantic Syntax) 52






tag, see Tree-Adjoining Grammar 77
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Conceptual Graphs (cg)
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